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4. To consIder and report on the form of the· various accounts 
rendered by Railway administrations to the Accountant-General Railways 
and to make recommendations thereon. " 

5. To consider and report on the experimental sys.tem in force on the 
East Indian Railway of the separation of accounts from audit and to make 
recommendations thereon. 

6. To examine ~nd report on the methods now in process of adoption 
for the establishment of a Railway Clearing House, and to UlIIke recom
mendations thereon. 

7. :1'~ examine and r!lport on the method.s in force for. the prllparation 
of statistics; to sugges.t unprovements therern where posslble ; to examine 
the statistics now prElpared with a view to eliminating and that may be 
superfluous or to suggesting additions of value, having regard to the pllr·· 
poses for which alone statistics are required, viz. :-

(I.) to assist the administrative and executive officers in the efficient 
management and operation of the Railways. 

(IT.) to enable the Railway Board to watch and control the manage
ment and operation of the Railways in the direction of efficiency and 
economy. 

(ill.) to furulsh the Government of India and the Auditor-General 
with such information and returns as are required by them. 

8. Tq examine and report on the advisability of the more extended 
employment of machines in the Accounts, Audit and Statistical Offices of 
Railways, and to make recommendations thereon. 

9. To examine and report on the s,ystem of workshop accounts in force 
on the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway. 

10. To report upon any Giher matters arising out of the investiga
tions and pertinent to the above specific Terms of Reference. 

11. To report whether the realised surplus of any considerable amount 
resulting from the disposal of a fixed asset should be treated as a receipt on 
capital account or credited to revenue account. 

My report is divided into three parts., the arrangement of which is as 
follows :-

ARRANGEMENT OF REPORT. 
Part i contains the Introduction and the following chapters :

Chapter I. 
Which contains references to snd extracts from the Reports made during 

recent years.by Mr. G. W. V. de Rhe-Philipe (paragraphs 19 and 20), 
Sir William Acworth (paragraphs 22 to .24), and Sir Vincent Raven 
(paragraphs 25 and 26), in so far as they have relation to accounts and 
statistics. 

Chapter II. _-
Which comments. upon the general conditions disclosed by my investigation. 

(Paragraphs 27 to 50.) 
Chapter III. 

Which describes the general principles to be observed in a sound and efficient 
system of accounting. (Paragraphs 51 to 60.) 

Chapter IV. 
Which outlines the proper organisation for the Accounting and Statistical 

Departments and for the Government Audit .. (Paragraphs 61 to 87.) 
Chapter V. 

Which describes the proposed new sys.tem of cash receipts and disburse
ments. (Paragraphs 88 to 113). 

Chapter VI. • 
Which describes the proposed new system of audit. (Paragraphs 114 to 

130.) 
Chapter VII. 

Which deals with the proposed new forms of annual accounts for individual 
Railways, including balance sheet for each, and of a cons,olidated income 
account and balance sheet for the Whole of the Railway administration. 
(Paragraphs 131 to 164.) 
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Chapter VIII. . . 
Which deals with, the proposed new system of traffic accounting. (Para

graphs 165 to 193.) 
Chapter IX.. 

Which deals with the proposed new system of stores accounting. (Para
graphs 194 to 214.) 

Chapter X. . . 
Which deals with the propol:1,ed new system of workshop accountmg. (Para

graphs 215 to 239.) 
Chapter XI. • 

Which describes the new general accounting system. (Paragraphs 240 to 
252.) 

Chapter XlI. 
Which outlines the proposed new system of accounting for collieries. (Para

graphs 253 to 269.) 
Chapter XIII. 

Which discusses the question of depreciation. (Paragrapha 270 to 288.) 
Chapter XlV. 

Which deals with the form of budget of the Railways and with proper test.; 
in comparing the budget with the actual expenditure. (Paragraphs 289 
to 300.) 

Chapter XV. 
Which deals with the methods of compiling statistics and discusses, those 

which are at present prepared with suggested amendments thereto. 
(Paragraphs 301 to 338.) 

Chapter XVI. 
Which deals with the freight on stores and supplies for us,e on the Railways. 

(Paragraphs 339 to 343.) 
Chapter XVII. 

Which deals with mechanised accounting. (Paragraphs 344 to 352.) 
Chapter XVIII. 

'Vhich deals with the installation of a new system. (Paragraphs 353 to 
364.) 

Chapter XIX. 
Which contains a summary of my recommendations. (Paragraphs 365 to 

380.) 
Chapter XX. 

Conclus,ion. (Paragraph 381.) 
Part II contains the '*Ppendices, to which reference is made throughout 

Part I. 
, Part TIT contains the forms for use in the New Accounting and Statistical 

Systems recommende~ in the report and detailed in the Appendices. 
A complete Index to the Appendices and Forms will be found at the opening 

of Parts II and ill respectively. 
In Chapter XIX of the Main Report there is embodied a summary of my 

recommendations, and these are as, follows :- , 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS. 

Separation of Audit and Accounts. 
• 1. That the principal Accounting Officer of each State Railway be styled" Chief 

Accountant," and he directly responsible to the Agent of each Railway, 
hut appointable and removable only by the Railway Board. Chapter II, 
paragraph 33.} . 

2. That the accounts of the Railway Board at present kept by ,the Accountant
General Railways be handed over to a chief accountant appointed by and 
respon~ible to the Railway Board. (Chapter ry, paragraph 62.) 

3. That the title" Accountant General Railways" be alterrd t(l " Chief Auditor 
Railways." (Chapter IV, paragraph 62.) . ..._. 



4. That the indepc.>ndent post-audit of aU Railway accounts be carried out by the 
Auditor-General, who would have no power or authority to hold up pay
ments or accounts but ouly to report thereon. (Chapter VI, paragraphs 
116 to 122.) 

5. That the efficiency be judged by the relation between the earnings. and the 
operating expenseR ; by the value to the community of the services render
ed, and by the efficiency and economy with which they are rendered. 
(Chapter II, paragraph 37.) 

General Accounts. 
6. That the Accounting Department of each Railway be reorganised as shown on 

the chart. on page 22. (Chapter IV, paragraphs 62 to 85.) 

7. That an entirely new and modern system of general accounting be introduced 
with a proper system of control accounts. (Chapter XI, paragraph 249.) 

8. That the Railway Accounts be kept upon the basis of work done and services 
rendered by the Railways and of work done for the Railways, both express: 
ed in money values and entered in the books as at the time when the 
services are performed and the work done and whether paid for at that 
time or not. (Chapter II, paragraph 37.) 

9. That a system of rewards for any suggestions made and adopted for improve
ments in accounting methods be introduced. (Chapter IV, paragraph 86.) 

Expenditure Abstracts. 

10. That the Expenditure Abstracts be remodelled as indicated in Appendix III. 
(Chapter VII, paragraphs 141 to 144.) 

11. 'l'hat a separate abstract be prepared to include all expenses connected with 
stores,. (Chapter VII, paragraph 145.) 

12. That a separate abstract be prepared for all expenses of the Electrical 
Depart.ment. (Chapter VII, paragraph 146.) 

Oapital and Income Accou'nts and Balance Sheet. 
13. 1'hat the Capital and Income Accounts rendered by each Railway be revised 

in accordance with the new forms attached to Appendix III. (Chapter 
VII, paragraphs 135 and 136.) 

14. That the Suspense Account be treated as working capital and included in 
Capital Expenditure instead of in Income. (Chapter VII, paragraphs 138 
and 139.) 

15. That payments to worked lines in respect of net earnings. of those lin~s under 
the terms of the contracts be treated as a charge to Income and not as at 
lJresent deducted, as to Receipts, from Gross Earnings, and, as to 
ExpenRes, from Operating Expenses. (Chapter VII, paragraph 151.) 

16. That each Railway prepare monthly and annually a~lance s,heet in the form 
set out supported by exhibits showing how the various aSRets and liabilities 
are arrived at. (Chapter VII, paragraph 155.) 

17. That the Railway Board prepare an income account and balance sheet record
ing their activities apart from those of individual Railways, and that from 
these accounts and from the income accounts and balance sheets of 
individual Railways, a consolidated income account and balance sheet of 
the Railway Department be prepared monthly and annually. (Chapter 
VII, paragraph 136.) 

Cash System. 
18. That the Controller of Currency act as banker and keep separate accounts for 

each Railway system, crediting to this account all the receipts and charg
ing to it all the paYments. That the Treasurer of ('ach "Railway send daily 
to the Controller of Currency a statement of the Railway receipts showing 
the bank or sub-treasury to which they have been paid, over, and a state
ment of all cheques. drawn against authorised credits. (Chapter V, para
graphs 90 to 101.) 

19. That all accounts between the Railways and other Government Departments 
or Provincial Governments and other Railways be settled by cheque instead 
of by transfers as a.t present. (Chapter V, paragraphs 102 to 109.) 



T,.affic AccoUnting. 

20. That the Railway Clearing House at Lahore be converted· into· a Central 
Station Accounting Office and moved to Delhi ; that, in addition to dealing 
with the foreign traffic between the four State Railways, it should also 
handle the local traffic of those Railways, commencing first with that of the 
Nort~ Western Railway ; ~hat branch offices ~e established at Howrah, 
Wadi Bunder and Karachi for the traffic audit at those stations these 
branches to be under the control of the Central Station Accountfug Office 
at Delhi; and that the methods of audit worked out by Mr. W. H. Scott 
be gradually extended ~ comprise the whole system of State Railways. 
(Chapter VII,paragraphs 176 to 181.) 

Stores Accounting. 

21. That all Railway stores, except imprest stores of small amount at running 
shed and engineers' depots, be placed· under the control of the Controller 
of Stores, and that he keep detail quantity records thereof; that quantity 
and money records be kept of all stores by the stores accountants; and that 
an entirely new system of accounting for stores receipts, issues and balances 
be adopted. (Chapter IX, paragraphs 198 and 199.) 

22. That the whole cost of purchasing and handling stores, including all adminis
tration and clerical expense, be added to the cost of stores by a percentage 
addition to all purchases, so that departments using stores may be charged 
with the full cost thereof. (Chapter IX, paragraph 211.) 

23. That an official price list of stores be established for all issues, and be varied 
from time to time 80 that diverpncies between money value of stores on 
hand in accordance with this price list and the book value may be kept 
within small limits. All such differences should be written off .whenever 
there is a change in price. (Chapter IX,. paragraph 212.) 

24. That the purchasing of stores be entirely separated from their custody and be 
entrusted to a supply officer who would purchase on requisition from the 
Controller of Stores or other authorised officers. (Chapter IX, para

graph 197.) 

Wo,.kshop Accounting. 

25. That a system of planning, progressing and scheduling. be adopted in. all 
Railway workshops, and that a new system of cost and general accountmg 
be put into force under a workshop accountant. (Chapter X, pa:ragraphs 
215 to 239.) 

26. That all expenses incurred in connection with the workshops which cannot be 
allocated direct to· any specific job or jobs, vie. : repairs to plant and 
machinerv, sup1!!'intendence and depreciation, be included as overhead 
expenses 'arid distributed over the output as a percentage addition to the 
direct labour costs. (Chapter X, paragraph 230.) 

• Statistics . 

27. That a "Deputy Agent Statistics" be appointed on each Railway as an 
assistant to the Agent to study the statistics submitted by the Chief 
Accountan.t and other Railway Departments. (Chapter XV, paragraph 
302.) 

28. That a statistical committee be set up, consisting of the Director of Finance 
to the Railway Board, the Assistant Director of Statistics to the Railway 
Board and representatives of the operating departments, and of the 
statistical offices of the various Railwavs to decide from time to time upon 
any variation in the matter to be tabulAted'and the methods of tabulation. 
(Chapter XV, paragraph 302.) 

29. That machine methods be adopt~d to ·a much greater extent in the preparation 
of statistics. (Chapter XV, paragraph 304.) 

30. That some revision be made in the statistics with a view to tbeir improve
ment by eliminating duplication and some tables of small value. (Chapter 
XV, paragraphs 305 to 310.) . 



..... 
Dep,.eoiaticm. 

31. That the present plan of providing for depreciation be continued, except 
that :-, • 

(1) Additional cost of replacing any unit be a charge to revenue and 
not to Capital. 

(2) That the life of any unit be not estimated to exceed 50 years, and in 
case of electrical units 25 years. • 

(3) That caP!tal expenditures to the extent to which they do not increase 
operatmg revenues or decrease operating expenses be written off 
to surplus income under the term" Betterments." (Chapter 
XlII, paragraphs 270 to 288.), . 

32. That th~ realised sUl1!lus over original cost, less accrued depreciation, 
resuItmg from the dlsposal of a fixed asset should be credited to a capital 
reserve account, to which should be charged any losses due to sales of a 
similar Reset for sums less than the difference between the original cost and 
the amount standing to the credit of Depreciation Fund in respect of this 
asset. (Chapter XIII, paragraph 287.) 

Coal Mines Organisation and Accounting. 

33. That the Railway Collieries be removed from the control of the separate 
Railways and concentrated under the control of a director of collieries 
responsible to the Railway Board; and that a new system of cost stores, 
workshop and general accounts be introduced. (Chapter XII, par~graphs 
254 to 268.) 

34. That all coal shipped to State RaiIway~ be charged at cost including 
depreciation, sinking fund and administration expenses, and in addition a 
sum calculated to yield'approximately 6 per cent. interest per annum on 
the capital at charge to the Collieries. (Chapter XlI, paragraph 268.) 

Railway Budget. 

35. That the Budget submitted to the Legislative Assembly continue in its present 
form, but be supported by a revised set of income and capital accounts 
and a consolidated balance sheet of the Railway Department. (Chapter 
XIV, paragraphs 294 to 297.) 

36. That in comparing Budget figures with actual results regard be had to any 
variations in expenditures that might be expected on account of variations 
in gross earnings. (Chapter XIV, paragraphs 298 and 299.) 

• Charges on Transport of Railway Supplies. 
37. That all goods carried by a Railway for its own use be charged for trans

portation at 60 per cent. of the full rates. (Chapter XVI, paragraph 341.) 
Mechanised Accounting. 

420:": 

38 That machine methods and loose leaf ledgers be employed in the new account
•. illg systems, and that the .machin~s be installed under suitabl~ conditi?ns 

of housing and with an undertaking on the'part of the suppliers to gIve 
effective service in the way of supervision and repairs. (<(hapter XVII, 
paragraphs 344 to 352.). .... •• ' .... J • ..... ' 

. Installg,t.ion f!f~ew. Sy'shl'1ns. 
39. That in order to instal the nElW,{sy.#e~'J of accounting the following staff 

should be engaged for a term 0 five years :-
4 Chartered accountants, at Rs. 2,000 per month, rising to Rs. 2,400. 
4 Cost accountants, at Rs. 1,200 per month, rising to RB. 1,600. 

4 Production engineers at Rs. 1.200 per month, rising to Rs. 1,600. 
(Chapter XVIII, paragraphs 358 to 361.) • 

lO That chartered accountants be instructed to audit the present recoros, and 
. prepare balance sheets of each Railway as of the date at which the new 

accounting system is to be installed and tho new books opened on each 
Railway. (Chapter XVIII, par/I graph 364.) 

I am, Dear Sir, 
Yours faithfully, 

A. LOWES DICKINSON . 

.. 
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3, Jl'REDEBIOK 's. PLAOE, 

OLD JEw:BV, 

LONDON, E. C. 2. 

10th August, 1927. 

THE SECRETARY, 

R.uLWAY BOARD, 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA, 

DEAR SIR, 

INT,RODUCTORY. 

1. In September, 1926, I received instructions from the Government of India 
conveyed to me through the Secretary of State for India in London, to take up a~ 
investigation of the system of Accounting, Audit and Statistics in the Railways 
owned and managed by the Government of India. Arrangements were made 
through Messrs. Price, Waterhouse & Co. of London and New York, to place at 
my'disposal two of their principal assistants. One of these had special 
experience not only of English Railways and their methods of accounting but 
also of conditions in India, having spent the greater part of two years there on 
other inv~stigations for the Governmedt of India. The other came from America 
where he had had considerable experience in Railway methods and the organi
sation of accounting systems for several of those Railways, and also had heen 
frequently engaged on the reorganisation of the accounting systems in large 
engineering shops both for RailwaY'S and for commercial concerns. 

2. My two assistants proceeded to India in the early part of October, and 
reached Bombay and Karachi respectively one during the third week in October 
and the other in the first week of November. 'fhey were met there by instructions 
from the Railway Board to take up first the investigation of the East Indian 
Railway in Calcutta, and after visiting members of the Board at Delhi and Simla 
they proceeded to that city. I was unable to leave England until October 22nd, 
but had already furnished my assistants with general instructions as to the line 
of work they were to take up. I reached Bombay on Novemher 12th, where I 
was met by the Agent for the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway and by 
Rai Bahadur B. D. Puri, the representative of the Railway Board who had been 
appointed to act as liaison officer between 1llyself and the Railway Officials. After 
spending a few days in Bombay in meeting the officials of the Great Indian 
Peninsula Railway (~te owned and managed) and the Bombay, Baroda and 
Central India Railway (State owned bnt Company managed)' and getting a 
general idea of their org'anisation both as to accounting, traffic, shops and stores, 
I proceeded to Delhi where I had the pleasure of meeting the Chief Commissioner 
of Hailways and lither, Members ,of the Railway Board, the Auditor General to 
the Government of India, and the Accountant General, Railways as well as the 
Director of Finance and other officials attached to the Railway Board. 

3. Up to tbe time of my arrival in Delhi, I had no very definite instructions 
as to the scope of the investigation it was desired 1 should make; but on arrival 
there this matter formed the main subject of discussion and my instructions were 
eventually embodied in the official "Terms of Reference" prepared by the 
Hailway Board, approved by the Auditor General, and endorsed by the Minister 
of Commerce and Railways. These Terms of Reference were as follows' ::--

1. To examine and report fully on tlie system of Accounting and' Audit 
in respect to all classes of both Capital an~' Revenue Receipts and 
Expenditure in force on the State worked Rallwaysandl to· make'recom
mendations for revised and tmproved methods : 

(a) with the aim of a better presentation of the cOmme'l'CiRt nesults, 
(b) for earlier preparation of the acconnts, and . 
(0) for their compilation.in their various details,i~for.m~ .. that wm best 

assist the executive and. administration to secure efficiency and 
economy in working. 
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2. To ~xamint; and report J?articularly on the system in force on State 
worked Railways m the followmg mattei's and to make recommendations 
thereon:- . 

(a) The system of accounting in the Workshops and the preparation of 
cost accounts. 

(b) Th~ system of accountiI!g for the expenditure and outturn of 
Railway Collieries. 

(c) The system of Stores accounts. 

(1) The recommendations should contain proposals for a system of 
cost accounts for workshops with special reference :_ 

(1) to assisting the administration to exercise proper control over unit 
and aggregate costs and effecting economies in all operations of 
the shops. 

(2) to devising a method for determining the proper cost of articles 
manufactured in the shops. 

(11) The recommendations in regard to colliery aecounts should 
contain detail proposals for the pricing of the output of the collieries. 

(llI) The recommendations in relation to stores accounts should deal 
in~er alia with (a) the pricing of the balances held in stock, (b) the issue 
pnce of stores .. 

3. (a) To consider and report on the feasibility of the preparation of a 
proper annual balance sheet and profit and loss accounts for individual 
Railways; for separate organisations such as collieries; and for the whole 
of the receipts and expenditure of. the Government of India relating to 
Railways. 

(b) To advise as to the forms to be adopted for the balance sheets and 
profit and loss accounts if the preparation of such is recommended . 

• 4. To consider and report on the form of the various accounts rendered 
by Railway administrations to the Accountant General, Railways, and to 
make recommendations thereon. 

5. To consider and report on the experimental system in force on the 
East Indian Railway 'of the separation of accounts from audi t and to make 
recommendations thereon. 

6. To ~amine and report on the methods now in process of adoption 
for the establishmel).t of a Railway Clearing House and to make recom
mendations thereon. 

7. To examine and report on the methods in force for the preparation 
of statistics; to suggest improvements therein where possible; to examine 
the statistics now prepared with a view to elimi~ing any that may be 
superfiuo!ls or to suggesting additions of value, having regard to the 

• purposes for which alop.e statistics are required, viz. :-
(I) To assist the administrative and executive officers i.n the 

efficient ,management and operation of the Railways., 
(II) To enable the Railway Board to watch and control the manage

ment and operation of the Railways in the direction of efficiency and 
economy. 

(m) To furnish the Government of India and the Auditor General 
with such inforxnation and returns as are required by them. 

8. To examine and report on the advisability of the more extended 
employment of machines in the Accounts, Audit and Statistical Offices of 
Railways, and to make recommendations thereon. , 

9. To examine and report on the system of workshop accounts in force 
on the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway. 

10. To report upon any other mattIJrs arising out of the investigations 
and pertinent to the above specific terms of reference. 

11. To report whether the realised surplus of any considerable aI!lount 
resulting from the disposal of a fixed asset should be treated as a receIpt on 
capital aecOlmt or credited to revenue account. . . 
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4. During my 'week's stay in Delhi I ,was able.to obtain a general idea o.f ~he 
Railway organisation and of the operatmg and mcome accounts and statistics 
prepared by the Railways for submission to the Railway Board and by the 
Railway Board to the Government of India. , ' 

5. On leaving Delhi I proceeded to Calcutta and took up with my assistants 
(who were already engaged thereon) the iiwestigation of the East Indian Rail
way. This iuvl,stigation covered the accounts aud statistics of the transporta
tion, traffic, workshops, stores and coal properties. We also took up in a more 
general way the investigation of the same questions on the Eastern Bengal 
Railway, and made enquiries of. the Bengal Nagpur Railway so far as necessary 
to bring out any important differences of principle. This work occupied me 
in Calcutta until January 15th, 1927, and my assistants for about a week later. 

6. I then proceeded to Madras, where I spent three days with the Agent, the 
Chief Auditor, the Stores Accountant, 'and the Chief Engineer of the Madras and 
Southern Mahrattn Railway, in visiting the shops and stores of that Railway, 
and obtaining an insight into the general principles of their accounting and 
statistical orgauisation~ particularly having regard to any differences in the 
methods from those whIch had already been investigated on the other Railways 
already mentioned. -

7. On January 21st my assistants and myself reached Bombay, where we 
took np an im'estigation on the same lines to those already indicated of the Great 
Indian Peninsula Railway, and in a more general way-of the Bombay, Baroda 
and Central India Railway, with special attention in the case of the latter Rail-
way to the system of workshop accounts; . 

• 
8. I left Bombay on February 10th and, stopping on my way at Ajmeer to 

visit the narrow gauge workshops of the Bombay, Baroda and _Central India 
Railway, reached Delhi on February 16th, in order to be present at the debate on 
the Railway Budget in the Legislative Assembly . • 

9. From Delhi I proceeded, on February 25th, to Lahore, whe,e both my 
assistants were by that time engaged, and-there I had an opportunity of discuss
ing fully with Mr. W. H. Scott, the Director of Clearing House Accounts, the 
development of machine methods of accounting to which I had myself given con
.. iderable attentiou both before and during my visit, to India and with which 
Mr. Scott, who had devoted some years almost exclusively to this subject, Waf! 
particularly familiar. The resnlt of these conferences will appear in the course 
of this report. 

10. On the completion of our work at Lahore, we returned to Delhi on March 
7th, and as our plans for the new accounting system were by that time well ad
vanced it was deemed advisable to have a conference at-Delhi with the Railway 
Board in order to dis<ll'ms with them the general plans which I had in mind, and, 
in particul!u, to bring out any objections which they might wish tQ raise in view 
of their long experience, both of general conditions in India and of railroad 
administration. I 

• 
11. The remainder of March was spent in Delhi on an investigation of the 

accounting methods and annual report.'! of the Railway Board and the Account
ant General Railways, and of the statistics prellared for the Railway Board ; 
and in formulating on general lines the systems of organisation and accounting 
which seemed best fitted to the needs of the Railways. This occupied our time 
until the end of March, and on April 2nd, we left Bombay on our retnrn journey 
to England. ' 

12. In the conrse of our work in India a great deal of information had been 
obtained and pnt aside for further examination, and on the return voyage and 
for some fonr mouths thereafter we w"re fully occnpied in considering the re
~lllts of our investigations: workin~out in comp~ete dEltail the systems of account
mg to be recommended, WIth all the accompanymg statements and forms, and in 
preparing the final report thereon. 

13. This work was eventually finiAhed by the end of 'Jnly, after which the 
complete report with its appendices, exhibits and forms, was handed to the India 
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Office to be printed. The necessary proof reading and final cOrrections 'Were 
finished and the I'(,port signed on the date appearing at the head of this intro
duction. 

14. The arrangement of" the report is as follows :-

Part I contains this Introduction and the following chapters :-

Cbapter I wh!ch contains references to and extracts from the Reports 
made durmg recent years by Mr. G. W. V. de Rhe-Philipe (para
graphs III and 20), Sir William Acworth (paragraphs 22 to 24), and 
Sir Vincent Raven (paragraphs 25 and 26) in so far as they have l'C
lation to Accounts and Statistics. 

Chapter II which comments npon the general conditions disclosed by my 
illye~tigation (paragraphs 27 to 50). 

Chapter III which describes the general principles to he observed in a 
sound and efficient system of accounting (paragraphs 51 to 60). 

C4apter IV which outlines the proper organisation for'the Accounting and 
. Statistical Departments and for the Government Audit (paragraphs 
61 to 87). 

Chapter V wbich describes the proposed new system of 'Cash Receipts and 
Disbur8ements (paragrapbs 88 to 113). 

Chapter YI whic):i describes the proposed new system of audit (paragraphs 
114 to 130). , 

Chapter VII which deals with the proposed new forms Of Annual Accounts 
for indh';dual Railways, including Balance Sheet for each, and of a 
Consolidated Income Account and Balance Sheet for the whole of the 
Railway Administration (paragraphs 131 to 164). 

Chapter VIII which deals with the proposed new system of Traffic Account
ing (paragraphs 165 to 193). 

Chapter IX which deals with the proposed new system of Stores Account
ing (paragraphs 194 to 214). 

Chapter X which deals with the proposed new system of Workshop 
Accounting (parl\grapbs 215 to 239). 

Chapter XI which describes the New General Accounting system (para
graphs 240 to 252). 

Chapter XII which outlines the proposed new system of Accounting for 
Collieries (paragraphs 253 to 269). 

Chapter .XIII which discusses the question of Depreciation (paragraphs 
270 to 288). 

Chapter XIV which deals with the form of Budget of the Railways and 
~th proper tests in comparing tbe Budget ~h the actual expendi-
ture (paragraphs 289 to 300). . 

Chapter XV which deals with the methods of compiling Statistics and 
discusses those which are at present prepared, with lilllggested amend-
ments thereto (paragraphs 301 to 338). , . 

Chapter XVI which deals with the Freight on Stores and Supplies for use 
on the Railways (paragraphs 339 to 343). 

Chapter XVII which deals with Mechanised Accounting (paragrapbs 344 
to 352). 

Chapter XVIII which deals with the Installation of a New System (para
graphs 353 to 364). 

Chapter XIX which contains a Summary of my Recommendations (para-
graphs 365 to 380). r 

Chapter :xx Conclusion (paragraph 381). 
15. Part II contains the Appendices to which reference is made throughout 

tbt'. Report. • .. . 
16. Part III contains the Forme for use in the New Accounting and Statis

tical systems recommended in the Report and detailed in the Appendices. 
17. A complete Index to the Apnendices and Forms wili be found at the 

beginning of Parte II and III respectively. 
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CHAPTER I. 

REFERENCES TO AND EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORTS MADE DUR
ING RECENT YEARS BY MR. G. W. V. DE RHE-PHILIPE, SIR 
WILLIAM ACWORTH AND SIR VINCENT RAVEN IN SO FAR AS 
THEY HAVE RELATION TO ACCOUNTS AND STATISTICS. 

18. Prior to my investigation certain other enquiries had been made during 
the last six years which have a bearing upon my Terms of Reference and which 
it may be useful here to note btieBy. 

19. In 1920-1921 a 'Committee, under the Chairmanship of Mr. G. W. V. de 
Rhe-Philipe was appointed to visit England and America and to examine among 
other things the methods of Railway Accounting and Procedure in those count
ries.· Their Report entitled 

" Report on the Systems of Station Accounts and Audit Procedure ill 
force on Railways in England and America and to be adopted on 
Indian Railways and on the Establishment of a Clearing House in 
India, by the Indian Railway Accounts Committee, 1920-21," 

is a most useful document dealing with matters which are, in my opinion, of· the 
utmost importance if the accounts of the Railways are to be properly and effi
ciently kept in the future. Some of these recommendations have, I am informed, 
heen adopted, but the great bulk of them appears to be still under consideration 
or to have heen dropped. 

I would call special attention to. the following extracts :
" Station to Station Rates. 

(Par. 16.) ". . . . In India, the goods clerk, before he can 
book a consignment. (and especially one to a foreign railway station) has 
to puzzle out various intricacies of classification and exceptions and 
routes and work out the freight rate for the distances over the several 
lines concerned, and so finally arrive at the through freight chargeable 
to destination. Both in England and America the principle is to remove 
'practically all responsibility from the staff at stations. Station to station 
rates are worked out in the rates branches of the traffic offices; if more 
than one railway is concerned, the point to point rate and route are settl
ed by the respective Traffic Departments by agreement. The men who 
deal with the subject are experts ; all responsibility lies on them and 
their quotation, which takes the form of a through rate, i.e., a rate per 
weight unit for the entire distance from station to lltation. is final. There 
is 110 scrutiny of the quotation in the Audit office . . ." 

(Par. 17). "The effects of this system, aparffrom anJ question of 
simplification of the classification, are far reaching. A most prolific source 
of error in station accounting i8closed ; and the greater reliance'which can 
then be placed outation work removes the need for much close and there-

. fore elaborate check throughout the subsequent audit of the returns. 
. . . . Finally, the station to station rate furnishes traders with a 

.firm quotation on the correctness of which they can rely and secures them 
from the annoyance connected with over and undercharges. The advant
ages thus gafued are, the Committee thinks, most substantial." 

(Par.18.) ." The Committee is convinced that unless and until radical 
changes in the direction of supplying statiOli to station rates are made in 
India, no really important revision of the system of accounting is possible ; 
and the important reforms recommended . . . . are contingent on 
this being done. . . . . What is wanted, and wanted early, is the 
possession by every goods booking station of a rate book from which can be 
obtained the authorised rate for each Class of commodity to every station 
ill India to which it may ordinarily be expect~d to book goods." 

(Par. 21.) " . . . . In England and America the station 
master has nothing whatever to do with the proportions which may be due 
,to other railways from interch~nged traffic. He merely deals with the total 
charge, concerning himself prllnarily with the debit ,to his station in his 
accounts: all work of apportionment is left to the audit office or the 
Clearing House. The fact that he has not, in his invoices, 'abstracts and 
summaries to bother about what proportion of the freight may .be due to 
another line is an enormous relief." 
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" Statistics." 
(Par. 34.) ". . . . The Committee believes that a very appre

ciable saving in staff would result were Indian Railways to follow the 
English and American method and do away with the regular compilation 
of station to station figures." 
" Passenge,. Traffic." 

(Par. 67.) ". . . . In this country tickets are issued to any 
station; and it thus happens that a booking clerk called on to issue a ticket 
to some distant and little known station on a foreign railway has first to 
ascertain the quickest route, then to refer to various tariffs and work out: 
the sum of the local fares before he can make out the ticket. It is not to 
be wondered that, in the haste of booking, he sometimes makes mistakes, 
and indeed an appreciable proportion of the errors in rates which occur in 
Indian station accounting are attributable to this eause. The Committee 
considers that, where this is not already done, fares should be fixed and 
published by the Traffic Department from eacb station to all home line 
stations, and stations to which the home line has running powers, and to 
such foreign railway junctions and stations to which bookings may reason
ably be expected. A list of these stations and fares thereto should, as in 
England (where it is a statutory obli~ation) be exhibited at the station 
where it would serve also as the station to station fare table. Stations 
should be empowered to issue tickets only to the stations shown in this. 
list and to no others. If a ticket to another station is demanded by a 
passenger, he should be given one to the nearest junction point to his 
destination to which a fare has be.en quoted, and told to rebook from 
there." 

(Par. 68.) ". . . . The Committee has laid stress npon the 
importance of relieving station staff, which in India is not so reliable as 
in England, from all responsibility in the calculation of rates. The same 
principle is in question here " 

" Miscellaneous Ooaching Traffic." 
(Par. 91.) "On English and American Railways separate returns 

are not required for Government passengers, Government baggage and 
Government horses, carriages, dogs, etc., as in India. Any such -traffic 
that does present itself is booked in the ordinary way and included in the 
appropriate account of the station. The Committee is unaware of any 
particular purpose to be served by Government requirements in this matter 
and would suggest for their consideration that the differentiation be dis
pensed with~" 
. H Goods Traffic." 

(Par. 132.) ". . . . The ~ommittee is aware that large strides 
have been made towards the simplification of the Indian Goods Classifica
tion, and that the matter is still receiving attentio'lf.· But progress so far 
has not been very rapid; and, seeing the uniformity which has been obtain
ed in England, and to a considerable extent in America, and the good re
sults accruing therefrom, the Committee urges that no efforts shonld be 
spared towards the attainment of a similar position in lndia." 

(Par. 138.) "Having seen the very marked advantages of through 
, station to station' rate tables on English and American lines, the Com
mittee attaches special importance to their early introduction on Indian 
Railways. The adoption of this principle obviously means that the duty 
of making up the through station to station rates must be undertaken by the 
Rates section of the Traffic Department, and that the practice hitherto fol
lowed of supplying stations with tariffs and rate lists showing the rate per 
maund per mile should cease. The through rate per maund for each 
class for each station to every other _station to which it books goods should 
be calculated by the Rates branch-in consultation with other Railways, 
where foreign traffic is concerned-and advised to the station fS a 
through station to station rate. Thlvstation on receiving this will enter 
it up in a Rate Book to be kept at each 'station as in the English system, 
and will use the figure so advised for all bookings. Where goods arc 
tendered for despatch to a station to which a rate has not been quoted, 
the arrangement of' a ' particulars to follow' invoice can be adopted and 
a through rate at once asked for from the Traffic Department." 

.,';: 
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{Par. 150.) ". . . . The Consignment Note is both in 
England and America a document of the :fitst importance. As used, it 
becomes the complete evidence of the contract between the cOnsignor and 
the Railway, and embodies all the terms and conditions of the contract, 
all separate risk notes being dispensed with. . . . ~ .. 

(Par. 151.) "There is much to be said for this system as an im
provement on the Indian plan, with its numerous and separate risk notes 
which are always a source of various kinds of trouble. It seems to the 
members of the Committee that much advautage would be derived from 
an adoption of the English and American principle of making the con
signment note a real an<i complete document of contract and this and the 
abolition as far as possible of separate risk notes are commended to the 
notice of the Indian Railway authorities. . . • . " 
" Cask Remittances." 

(Par. 190.) "The system has distinct advantages, bnt would not be 
practicable to anything like the same extent in India. The number of 
treasuries there is limited, and, where they exist, are not always con
veniently situated for railway purposes. The .Civil Department, more
over, does not as a rule favour the use of district treasuries for the 
deposit of Railway earnings. Could this attitude be modified and 
arrangements made which would not be inconvenient to Government or 
expensive to the Railways, it would probably be possible to use 'the 
treasuries to some extent and thus avoid some unnecessary movement of 
cash. The use of local banks for that purpose is, under present Gov
ernment restrictions, not permissible." 
" Foreign'Goods Traffic." 

(Par. 249.) "The English system of dividing on mileage is of 
course by far the best and quiCkest of .those seen by the Committee, as 
not only are the calculations easy, but all invoices between any two points 
can be grouped and one calculation made for the lot irrespective of cOlll
modity, a& against separate calculations for each invoice. It is the basis 
of apportionment now followed in India for the division of parcels traffic, 
and, given a similar position for goods, all division work can easily be 
done in the Audit office, without involving stations in calculations. It is, 
however, anticipated that there will be considerable difficulty and opposi
tion to the introduction of a mileage basis of division for goods so long 
as classifications and rates vary to the extent they do on different lines 
in India. Mileage division is, at the same time, a goal which the Com
mittee urges should be kept in view ; and perhaps the time may come 
when, as classifications and through fates become more simplified, it can 
be introduced, not necessarily on all lines, but even between pairs of 
lines. " 

21. Jt'urther reference to these ma.tters ·will be found in Chapter VIII 
dealing with the proposed Traffic Accounting System. -22. Iu November, 1920, a Commission was appoiuted under the Chairman-
ship of Sir William Acworth to report on the Indian Railways. This Report, 
entitled 

" Report of.the Committee appointed by the Secretary of State for India 
to enquire into the admInistration and working of Indian Railways .. 

is in the main concerned with the operating side of the question, but there are 
certain sections which touch very closely upon my Terms of Reference, and were 
perhapR largely responsible for my appointment. The following paragraphs 
in that Report are most pertinent to my enquiry, and will bear repetition :-

" Fino.nce and Financial Control." 
(Par. 30.} "Witness after witness told us that the present financial 

methods need drastic Tevision, and that the basis of the reform is the 
complete separation of the Railway Budget, in respect both of capital 
and revenue, from the general budget of the country. The As-sociated 

-Chambers of Commerce of India and Ceylon expressed the general 
opinion in the following re~olution, which they passed. at their annual 
meeting held in Calcutta on the 24t;h IWld 25th January, 1921-

, That this Association is strongly of opiuion that the present method 
of financing the annual capital expenditure programme of Railways 
in this country, and th~ general system of control exercised by Gov
.ernment over their t~istration, are in urgent need of revision and 
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r~.orm. This Conference further .considers that, as an essential con. 
dibon preced~nt to suc~ ~f0"!l> ~ediate steps should be taken to 
render the railway admiUlstratIons mdependent of the provisions of 
the general budget and to secure for them a separate budget of their 
own.' 'f 

(Par. 31.) "This resolution under bot'll its heads e~bodies conclu. 
sions . at which we haye .independently and unanimously arrived. To 
explam our reasons, It IS necessary to describe the system that has 
hitherto prevailed and the results to which it has led." 

(Par. 32.) "The financial methods of the Go;ernment of India are 
closely modelled on their English prototype. The English GovernnIent as 
is well known, does not present a balance sheet comparable to that of an 
ordinary business. The Budget is merely what an accountant would 
call a cash statement. It is on the one side a summary of the actual 
money received, and, on the other side, of the actual money paid out 
during the financial year. It takes no account of moneys receivable on 
the one hand nor of accounts. due on the other in respect of transactions 
closed within the current year. Further, the Budget appropriates to 
each Department of GovernnIent a certain sum; and! whatever portion 
of this appropriation is not spent within the year automatically lapses, 
and the power of the Department to spend only arises afresh when a new 
appropriation for the ensuing year is made. We need hardly emphasise 
the difference between this system and the methods of a commercial com· 
pany which ta~es stock of the position year by year in its revenue account 
and balance sheet. A company treats its business as a continuously 
going concern with a carefully thought out programme, both of revenue 
and capital expenditure, for years ahead, and with. provisional financial 
arrangements calculated to correspond." 

(Par. 58.) "In the Circumstances it is perhaps permissible to say 
that the Committee was appointed to consider, and did in fact consider, 
1Iot so much what form of financial administration was best adapted to 
the needs of a great commercial enterprise, as how best railway manage· 
ment c:ould be fitted in to the rigid framework of the existing financial 
system of the Government of India. We have said that we do not believe 
that it is possible so to fit it. We do not think that the Indian Railways 
Can be modernised, improved and enlarged so as to give to India the ser
vice of which it is in crying need at th.e moment, nor that the Railways 
can yield to the Indian public the financial return which they are entitled 
to expect from so valuable a property until the whole financial methods 
are radically reformed. . . . " . 
" Accounts and Statistics." 

(Par. 129.) "There are, however, important respects in which the 
existing organisation does not l?ro'll:ide for the e~ercise ~f adequate super
vision and control over the raIlways. EconolDlcal Railway management 
cannot be ensured without a proper system o~ Railway accounting. 
Apart from a mere audiit check of. receipts and disb~Irsem~nts, a railw~y 
requires a large number of ~ancI~1 returns of various kinds j .not m 
order to say whether expenditure mcurred has been duly authonsed, or 
receipts duly accounted for, but to say whether eXPQllditure is being 
wiselv incurred, whether retrenchment of habitual expenditure is possible 
unde~ one head, whether new expenditure under another is proving pro
fitable or even whether a larger expenditure would be likely to be fruit
fuL . a'nd so on. These are not matters to be left to an outsider. A 
pra~tical railway man who knows what he is doing in the present, and 
what changes he is meditating for the ~utu~e, is alone competent. to pres
cribe and to make \lse of returns of this kind. But the accounting staff 
controlling the Indian Railways, from the Accountan~ General Railways 
at Delhi down in the ease of the State managed RaIlway, to the latest 
joined clerk in' a local office, are officials, not of th,: Railway Board, but 
of the Finance Department. No doubt these offiCials gradually get to 
see the railway point of view, but ther must be guided by rules laid down 
by tb¢ Finance Department, framed largely in view of the requirements 
of the non-commercial d<epartments of Government." 

(Par. 130.) "At present the Railwa1 accounts are very compli
cl\tEjd : some portions are produced in different forms for the use respect
iv~ly of. tb~ Railway and. of the Finance Dep,~ent.. And when, as bas . ' . . .. 



happened:m the case 'of the Committee. enquiries ate 'based. on 'the 'state
ments made in the Railway Administration Report, and reference is made 
to tile corresponding portions of the finance and revenue accounts of the 
Government of Iudia, there is great difficulty in reconciling the two sets 
of figures. We are quite sure that if the whole matter were under the 
control of a single department, simplifications could! be introduced which 
would not only make the accounts more intelligible, but result in con
siderable saving of expenditure. The Report of the Auditor General 
would eoutinue available as at present to secure the financial rectitude 
of the Railway Administration." 

, (Par. 131.) "We recommend that the Railway Department should 
~)e responsible for its oWn accounts. We do not exclude, of course, such 
mdependent and separate audit as the Government of India may think 
proper to make, on the same principle that obtains in any commercial 
company, where the shareholders appoint an outside firm of accountants 
to clwclt and report on the books which are kept by the servants of the 
directors, the ordinary accounting staff. We think also that the present 
form of accounts should be examined and reported on by experienced 
railway accountants conversant with modern practice in England and 
America." 

(Par. 132.) "Statistics are closely connected with accounts. Iu 
volume we believe the Indian Railway statistics surpass those of anv 
other country. Their value is not proportionate to their volume. The 

!iJJrcscnt form of statilltics wa~, we understand, introduced about the year 
1880, a period in railway history which may be described as mediaeval. 
They have not been revised since. The Members of the Railway Board 
are in full agreement with us in thinking that the time for revision is 
overdue. It is admitted that the time of a large number of clerks is 
occupied in their preparation, "and that much money is spent on their 
printing, and that when duly prepared and printed little use is made of 
them for any practical purpose. Further, we gather that these statistics 
lire not always what they purport to be, arithmetical calculations from 
accurately recorded figures; that in some cases at least they are no more 
than computations of averages based on data inadequate both in width 
of scope and length of time." 

(Par. 133.) "Adequate statistics are urgently required, not only 
to ('nable the Railway Board to control the management of the Railways 
for which it is responsible, but to enable the managers themselves and 
their officials to see how the work which they are doing compares with 

. the work done elsewhere ; and also to see that they are not retrograding, 
but improving in ,efficiency year by year. Such statistics are not pro
duced for Indian Railways. In some cases, but not in all, useful com
parative figures can be extracted from the tables furnished in the present 
Administration Report, but they are not given, as they should! be, as 
comparisons in the Report itself. A keen manager of an individual 
railway may exMct such comparisons for his own use ; but they remain 
available for himself alone. Other managers in iguorance of what their 
neighbours have accomplished, lag far behind the achievement which 
they might reach were they stimulated by knowledge of the results 
attained elsewhere. Moreover, if the Railway statistics were adequate 
and if the Members of the Railway Board themselves had leisure to studr 
them, aud then apply the results they had ascertained to the case of an 
adminiMiration that was backward in improving the' State property 
entrusted to its management, we are persuaded not only that more traffic 
conld be carried even with existing facilities, but that State profits would 
,be largely increaged. 

(Par. 135.) "There is another reform which is urgent. We do not 
think that the ordinary Civil Service Regulations and practice are suit
able for application in so specialised a concern as a railway. The rela

. tions between the employer and the staff should be more in conformity 
with ordinarv commercial practice. In particular, the weight attached to 
seniority in "the appointment 4)f men in the State Railway service to 
vacancies is at present too great. We have had brought to our notice 
e./I8es where an officer with only quite a short period of service before his 
date of retirement, has made good his claim to be transferred from his 
own railway to another State railway, where the corresp~mding grade 
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carried a slightly higher salary, on the /,'Tound of seniority. Again thert' 
have been cases where an officer of high proficiency in his own te~llllical 
branch on one railway has been transferred to another railway all agent 
though lacking in general a~inistrative' experience. Transfers sue'; 
as this do not promote efficiency." 

23. On the recommendations quoted above, the separation of the Railway 
Budget from the General Budget has been adopted, but there is still no complete 
or even partial separation of Railway cash from that of the Government' of 
India, as more fully explained in Chapter V of this Report. The final accounts 
of the Hail~'I"SYs are still made up on a cash instead of a commercial basis, nor 
has any RaIlway balance sheet been evolved out of the somewhat chaotic returns 
still in force. . 

24. On the other hand, most useful work has since been dOl\e by the Railway 
Board in revising the Railway Statistics, to which full reference is made in 
Chapter XV of this Report. The work remaining to be done is to improve tile 
methods 'of t.heir preparation and to limit the variety of statistics prepared 
so that those and those only which are really of use in operating the Railways 
or in judging of the efficiency and economy of the management may be regularl~ 
and speedily prepared. The remarks in paragraph];.j::i of the Acworth Report 
as to promotion by seniority have particular force in the various Accounting 
Departments. 

25. The third report to which reference ~hould be made is that of Sir 
Vincent Raven, entitled' .. 

" Report of the State Railways Workshops C~mmittee, 1926 " 
on the workshops organisation of the East Indian Railway, the North Western 
Railway, the Eastern Bengal Railway, and the Great Indian Peninsula Railway. 
This deals mainly with the technical operi)ting sid'e of the question, but thp 
following bear on the accounting side: 

" Comparative Costs of Maintenance .and Repairs." 
(Par. 155.) "The most noticeable shortcoming appears to be the 

Ilbsence of regular progressive correlation between the cost and statistical 
data that are being worked out, year in, year out, at the expense of much 
time and money. Reliable information 011 points of fundamental import
ance, such as the comparative repair costs of different classes of engines 
and the cost of workshop repairs per engine mile rnn between periodical 
overhauis is, in most cases, not to be had Ilt all. Locomotives of improved 
types are being purchased from time to time, but no attempt appears to 
have been made to keep track of the expenditure incurred on the main
tenance and repairs of these locomotives. Increasing amounts are being 

. spent ~lpon improved mechanical plant and up-to-date machine tools with 
the object of reducing the repair costs, but little has been done to have the 
effect of such additions reflected.in the costs themselves. The monthly 
returns of expenditure that are being put up to the Chief Mechanical En-' 
gineer are such as would merely enahle him to waWt the progress of ex
penditure against the grant for the ycu r muler the various heads of 
account; they fail to. bring the expenditure incurred during the month 
in juxtaposition with the umount of work turned out in the period. 
The inevitable result of this arrungement is that, provided the grant 
for the year is adequate, there is little to induce the ehief Mechanical 
Engineer to take any particular trouble. We consider this extremely 
unfortunate as it leads to tlneconomical expenditure in times of easy 
money, regardless of the adequacy of the results achieved. We feel sure 
that were greater discrimination exercised, costs could be kept down." 

(Par. 156.) "We cannot take exception to .the existing fabric of 
workshop accounts, which is apparently cast on more or less up-to-date 
models, but we consider it necessary to express our disapproval of the 
practice that has in recent years been adopted of chargipg all repairs to 
engines to one Standing Work Order. This has practically resulted in 
the costing system running to seed and in the Standing Work Orders 
for repairs being used us a dumping ground for outstanding balances. 
It is a pity that, while historv sheets ·of locomotives appear to be care
fully maintained and show mileages and details of periodical overhaul 
and of other repairs, the lumping up of work orders has rendered 'it im
possible to indicate simultaneously on the history sheet the cost of such 
repairs. ~he extra expense that may be involved in the cost of alloca
ting charges to each locomotive or various tIPeB of locd'fuotives would, in 
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our opinion, be fully ,justified, as the extremely valmtlJle information 
that will be rendered available thereby would allow of a close and incessant 
watch being kept over the expenditure on repairs. " 

(Par. 157.) "The analysis of the expenditure incurred in the shops 
liS between labour, stores and general charges is not heing carried out as 
completely as it might be. In distributing the general charges as 
between labour and stores, an arbitrary ratio is adopted on some Rail
ways which vitiates the sign.ificance of the analysis of expenditure as 
between wages and materials. Nor are the general charges of the different 
Railways either worked out or distributed on a uniform basis. This 
lack of uniformity in accounting procedure has made it exceedingly diffi
cnlt for us to institute comparisons between the rates at which the differ
ent workshops have been turning out spare parts of manufacturing articles 
in bulk. The variations inOthe prices at which stores are charged to manu
facture render it necessary to compare the expenditure incurred under 
all the three elements of cost, -viz. : labour, materials and general charges; 
an~ this can be done only when a uniform method of compilation is in 
eXIstence. " 

(Par. 158.) "We recognrse the difficulty 'in defining a standard 
heaVy repair and fully appreciate the action taken by the Railway Board 
in arriving at a formula for this purpose. This standard unit of heavy 
repair should be adopted; and the work out-turned by the Mechanical 
Workshops should be analysed in such a manner as to di~tinguish between 
the heavy repair unit in cQnnection with periodical (scheduled) overhauls 
and the units of other work, of a light or special naturl!. The different 
and hazy notions that now exist as to what may be a light, a medium, a 
special or a heavy repair, mnst give way to a single and wen known con
('ept of a standard nnit of heavy repair, with the aid of which the units of 
work done on scheduled overhauls may he mea~nred separately, at the 
same time as other work of a lighter nature."o 

(Par. 159.) "Repairs to machinerv and plant in railway workshops 
tntal up to large sums of money per alinum for each Railway and affect 
directly the costs of maintenance and repairs of rolling stock. The re
cognised practice in works costing is to treat these charges as elements of 
oncost that would enter finally into the cost of repairs. The practice that 
ohtains of allocating these charges to a final head of account in the FiI1l1n
cial (as distinguished from Cost) Acconnts is responsible for this import
ant factor being lost sight of in considering the cost of a unit of heavy 
repair. It would certainly he more satisfactory if a method were devised 
to allow the expenditure on repairs to machinery in workshops to be includ
ed in arriving at the cost of repairs." 

(Par. 160.) "There arc other similar itemr. of expenditure which 
find their way to different <1etailed final heads under different' Abstracts' 
of Revenue Expenditure, which ma~' profitably be workerl into workshops 
repair costs, for instance, provident fnnd bonns to workshop employees 
and customs duty and freight charges incurred on stores supplied from 
Stores DepOts for work on revenne account. Expenditure incurred in 
the Stores and Accounts Departments, with respect to the services render
ed by these departments to the workshops, as well as expenditure on cer
tain classfils of superior supervising and clerical staff, now charged to 
, General Administration' may perhaps be susceptible of like treatment 
in accounts. In any case, such charges have to be considered in institut
ing comparisons as between any two workshops with rcogard to the econo

° my and efficiency with which repair work is being carried out. Further, 
were the indirect charges of the natnre we have spoken of above caught 
un in the routine of costing and presented to the Chief Mechanical En
gineer he would ohave, in Ollr opinion, considered it in many cases cheaper 
to replaCe with new stock than to carry out, repairs " 

(Par. 161.) "These are not the only difficulties we have experienced 
in attempting to institute comparisons as between railway workshops. 
'fhe want of lmiformity in the classification of labonro. in the nomenclature 
of trndes, 8kilkrl, Rcmi~skill~ and ullskilkd, and in the a~counts forms in 
llH<', haye all presented to uso.prohlemsoless only in degree than the diver
sity in accounting procedure. We would emphasise the importance of 
the necessary spade-work being commenced without delay in order that 
the different problems in aeconnting organisation and methods we have 
mentioned~cident8lly mny he. either ~olvNl or kept. reAdily assimilateci 
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in suitable form for examination by the firm of chartered accountants 
who are expected shortly to examine and report upon Indian Railway 
Accounts. " 

(Par. 179.) .. It is not impossible to separate from the workshop 
accounts of each railway the expenditure iucurred in each workshop ou 
the maintenance and -repairs of rolling stock under the heads-labour, 
stores and general charges. We had this done with respect to the Eastern 
Bengal Railway, but finding that the items of expenditure allocated to the 
work orders for' general charges ' and the methods of distribution of such 
expenditure among the other work orders differed on different railways, 
we did not consider it useful to have the like figures for other railways 
worked out." 
" Costing of Repetition Work." 

(Par. 363.) .. We consider it of the greatest importance that, wher· 
,-,ver the manufacture of spare parts and components of spare parts, or the 
construction of rolling stock, is carried out, the system of accounts should 
be so modified as to clearly bring out in fullest detail the expenditure that 
i~ peing incurred, per unit turned out. We have recommended elsewhere 
the need for revising the existing system of workshop 8.ecounts, and we 
wish to emphasise here the importance of being in a position to compare 
on the one hand the actual cost of production of items that are being manu
factured on a comparatively large scale with quotations that it may be 
possible to obtain from outside firms either in India or abroad and on the 
other hand to keep a watch on the economies effected by the installation 
of expensive labour-saving machinery. The cost accounts that have to be 
maintained for repetition work are by nature comparatively simple and 
the difficulties experienced in accurate cost keeping for repair operatious 
will not arise." 
" Stores in Running Sheds and Workshops." 

(Par. 423;) .. We feel it necessary to place on record the difficulties 
we experienced in our investigations owing to the general practice that 
has obtained on all the Indian State Railways of keeping a fairly consider
able stock of stores in running sheds and other places, which had been 
'charged off' and debited to running expenses. This procedure of 
charging off imprest stores not only upset greatly the accuracy of the pro
gressive figures of. revenue expenditure, being responsible for the great 
fluctuations in the monthly repairs bill, but is conducive to waste and 
leakage of material. . . . . .Dist~nct minima and maxima of stock 
should be prescribed for aU important runuing sheds aud carriage and 
wagon sub-stores and these should be watched as in the case of other stores 
by the Stores-. aud Audit Departments. Whatever may be the detailed 
arrangements that may be adopted as a result of this recommcudation 
. . . there should in our opinion exist a continuous and coucurreut 
check on_ these stores, and tbe stores themselves should not be charged off 
to final heads of revenue account until actually rl\lll1ired for use." 

(Par. 424.) "The above-remarks apply.with even greater force to 
workshops, as these latter are usually situated in close proximity to the 
Central Stores Depot on each railway. The accumulation of raw and finish
ed material in mechanical workshops complicates accouJ;\ting and makes it 
extremely difficult for the requisite check to be exercised on the allocation 
of expenditure as between work orders. . . . We would also repom
mend that ordinarily no manufactured articles, spares, component parls, 
etc., should pass out of the workshop except through the Stores Depart
ment. Further, where stocks of manufactured material are held, whether 
they are in a finished or a semi-finished state, these stocks must be under 
the control of the Stores Department. " 

26. As a result of this Report, a reorganisation both of stores and work
shops is in progress, and the recommendations which I make i~ Chapters IX and 
X have been prepared with due regard thereto, and after consultation with the 
officers engaged on these reorganisations, so as to fit iu with the new methods of 
operation which they have in mind.. . 

or 
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CIIAPTER. It. 
, 

COMMENTS UPON .. THE GENERAL CONDITIONS EXISTING IN 
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENTS. 

27. The State owned Railways in India consist of two well defiued groups :
(a) Those operated by the State. 
(b) Those operated by Companies under contract. 

For many Yf>ars past, the North Western, Eastern Bengal, and Oude and Rohil
kund R.ailways were alone in the first group, but there have now been taken over 
and added to that group the Ea&t IndisR and Great Indian Peninsula Railways. 
The organisation of accounts and audit in the two groups has in the past been 
radiCHlly different. . 

28. In the first group the Chief Accounting Official, known as Chief Auditor, 
has always been appointed by and responsible to the Accoblltant General Rail
ways, W]1O is himself responsible to the Auditor General to the Government of 
India. His duties have been limited to the accurate keeping of the accounts, to 
the pl:yment of wages and bills, after they have been audited by his own staff, to 
tte prevention, as far as possible, or to the discovery (if prevention· has not been 
sucee:,sful) of frauds and irregularities or infringement of what are known in 
his department as the " canons of fiuancial propriety" or of other provisions 
of the audit coile. The agent and other railway officials who are responsible 
for the economic and efficient operation of the railway have no control over their 
own accounts or their Chief Auditor, and while the latter is expected in a general 
.way to assist the operating officials, my experience and observations have led 
me to the conclusion that there has never been that close co-operation between 
the two that would have existed under a diffel:ent organisation. 

29. In the second group the Auditoc (so-called) has always been an official 
(If the Railway Company, responsible to the Agent and the Board of Directors, 
and Ilis relations with the Accountant General, Railways, have been limited to 
furnishing him with such information as to accounts and in such form as he may 
require. The internal, or check, audit has been part of the accounting system, 
while the independent or Government audit has been carried out continuously 
by inspectors appointed by and responsible to the Accountant General, Railways. 

30. When the operation of the Great Indian Peninsula and East Indian Rail
ways was taken over by the Government, the auditor of the former came at once 
under the jurisdiction of the Accountant General, Railways and his responsibili
ties to the agent ceased; while the Auditor of the East Indian Railway was made 
Chief Accountant of that Raihvay responsible to the Railway Board; a new 
departure taken as an experiment in' the direction Of giving the Railway Execu 
tives ("mtrol of their own accounts, a change which was not complete as it depriv. 
ed the Agent of the control of the accounts of his OWlI railway. 

31. At the same time the Auditor of the Great Iridian Peninsula Railway 
took on thc functions of the Inspectors and became in fact auditor of his own 
!lecnUllts as in the origi.nal State operated Railways, while in the East Indian 
Railway a Chief· Auditor was appointed, independent of the Chief Accountant 
and responsible solely to the Accountant General, Railways. 

32. The experiment initiated on the East Indian Railway is undoubtedly It 
step in the right dillection, as the combination of the duties of Accountant and 
A mlitor .under the control of the Accountant General, Railways is open to many 
objections which may here be shortly summaril3ed :-

(1) The activities of the Audit Department under the Accountant 
General, Railways consists mainly in the compilation of accounts in ac
"ordance with rigid principles laid down in the Codes and their presenta
tion to the Auditor General in the form which best suits that authority. 
It is clear that the information which he requires may be quite different· 
from that required by the Agent; and yet the Chief Auditor, owing no 
allegiance to the Agent and being entirely divorced from the operating 
~ide of the undertaking, is not in a position either to appreciate adminis
trative needs or to alter accounting procedure to conform thereto. In. 
fact the requirements and ideals of the Auditor General on the one hand 
and the Agent on the other have been so divergent, while the separation of 
the two departments has been so complete, that it has only been through 
the personal interest of individual audit officers that the officials operat
in~ the railways have been ahle to get in the necessary form the financial 
illformation w¥ch it is imperative they should have. 



(2) In spite of .exp~cit instruction~ in the regulations, it does 1\ot 
seem to be fully realised m actual practice that the relations between the 
Chief Auditor. of the railway; who is also Chief Accountant, aud the 
operatm~ offiCIals should be of the most helpful kind, as in the cllse of 
commerCIal concerns, and that the first businf'ss of the accountant is to 
prepare and furnish to the operating officials such aecounts and statistics 
ss they may require, and to help them in every way ill the efficient opera
tion of the railway. 

(3) That an audit of the accounts made in effect under the same 
uuthority as that which keeps the accounts is not an independent audit. 

(4-) That the complete divorce of accounts from operation has con
tributed to the delay in presentation of acconnts, with the result that 
operating officials have been forced into keeping more or l(>s8 accurate 
accounts for themselves which should hay!' heen regularly supplied by 
the, Account41g Department. . 

. .<5) The duties .of 8:ccounting and. audit are entirely separate and 
du;slIwlar. Accountmg IS the handmaid of operation and should assist 
it in every way possible both in form and substance in the nature of tho 
records kept and in the speed with which results are obtained ; speed in 
this ease being more important than meticulous accuracy. Audit should 
always be carried out by au outside authority independent both of the 
Chief Accountant and of the operating officials, and should be a salutary 
check on hoth ; firstly, to see that the accounting and checking system is 
II proper one' and is faithfully carried out; secondly, that expenditures 
~lT(> not incurred improperly or without the sanction of the operating 
officials (where such sanction is within their power) or of the Railway 
Board; thirdly, that the admiuistration is economical and efficient; and 
lastly, that the accounts suhmitted periodically to his principals are pro
perly drawn up so as to set forIh in intelligible form all the facts which 
they. are entitled to know. . 

(6) Under the present organisation confusion has arisen in the use 
of the word" audit." . Under any proper system of accountancy it is the 
duty of the Chief Accountant to satisfy himself and .his sup(>rior officers 
that a sound system of accountinp: exists; that proper' checks are insti· 
tuted to prevent errors or frauds; that this system of check is in fact 
c.arried out; and that as a result the operating head of the undertakin,!.r 
m'ay reasonably be assured that the earnings have all been duly accounted 
for, and that no unauthorised expenditure has beeu incurred. A good 
deal of this necessary work which is d./ne in all commercial concerns by 
the accounting officers is, in the Jlhras"olol!:~' of the Iudian Acconnting 
Code Books, described under the term" audit," but, in view of the misuse 
of this term in the case of Indian Railways, it is suggested that it now 
be abandoned in, favour of the term" internal ch(>ck." Internal check 
is in all svstems of accounting performed by separate sections nnder th" 
charge or'the Chief Accountant. . , 

33. Having regard to,the drawbacks of the existing combined system a8 set 
nut nhove and the absolut!l necessity that the accounts of the railways should bl' 
kepI primarily for the use and assistance of the operating officials, I have no 
lle~it3tion in recommending strongly that the external, as opposed to the internal. 
audit which the accounting department must carry out be entirely separated 
from the' accounting functions, and that the Chief Accountant of each railway 
nndertaking be directly responsible to. the agent. The organisation proposed 
will hC' found in full detail in Chapter IV. 

34. The adoption by the State owned and malla~d railways of the Govern
ment sYl'ltem of a(l(',ounting has resulted in seri01lF defects in railway accounting. 
and hRs prevented .these accounts from being kept on a proper commercial 
basiR as ill the case of privately owned railways in other countries. The State 
RYstem of accounting is based upon the fact that Government activities. in th!' 
past Imel in the main have been those only of the administration of certain 
"('l'vic:es into which no question of profit or loss arises. The usual Government 
llepnrtments, with the excep.tion of t~e ~ost Office, I!re ~ot cl;lrning department8, 
ILnd none of the tests of efficlency whIch can be apphed ID prlvately owned profit 
('al"lling co~cerns are applicahle i,n these eaf!es. It follows. that a ~yst(>m h.as 
had to be mtroduced of controlling expendltures and testmg effiClency ~Ult\' 
£orei!!ll to those of commercial businesses. the ultimate test of whose efficlCll(,Y 
i~ til; amount of the profit or loss which they make on their operations. 
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35. The State bases the whole ~f hs administrative accounts on cash receipts 

awl ca~h payments, and not upon revenue and expenditure. In other words, no 
Jillllnc.i~l aCCollnt is taken of any items of revenue or expenditure until the 
revellue Jlas' beel} collected or the expenditure paid. Outstandings are. only 
bruught into the accounts at the end of the finanCIal year by keeping them open 
until, the outstandings have been actually paid or collected, thus causin~ con
siderable delay in the presentation of results. A commercial undertaking is 
cOlltinuously performing services and incurrJng expense in the performance of' 
thuHC sen ices, lind while amounts due for the services and the cost thereof have 
llecessarily in due course to be realised or paid in cash, the results of the 
operations of such a concern caB only be judged by a comparison between the 
value of the services rendered and the cost of those services, whether paid for 
01' not; in other words, by a comparison of the value of the ·services rendered 
by the railways with the value of those rendered to them. 

36. Under the existing system, amounts due to the railways in respect of 
sel'\'ices performed cannot be placed upon the books until they have been realised 
ill cash or its equivalent; while no liability of the railways to any person can 
be ~l\t.l)red in the books of account until a cheque or other document has been 
IIctuall)' issued in payment thereof. The result is seen in the delay in present
ing to the officials·the periodical results of operations, which, so far as the Indian 
State managed railways are concerned; is generally from six to eight weeks 
after the close. of the period to which they relate, whereas in the United States' 
complete operating results for a month are usually l.n the hands of the officials 
and directors not later than the tenth of the following month. Delay is also 
1"8used by the ineffective and obsolete system of accounting and by the low effi
ciency of the general office staff.' 

37. In order that the accounting of the railways may be placed upon IL 
sound commercial baeis, the following amendments of the present system are 
essential :-

(1) The accounts must be kept on the basis of work done and services 
rendered by the railways and of work done for the railways, both ex
pressed in money values and entered in the books as at the time when the 
~el'vices al'e performed or the work done, and whether paid for or not. 

(2) Efficiency must be judged by the relation between the earnings 
!lnd the operating expenses ; by the value to the community of the ser
viees rendered; and by the efficiency and economy with which they are 
rendered. For this purpose there must be available at an early date 
aecounts in money values of earnings and expenses, and statistics of 
performances in the various spheres of railway work. Efforts have been 
made, and with some measure of sUCCess, to obtain many of these figures 
at earlier dates, but there is still too great a delay in their presentation. 

38. Important reforms in the accounting systems of the railways involve 
the question of personnel. One result of my_enquiries and investigations and 
those of my a1!sistants has' been to satisfy me that the great bulk of the clerical 
Ie,bonr in the lower grad~ fs inefficient, while mueh of it is unreliable and untrust
worthy. This point has been emphasised by Sir Vincent Raven in his Report 
on the "r ol'kshops as regards manual labour; but my observations force me 
to the conclusion that it is equally true with regard to clericallahour. While Ii 
gradual improveme~ in this class of labour maybe hoped for and even expect
ed, t!Ji~ is !I matter fur tile dishmt future aud present eft'lorts should be con
centrated ou attracting a larger proportion of the better educated classes into 
the rllHway clerical service, supplementing this by an extension of machine 
metbods of accounting and by eliminating the mass of duplicate and super
fluous rtlclirds which are at present maintained, In this way it will be possible 
to simplify and concentrate the mass of rules and regulations which bamper 
administration and so leave the management of the various divisions and sec
tions of the accounting department (subject to a few broad regulations of 
principle) to carry out the detailed manageme:Q.t thereof. 

39. The adoption of machine methods must inevitably displace some of the 
lower grade clerical labour, but it must be remembered that the object of the 
Railway Administration should be, and must be, not to employ some thousands 
of inefficient persons but to give the most efficient service possible to the hundreds 
of millions of the travelling and commercial communities. This can be done 
only by insisting upon thorough efficiency throughout the railway service from 
the highest to the lowest employee, and in particular in the accounting department 
upon the work of which the operation of all railways is 80 much dependent. 



40. In order to attract the better and well educated class of Indians it will 
be necessary to offer .couthtions of service and emoluments equal to those 'offered 
by other ~ervlCe!! which 311) open to t.he~, both commercial and professional and 
m View ()f the present hunted supply It will be necessary for some time to come to 
rely upon :t:uropean supervision in the posts of heads of departments divisions 
and sections.· , 

41. To ensure the best results, promotion throughout must be based on 
merit and never on s~niority, and a rt;gul~ system of proving merit by results of 
work and by some kind of test exammailon should be adopted. Such examin .. -
tions have been adopted to some extent in the Auditor General's Department, 
but the scope should be widened so· as to cover modern priuciples and methods of 
accounting, cost accounting and the use of machines, as well as the broad out, 
lines of railway operation. It must always be remembered that success iD 
examinations is only a partial test, and promotion sbould always be regulated 
by the consideration as well of personal.character and proved intelligence and 
efficiency in office work. 

42. While I have felt it necessary to make this comment on the unskilled 
clerical· staff, I must at the same time bear testimony to the number-small in 
proportion to the mass of empluyees-who have proved their capacity and com
petence by their valuable services in the departments to which they are attached. 
It is in the steady, if gradual, increase in the number of these selected and capable 
Indians that the hope of steady improvement in the accounting organisation must 
lie. ' . 

43. Another matter to which attention should be directed is the short hours 
now worked iii. the accounting and audit departments and the laxity shown in 
enforcing even the short nominal hours of work. These hours vary somewhat 
in different places, but in general it app'ears that they are nominally from 10-30 
a.m. to 4-30 p.m. with no interval for lunch, although iIi pra"ctice time is taken off 
in the middle of the day for this purpose. The general result of my enquirier 
is that the time normally worked does 110t exceed five and a half hours, and i, 
frequently only five hours. The anomaly is also found in some places that the 
supervisory and clerical staff in other departments is working shop hours, i.e., 
48 hours per week wlrile the clerical staff in the accounting and auditing depart
ments is working only from 29 to 35 hours; There seems to be no good reason for 
thi!! wide discrepancy, and when the frequent occurrence of holidays is noted it 
would seem that the hours of work in the accounting and audit departments 
should be materially increased. In England a seven hour day for clerical staff 
is the most common unit, and, even allowing for the more unfavourable clinlatic 
conditions in India, it would seem that a minimum of six hours work per day, 
exclusive of meal times, might be prescribed and enforced. 

44; While the clerical labour at present employed is to a large extent in 
receipt of low pay, this is not in itself any ground for the suggestion that the 
pay is too low for the services performed. On the other hand, it is questionable 
whether inefficient service is worth any pay, and the {eal remedy for this in
efficiency is to be found in the recruiting and training of a higher grade of em
ployee so that by the resu,ts of his work he may justify a claim for higher pay. 
I am satisfied that .the results of such a gradual evolution in the equipment of the 
staff and the employment of a modern and efficient system of accounting will mean 
a considerably smaller clerical stOlfi, better pay, and a subJtantial saving in the 
cost of the accounting and statistical departments with greater efficiency thall 
exists at present. 

45. On every Railway system it is necessary to advise measures to secure 
. the integrity of cash receipts and the propriety of cash payments. In India 
these measures have taken the form of increasingly elaborate methods of dupli
cation and triplication of records to the 'neglect of control methods of book
keeping· which have . long been in ~orce a.s labour saving devices. in Europell?l 
countries. In other words, the Indian Rallway system of aocountmg, based as it 
is on .Governmental rather than on commercial methods, has failed to avail 
itsl'lf of methods of check and countercheck well known in wen organised com
mercial. concerns, and each time any serious error or defalcation has occurred 
duplicate or additional statpmenis have been called for in place of changing the 
system and adopting improved book-keeping methods. 

46. The remedy is the far greater use of mechanical appliances, such as 
tvpeWlit.ers, calculatine:. sorting and tabulating machines, and the training of a 
limited number of· skilled operators to bandle these machines and so avoid the 



preparation by hand of the mass of (so ealled) abstracts ·and· other statements, 
which by their very multiplicity conduce to further error and a greater volume 
of work to ensure ultimate accuracy. At the head of each such installation of 
machines there should be a highly technical and skilled employee with a thorough 
knowledge of their working and of the results to be obtained, with ability to 
control and organise his staff, and; while at the same time carin~ for their com
fort lind health, so to direct theh' work as to obtain adequate results in a reason
able time and ensure their accuracy by means of controlling accounts rather 
than by the multiplic~tion of forms and returns. The methods proposed to 
obtain these results are set out in subsequent Chapters of this Report. 

47. In the investigation of the system of ~ccounting in different Railways 
I have naturally found divergent results both in methods and efficiency. Where 
all the officials from the agent downwards have afforded me every facility for 
the examinations which my assistaJlts and myself have made, it would be invi
dious (and is not, as I understand it, contemplated in my Terms of Reference) 
that I should in this Report make any special reference to the system of an.y 
particular. Railway or to defects therein which have come to my notice. I 
think it well, however, in dealing with the existing conditions to call attention 
in a general way to a few matters which have come before me and which are 
of sufficient importance in their adverse effect upon the efficient operation of 
the Railways to deserve mention. 

48. One of the State Auditors under the Accountant General Railways has 
called my attention to a number of errors, some of them serious, which have 
been discovered by his audit staff, and which clearly under an efficient system 
of internal audit should have been ·discovered by the Railway accounting staff. 
The discovery of these errors has naturally forced him to extend materially 
the scope of his audit, at considerable expense to the Government of India. 

49. Methods of supply and issue of stores are in some cases most inefficient, 
and I have heard complaints of delay in fulfilling requisitions extending back 
for many months which have seriously hampered works for which the stores 
were urgently required. 

50. J have found discrepancies between final accounts prepared in different 
forms, which can only be due to errors which could not have occllITed under a 
proper system of control accounting. Instances of these will be found in 
subsequent Chapters. 

• 

IA20Rn 
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CHAPTER m. 
GENERAL PRINCIPLES TO BE OBSERVED IN A SOUND AND EFFICIENT 

SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTING. 

51. It is desirable before considering th!'J system of accounting which should 
be· adopted for the' Railways to study shortly the object of those accounts. 
The tendency has been, and still is, to consider these accounts and t1)e officers 
who administer them as a check upon the operating officials in all divisions 
of the Railway rather than as an aid to them in its -efficient administration. 
It cannot be too strongly emphasised that the main and principal object of 
accounts in a business concern is to place before the officials, as soon as possible 
after the transactions have taken place, the results of those operations so that 
they may be able to check without delay any tendency to extravagance or in· 
efficiency in their subordinates. 

52. For this purpose it is essential, fiI:stly, that the form in which the 
results are presented should be such as will best convey to the operating offi. 
cials the information which they want. The accounting officers are specially 
skilled in accounts and figures, and in the mode of their preparation and pre· 
sentation, and it is their duty to use their special qualifications in the first 
instance solely for the purposes indicated. Secondly, in order to be of use, 
this presentation must be made with as much speed as possible so that the 
operating officials may see the results of their work promptly and so be en· 
abled to remedy any errors in admihlstration (technical or commercial) which 
may be disclosed by these figures. 

53. If the accounting officers have not this first and most important duty 
clearly before them, it must result (and, in fact, has resulted in the past in 
the case of the Indian Railways) that the operating officials will endeavour to 
get out for themselves, and without the assistance of skilled accountants, the 
figures which they require. The figures so obtained are duplicated by the 
accounting staff at a much later date, and thereafter time and money is ex· 
pended in agreeing the two sets of results. A proper system of accounting 
would avoid this duplication, and, at the same time, would give the operating 
officials of the Railway accurate, or approximately accurate, results at an 
earlier date than the unproved figures which they have been in the habit of 

. preparing. 
54. It IS clear that in the past, although there are conspicuous exceptions, 

not only has this function of the accounting organisation been ignored, but the 
suggestion of it has been resented, and this condition has undoubtedly resulted 
largely from the Government organisation, which has described the Chief 
Accountant as " Chief Auditor," and has settled on him as his principal duty 
that of auditing the accounts, and includ!ld as a subsidiary. duty that of pre· 
paring them. In fact, his functions have been reversed, and it is difficult to 
say where his audit ceased and his accounting cdmmenced. 

55. If a large institution like a Railway is to lie nperated under the most 
successful conditions, it is essential that every division of its business should 
work harmoniously with every other, and that the heads of departments should 
corner frequently with each other so that the needs of one department may be 
assisted where necessary by the technical knowledge oj the others. This 
principle no doubt subsists in the operating departments, and it is equally 
essential that it should suhsist between everyone of those departments and the 
accounting department. If this is not thoroughly understood and acted upon, 
the other purposes for which the accounti~g organisation exists, and which are 
subsidiary to the main one, are really of little use. 

56. The second object of accounts in the case of the Indian Railways is 
to afford the Railway Board, who take the place of the Directors of an ordi· 
nary commercial company, such information as is necessary to ena~le them to 
judge of the efficien~y and economy,. both !lc~ual . and ,comparatIve, of the 
operations of the Railways under theIr administratIOn. 

57. While the operating officials will necessarily require statements and 
reports from the accounting organisatioo in considerable detail, and can ab· 
sorb such detail because the study and nse of it is divided up between a 
number of different departments it is clear that the information to he sub· 
mitted to the Railway Board must be considerably condensed if they are to be 
able to make use of it. For this purpose great -care and attention is necessary 
in deviE!.ing the forms in, which these final figures should be presented. A 
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study of the accounts is only one of many duties which the Railway Board 
have to perform, and it cannot occupy an undue proportion of their time with
out seriously interfering with their other -duties. 

58. The accounts, statements and statistics for the Railway Board should 
show only the main results. If these disclose adverse conditions in any form, 
the operating officials should be called upon to explain and account for them, 
and this they are able to do in detail from the figures and accounts in their 
possession. While ·speed in the preparation of the Railway Board accounts 
is always desirable, it is not so absolutely necessary as it is in the case of a 
return to be submitted to the operating departments, and for this reason the 
latter should always be given precedence. It is upon them that the efficiency 
of the operations largely depenc;ls ; whereas the use of the returns submitted 
to the R"ilway Board is to show whether a sufficient degree of efficiency has in 
fact been attained in the near past, their need of information upon the imme
diate operations being considerably less. 

59. The third object of the accounts in the case of the Indian Railways is 
. to sU)Jnut to the Government, as owners of .the Railways in much the same 
sense as the shareholders of a commercial concern are the owners, periodical 
statements by which they may judge of the efficiency of the control exercised 
by the Railway Board who BJre their directors and managers. Here again the 
results submitted may be at longer intervals and in a much more condensed 
form than those submitted to the Railway Board. The usual practice of rail
way companies in England and the United States is to submit accounts yearly 
to their shareholders. The State and the legislative bodies to whom these 
accounts must appeal in India are not a technical body, and a great deal: of 
the informat.ion submitted to the Railway Board would be quite unintelligible 
to them. The ideal to be kept in view in devising the form of these state
ments is that they should deal only with facts which have a bearing on high 
points of~ublic policy and such statistics as to the ea:rnings and expenses and 
the capi tal employed as an intelligent investor would expect to have placed 
before him. 

60. The fourth purpose of the accounts is to enable a Budget or estimated 
statement of future earnings and expenses to be periodically submitted to the 
legislative bodies with whom alone rests the power of authorising capital or 
revenue €.xpenditure. In the case of revenue expenditure, considerable latitude 
should be allowed, and at the present time tlje Votes for all Railways in India 
are made as regards revenue expenditure under five headings only, viz.:-

Administration. 
Repairs and Maintenance. 
Operation. 
Depreciation. 
Expenditure out of Depreciation Fund. 

While details are submitted under each heading, it is understood that the Rail
way Board are not bound to do more than see that the total expenditure under 
each heading does not exceed the estimate. This is, on the whole a satisfactory 

. method of d~aling. with the ~atter ; but its conside~ation with pa'rticular regard 
to the form III which the estunates should be subnutted will be taken up later . 

• 
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CHAPTER IV. 

ACCOUNTING ORGANISATION. 

6!. Assuming that my recommendations for the separation of audit and 
accounts are adopted, it remains to consider the best form of organisation for 
the accounting department both of the Railway Board and of the individual 
Railways alld the variations from the present system. 

62. The accounts of the Railway Board are at present kept by the Ac
countant Gcneral Railways and are incorporated in the Railway section of 
the accollntd of the Government of India. In future, these accounts should be 
handed ovcr to a Chief Accountant appointed by and responsible to the Rail
way Board. 'rhis official should also takeover the work of summarising and 
consolidating the accounts of the individual State owned Railways and the 
Railway Board, and the prepsration of the new Consolidated Income 'Account 
and Bal:mce Sheet recommended in Chapter vn of this Report. This transfer 
will relieve the Accountaut General Railways of all his functions relating to 
railway Recounts, except those of audit. Under these circumstances, it would 
seem desirable that his title should be altered from "Accountant General 
Railways" to " Chief Auditor Railways." 

63. The Chief Accountant Railway Board should be appointed by the Rail
way Board and made directly responsible to that Board's Director of Finance. 
He would receive .direct from 'each railway its monthly Income Account and 
Balance Sheet, and would prepare therefrom Consolidated Statements of all 
State Railways and thIJ Railway Board in the forms provided in Chapter VII of 
this Report. He would also be authorised to obtain from the Chief Accountant 
of each railway such additional information and such explanations as he may 
think neCeBRary, and would be the medium of communication between the Rail
way Board and the Accounting Depsrtment of each railway. He would make a 
monthly report to the Railway Board w"hen issuing the monthly Consolidated 
Accounts. 

64. The organisation of the Accounting Department of each State Railway 
would be as shown on page 21. ' 

65. The Director of Statistics would hold the position of personal assistant 
to the Agent,' and his duties would be to receive and study and interpret all 
Statistical data furnished by the Accounting or Operating Departments, and 
to l'cport to the Agent any resultS derived therefrom that appear to require 
his attention or to be of sufficient interest or importance. He will not be in 
any way responsible for the preparation of Statistics, which will be carried out 
by the Accounting Department so far as they are of a financial nature; but 
he should act as Chairman of a small Statistical ComInittee consisting of the 
Chicf AccOlmtant or his Deputy and representatives of the other operating 
departments which should meet periodically to consider any questions relating 
to Statil.'tics and to receive instructions from and make recommendations to 
the Central Statistical Committee of the Railway Board (see Chapter XV). 

66. In cOllsidering the organi!!8tion of the AccoU'nting Department, it is 
necessary to consider the effects of the long leave of absence periodically 
granted to all European officials. Under the present arrangements, these effects 
are often serions. The temporary officer may' come from another railway or 
from another department of the same railway, may have neither a knowledge 
of the system for which he is to be responsible, nor time to familiarise hinIself 
with it, and the result may well be dislocation of the whole organisation due 
to lack of co-ordination, loss of time, and inability to pick up the threads of a 
complicated and nnfaIniliar system. To avoid these disadvantages as far as 
possible every European officer should have a deputy who can at once take 
his place in any emergency due to leave or other causes, and so carry on the 
work without any interruption or lack of continuity. 

• 

• 
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67. The control of the accounts of each railway would be vested in a Chief 
Accountant, who would be appointed by and removable by the Railway Board 
only, but would be under the control of the Agent of the Railway and responsible 
to him for the proper performance of his duties and for furnishing to him and 
his subordinates all information in connection with accounts and statistics that 
may be required. In the event of a difference of opinion on any point between 
the Agent and the Chief Accountant, the latter should have the right of access 
to the Railway Board, and it should be the duty of the Agent to lay before the 
Railway Board the fullest information as to the matters in dispute. 

68. The Chief Accountant would have under him a Deputy Chief Accountant 
who in the ordinary course when both are on duty _ would relieve the Chief 
Accountant of a great part of his duties of supervision and leave him free to deal 
with important questions of principle that may arise, and leisure to devise, con
sider and recommend changes. in the system of accounting and th~ compilation 
of statistics, and even in such technical matters of operation as may come to his 
notice from his close contact with the heads of other railway departments. The 
Deputy Chief Accountant should be appointJlble and removable only by the 
Railway Board, but on the recommendation of the Agent, and, so far as possible, 
by promotion from the accounting staff on that Railway. The Deputy Chief 
Accountant should have

i 
as a result of his ordinary duties, such a full and complete 

knowledge of the who e administration and of the details of the work of the 
accounting department that he could, without difficulty, fill the place of the Chief 
Accountant wh!ln the latter is absent on leave. 

69. It is essential that as little change as possible should be made in the 
positions of Chief Accountant and Deputy Chief Accountant. They snould pre
ferably be appointed in the first instance by a selection from the best material 
available in that particular railway, and when once appointed to their position 
should hold it, subject to efficiency, for the remainder of their term of service 
in India. • 

70. Under the present experimental system on the East Indian Railway, the 
Chief Accountant is made responsible to the Railway Board and not to the Agent. 
This arrangement in part carries on the old State Railway system under which 
the Railway administration has no control over their own accounts. It would 
seem to be equally important in an individual railway that the Agent should have 
control of his own accounts under proper safeguards. There seems to be no 
adequate reason why the Chief Accountant and the Deputy Chief Accountant 
should not each be servants of the particular railway system to which they are 
attached, and as such responsible to the Agent of that system just as all other 
railway officials. The suggested reservation to the Railway Board of the power 
of appointment and dismissal, and right of access to the Railway Board by the 
Chief Accountant (or his deputy when acting as Chief) are quite sufficient safe
guards against any abuse of his powers by the agent. 

71. The remaining accounting staff should be directly responsible to the 
Chief Accountant and his deputy and through them to the Agent, and their 
appointment, promotion and dismissal, and other terms of service, should be 
regulated and controlled by the Agent under similar .polVElrs to thos~ which he 
holds in respect of all other rank and file of the railway staff. It IS only ]:>y 
building up such an accounting organisation, similar to those of engineering, 
traffic and transportation, that the accounts. depa~tment will feel that they II;re 
a part of the railway ·and equally responsible WIth other departments for Its 
efficient and economical operation'. • 

72. The next grade of official would be the ACcountants, of whom there 
should be five, each one being the head of a division as hereinafter described. 

73. The Traffic Accountant would be in charge of the checking of and account
ing for all revenue, and under him would be four Assistant Accountants, viz. : 

Assistant Traffic Accountant, Passenger. 

" " " Freight. 

" " " 
GeneraL 

" " " 
Statistics. 

The Traffic Accountant .shonld be charged witll'the. primary duty of organising 
and s1;lpervising the internal audit of traffic' receipts and of th:e compilation of 
the statistics relating thereto. In view of the system recommended In Chapter 
vm by which this audit would be performed mainly by the use of electrical 
i'Orthtg and tabulating machines, it is essential that he should have a thorough 
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knowledge of the principles of all these machines and be able' to design the cards 
for recording the different facts and operations, and to amend these from time to 
time in accordance with improved methods or with changes in operating details. 
He should keep in the closest possible touch with the Director of Statistics and 
any others whQ make use of the various compilations of traffic receipts, so that 
their requirements may be met speedily and accurately. The compilation of 
traffic statistics is so closely related to the audit of traffic receipts, the same 
machine methods being used for both, that it is desirable that both the internal 
audit and the compilation of traffic stati&tics should be under his charge. He 
should have sufficient available time to deal with all questions relating to station 
agents' accounts, and accountil due from the Government departments and the 
general public, and should at the same time have his finger on the pulse of his 
deputies and their staffs, and should deal with the many questions which they 
must from time to time bring to him for cousideration. 

74. The detail work of the Assistant Traffic Accountants will be dealt with 
in describing the system of Traffic Audit and Statistics (Chapters VIII and XV). 
It is sufficient here to add that it is desirable that each of them should know and 
thoroughly understand the work of the others, so that when the Traffic Account
ant or anyone of his deputies is away on leave one of the others can take the 
place of either. The periods of leave should, as far as possible, be arranged 
so that not more than one of these five officers is away at anyone time. 

75. The same remarks as to. continuance of employment and· selection from 
the ranks of the same Railway in the first instance will apply to the Traffic 
Aooountant as in the case of the Chief Accountant and the Deputy Chief 
Accountant. It is not quite so important in the case of the four deputy traffic 
accountants, as their work would be the same on every Railway, and the disad
vantages of a break in continuity would be chiefly limited to a lack of acquaintance 
with their subordinate staff. At the same time, this latter point is of sufficient 
importance to make it is desirable that changes should not be made from Railway 
to Railway unless this is absolutely unavoidable. 

76. It will be seen in Chapter VIII that the plan of traffic audit there set 
out contemplates the eventual centralisation of internal traffic audit for all Rail
ways at certain central points, and that this whole organisation would be res
ponsible directly to the Railway Board. As this system is brought into effect 
on anyone Railway or group of Railways the accountant in charge of traffic 
and his deputies will be transferred to the central organisation. 

77. The Stores Accountant would be responsible for the whole of the priced 
store ledgers and for seeing that these ledgers were, at least twice in each year 
in respect of every commodity at. every depot, agreed both with the quantity 
cards kept in the stores by the storekeeper and also with the physical stock on 
hand. He would have an assistant in charge of each! group of depot priced 
stores ledgers, who would be responsible under him for the details of the work, 
leaving the St.ores Accountant with sufficient free time to devote to the consi
deration of all important points that are submitted to him; to devise and test 
possible improvements in the system, and in particular to kel'p a careful watch 
over the prices of issue and the agreement of balances. As in other divisions, 
one of the assistants should be appointed to act as Stores Accountant during the 
absence of his superior, and one of his assistants should be appointed to act as 
deputy during suct period. . • 

78. The Workshops Accountant would bave charge of the whole of the staff 
keeping the workshop records and cost accounts. Under him would be assistant 
workshop accountants in charge of the ae.counts at each workshop who would be 
responsible for the detail organisation and work at each point, the preparation 
of pay rolls, stores distribution. and cost accounts. One of the main duties of 
the Workshop Accountant would be to review continuouslv the orders for which 
costs are being obtained, and in consultation with the superintendents of work
shops and other operating officials to consider what enlargement or curtailment 
of these order numbers is desirable in the interests of efficiency and economy. 
He would also review all costs prepared by his As~stants, and compare costs 
at different workshops and be available at any time to take up and disouss 
important questions of principle that may arise. In the absence of the Work
shop Accountant, the Chief Accountant would appoint one of his deputies to 
act in his plaoe, and would also appoint the most. efficient of the clerks under the 
deputies to act as deputy! Further reference to the workshops will be found 
in Chapter X. 



79. The establishment on each Railway should be eontrolled by establisll
ment officers responsible to the Agent in each case and governed by rules mll.de 
by the Railway Board, as to salaries, allowances, leave and promotion. The 
Railway Board establishment and that of agents, deputy agents and chief· 
accountants and deputy accollntants should. be similarly eontrolled by the 
Director of Finimce. The audit carried oui hy the Auditor General Railways 
should be a post audit only, and in accordance with the procedure enunciated in 
Chapter VI of this Report. 

80. The Establishment Officer would continue to perform all his present 
non-accounting duties with regard to staff. He would verify after payment all 
pay sheets received from divisions, workshops, stores and other points where 
payment is made without a previolls Central Office check. He would vertfy all 
Central Office and other pay rolls before audit, except those just mentioned, and 
would prepare the pay rolls for administrative officials and for the establishment 
section itself. These last two would be sent to the Deputy Chief Accountant 
for verification before payment. Full details of the preparation and verification 
of pay rolls will be found in Appendices VI, VII and VIII. 

81. The duties of the Accountant in charge of Expenditures would be. I 

through his organisation, to receive from the originating departments all 
accounts payable for stores, supplies, salaries, wages, and other items of expense ; 
to satisfy himself that these documents have been examined by the proper officers, 
and that all certifications and approvals have been made; and to verify the 
arithmetical calculations. He would then prepare the bill and pay sheet state
ments, have them signed by the Chief Accountant or his deputy and forwarded 
to the Treasurer for payment. He would also be responsible for the keeping 
of the necessary records. He would havl1 under him two Assistant Accountants, 
of whom one would be in charge of pay sheets and bills and the other of the 
necessary records relating thereto. He "'euld also have under him an Assistant 
Accountant at each operating division who would under his supervision carry 
out the same work in respect of all pay rolls and accounts which are paid at 
the divisions. In the case of absence on leave, or for other causes, of any of the 
accountants, the best official of the next lower grade, irrespective of seniority, 
should be appointed to act temporarily for him. By this means continuity of 
administration should be assured. The details of this system will be found in 
Appendix VIII. 

82. The Accountant in charge of General Book-keeping would have charge 
of all the general books of the Railway, which would be written up from the 
Journal and other entries prepared in the different accounting divisions. He 
would be responsible for verifying all these entries and satisfying himself that 
they are properly prepared, and he would also be responsible for the preparation 
of the periodical accounts of Traffic earnings (as received from the Traffic 
Division) and operations of the Railway. He would maintain subsidiary 
ledgers controlling the accounts of the different divisions e.g., Traffic, Vouchers, 
Stores, and Workshops. His organisation would be the same as in other cases, 
viz. : a Deputy who would be responsible for the detail working of the division 
and would take the place of his superior officer when o'h leave, one of his sub
ordinates being appointed to act as Deputy at such times. 

83. The Statistical Compilation Officer would have charge of the compila
tion of the whole of the Financial Statistics of the Railway other than Traffic. 
It would be his duty to compile the same as rapidly as pORsi]'le and to see that 
they reach the Director of Statistics and other pfficials interested therein at the 
earliest possible date. He w~uld have a Chief Clerk, who would be in charge 
of all the punching, sorting; tabulating and auxiliary machines required for 
statistical purposes, and who would be responsible for the detail working there
of. He would also take the place of his senior when absent on leave, one of his 
assistants being appointed to act as temporary Chief Clerk during such absence. 
Further reference to the work of this Division will be found in Chapter XV. 

84. The relation of the heads of the varJ<,>us divi~ions of the Accounting 
Departme~t to the Chief Account~nt are of ~on~lderable I?lP?rtRnce. Each head 
of a DivislOn should be the supenor authOrIty m such DIVIslOn and be held res
ponsible to the Chief AccoItntant for its proper conduct. All results which he 
produces, so far as they have to be sent to .other departments, must, in theory, 
come through the. Chief Acco!Intant; .b~t. the latter should have s,nfficient 
latitude to enable hIm to authOrIse any diVISiOn to send results to those In other 
departments who require the s~me, under such .conditions ~s he may lay down, 
and providing always th!lt copIes are sent to hImself.· This procedure is abso
lutely essential to avoid red tape and to ensure the presentation of accounting 
statements to those who require to use them for operating purposes without 

• 
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the lightest unnecessary delay. The Deputy Chief Accountant and the Account
ants in Charge of Divisions, in the event of a disagreement with any ruling of 
the Chief Accountant, .should have the same right of access to the agent as the 
Chief Accountant has to the Railway Board. 

85. Each Division would be subdivided into sections, some of which are in
dicate~ above. The section head would be held responsible by the accountant 
in charge of the Division for the proper conduct of the work of his section, and, 
in the event of diragreement between them, would have the right to refer the 
matter to the Chief Accountant. One of the main reasons for the unsatisfactory 
conditions found in some accounting divisions is undoubtedly want of proper 
supervision in each section of the work, and great care shoul~~'exercised over 
the appointment of section heads.' -This is a matter which IIlUst receive the con
tinuous attention of both Chief and Division Accountants. . 

86. It is important that in such an organisation encouragement should be 
given to the heads of divisions and sections to make suggestions for the improve
ment of the service, and a system of premiums s~q,lJitl be estahlished by which 
any employee making a suggestion of a va)uable"'nature which is accepted and 
acted upon should receive some pecuuiary reward. At the present time through
out the Railway Accounting organisation there appears to be a scarcity of sugges
tions for improvements in the system of working from those who ate in charge 
of the work. The general attitude is one of indifference and laissez taire. 
Suggestions even when made are frequently blocked by reference to provisions 
of the Code which do not appear to permit any change, and the general attitude 
of the waole staff is to maintain the status quo rather than to suggest improve
ments which may lead to discussion and opposition. To com~at this condition 
of mind in India is oJ; th.e utmost importance, and I would suggest it can best 
be done by such a system of rewards as I have mentioned above. It should he 
understood that every employee down to the lowest grade is entitled to make 
suggestions to his immediate superior offi<:l)r ; that these suggeSJtions when made 
should be reported to the head of the section, and by him, with his comments" 
to the head of the division. The head of the division should have discretion as 
to whether he proceeds further with the suggestion or not, and if he refuses to 
proceed he should give his reasons therefor. The head of the division, in his 
tum~ would forward the suggestion with his comments to the Chief Accountant 
who would C9nsider the matter and if within the limit of his authority either 
authorise or reject it. If he wished to carry the suggestion out, and it wa's; in any 
way in, c.onflict with his authority, he would take it up firstly with the Agent, and 
thereafter'if necessary with the Railway Board. There is nothing new in such 
a practice; it haa been adopte!I for years in many of the most progressive 'works 
both in England and America, and, so far as my e'ltperience goes, has always been 
found, of great benefit to the whole organisation. . , 

87. Anothel' point of importance in connection with both audit and aecounts 
is the bulk of the regulations contained in volumes called " Codes." In the past, 
the codes of the different departments of the railway service may have been 
short and simple in their form, but they appear to have been compiled -on the 
principle that whenever a mistake is found a new provision must be inserted in 
the code to prevent it being repeated. Such a method is not based upon, ,right 
principles. Instructions in the methods of keeping accounts and the methods 
of audit should be'strictly limited to general points of principle. A fairly free 
hand should be left to the acconnting officers and auditors (who should b1l res
possible officials) to OIlrry 'out the broad principles in the best way they can. 
There may well be differences in the methods adopted by the different railways, 
both in the accounting department and in the audit, but these differeWles in 
method are all for the good, and, provided, they are brought up and discussed , 
at periodical meetings of accounting officers, they will, tend continuously to 
improve both,systems and will keep the whole of the staff up to a. higher standard 
of efficiency. . ,Nothing can be so deadening to the initiative, enterprise and 'keen
ness of a compet(lnt officer as a strict code, outside the ,limitations of which be 
cannot 'proceed in the minutes particular.. One accounting officer has reported 
to me that on taking up his dutie& on a certain railway he was confronted with 
35 volumes -of codes and manuals, all of which he was expected to absorb. It 
is a slur en human intelligence that responsible officials should be placed under 
such a system, and, so long as it continulls, there can be no progressive improve
ment in methods Buch as is absolutely necessary if a commercial enterprise like a 
railwav is to be kept up-to-date and to maintain its effidency. I have frequently 
heard ihe remark by officials that they have not the time to read the codes, and 
consequently to a great extent ignore them until some improvement is suggested, 
when a provision in the code is quoted which seems entirely to prevent its adop
tion. 
UllORD 
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CHAPTER V. 

NEW SYSTEM OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS. 

88. Under the present practice the entire gross earnings and other receipts 
of the State Railways are paid to' Ute Central Government; and all disburse· 
~C1~tB lI;re met out of credits opened by the Central Government for the Railw!1y 
dIsbursmg officers under the autho.xity of the Railway Budget Votes of the Legls-
lativ:e Assembly. -. 

89. The c0D?-plete ~eparati6n of the Railway Finances from those of the, Gov
er,n1I!ent of India, whICh was recommended in the report of the Acworth Com
mIssIOn,.would seem to require that this practice be entirely abandoned; and that 
each RaIlway should keep control of its own receipts and out of these receipts 
should pay all expenses, subject only to the limitation that the Budget Votes 
for expenditures are not exceeded. It may, however, be the case that for various 
rea:sons it is not yet considered advisable to make this complete separation. 

90. On this assumption, I recommend, as an alternative, that the Controller 
of Currency be constituted the Banker of the Railways, and that the various 
branches of the Imperial Bank and the sub-treasuries of the Government of' 
India be treated for Railway purposes as branches of the Controller of Cur-
rency. ' 

. 91. As soon as the Railwav Budget has been passed by the Assembly, the 
RaIlway Board would 'divide the aggregate Vote between the Railway Board 
proper and each separat.e Railwav and would send this allocation to the Control
ler of Currency with a request that he open credits accordingly. 

92. The Controller of Currency should open on his books one' acconntfor 
each Railway by a credit with a branch' (If the Imperial Bank for such amount 
as has been allocated to that Railway by the Railway Board. 

93. On these credits each Railway agent would then be free to draw cheques 
as required, and, at his discretion, to open working or imprest accounts fol- nse 
by the various disbursing officers. The Railway Board would be limited in their 
allocation by the aggreg-ate of the Budl!et Votes; the Railway Board and eaeh 
agent would be limited in their expenditure by the Budget authorisation of the 
Leg-islature in the case of the former and by the Railway Board in the case ot 
the latter; and each disbursing officer would be ·similarly limited by the amount 
whieh he has been authorised to expend. The Controller of Currency will only 
require to satisfv himself that the aggregate of .the credits which .he opens is 
equal to the total Votes of the Railway Budget. 

94. There will be no need to keep different bankinl\' or eash accounts for 
each separate Vote, as the progress of expenditure under Vote Heads will be 
cleary shown in the monthly accounts of expenditure prepard by the Railway 
Board and bv pach Railwav and eons()lidated into one statement by the Chief 
Accountant, Railway Board. ' 

• 95. Railwav traffic and other receipts would continue, as at present, to be 
aaid in to the Cl'ntral Goven,mpnt. In !;ome ca!'es, all eolleetions are sent down 
bv train to the cit.v in which t.he Railwav Cent.ral Office is situated and t.hen paid 
into the Imperial Bank for the crpdit of the Controller of Currency. In others 
they are paid in locally either to Branch Banks or to sub-trelfSuries. Similarly. 
currency required for cash disbursements of wages, etc., are sent up as needed 
from the Railway Central Office, or drawn from Branehes of Local Banks or from 
sub-treasuries as may be most convenient. Cheqnes are always drawn ott 
branches of the Imperial Bank. .' 

96. There is no reason to interfere with these arrangements. All receipts 
and expenditure will be under the control of the Treasurer of the Railway until 
the former are paid over to the Government or cheques are drawn ag-ainst 
eredits opened by the Controller of Currency. Disbursing officers should be 
furnished with moneys from time to time as may be required, ~ither on imprestll 
or as working funds for which accounts are opened in their names in IJocal 
Banks by cheques drawn against the credits opened by the Controller of 
Currency. ' 

97. The Treasurer will thus have ,to deal with two classes of accounts. :-'-• 
(1) The aecount with the Controller of Currency for moneYR paid intn 

Government account and for cheques ,drawn against credits. 
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(2) The accounts with disbursing officers which should always be in credit 
and which he will check and verify by statements received 
periodically and by certificates of balances. from the various Bank 
accounts or verification by count by travelling inspectors. 

98. The ~'reasurer would keep separate books for receipts and disbursements 
respectively. His receipts would consist of :-

(1)· Remittances from stations, and other outside agencies. 
(2) Hemittances received direct by the Treasurer in settlement of debtor 

accounts, etc. 
The former may be paid in to Banks and sub-treasuries at various points, and 
his IJookd mnst show date of receipt and amount debitable to the Controller of 
Currency and also the Bank and sub-treas,ury to which it has been paid. The 
latter would all be paid into the Imperial Bank at the Central Office city. These 
remittances should be written up daily on separate cash sheets with two carbon 
copies, one of which would be sent daily to the Chief Accountant to check with. 
his accouutsand the other to the Controller of Currency. The latter should 
have a perforaterl ~lip attached on which the Controller of Currency would (1) 
cuter any amounts of which he had not yet received advice from his agents and 
(2) s,ign and return to the Treasurer. 

99. ~'or his payments by cheque the Treasurer would write up a dis,burse
ment sheet giving number of cheque, amount, and Bank on which drawn if more 
than one is in use in respect of his credit. This also would have two carbon . 
copies as for the receipts, one for the Chief Accountant and the other with slip 
attached for the Controller of Currency who would return the slip signed with a 
lis,t of cheques not presented, 

100. The Controller of Currency, with these daily accounts with each 
Treasurer, should have no difficulty i~ maintaining in his own books accounts 
showing the balance at the credit of each Railway and of the Railway Board. 

101. The l'reasurer would carry the daily totals of his receipt and expendi
ture sheets into a General Cash Book, the lJalance of which should always agree 
with the balance in the" Controller of Currency" account in the General Ledger, 
kept by the Chief Accountant. 

102 . .\.nother change in the present sys.tem which will much simplify the 
accounting is that all accounts due to the Railway Board or separate Railways 
by the Central or Provincial Governments or Departments thereof for services 
rendered of any kind should be paid regularly by cheque as soon as possible after 
they are rendered and these cheques treated as, cash receipts. Similarly, 
all payments due by the Railway Board or separate Railways for service" 
rendered by Central or Provincial Governments or Departments thereof should 
be paid by cheque. This procedure will avoid the p,resent complicated procedure 
of settling these accounts by transfers .in the books of the Central Government, 
fluch trallsfers having to be accepted by both parties before any settlement can 
be made. 

103. There are, however, some special cases in which a different procedure 
must be followed, ~ng. : (1) English Indents and salaries and allowances paid in 
England to Officers on leave, etc., and (2) payments at the end of the year to the 
Railway Bonrd and the Government of India in respect. of Depreciation Fund, 
Interest and Shareoof Surplus. 

104. In the case of English Indents, each Railway will ill due cours,e receive 
invoices which will be verified in the usual way, and these should then be charged 
to English Coilsignments and credited to an account entitled English IndentR. 
On receipt from the Government of India of their statements of accounts taken 
up by them in their current account with the India Office, the Railway should 
draw a eheque upon its credit in favour of the Government of India, so s,ettling 
the matter. 

105. In the case of allowances to officers on leave, the amounts and the due 
,dates being known, ilwy should be entered in the books, just as are all ,'other 
expenses, Imel credited to the oBjcers concerned. On advice from the Government 
of India that th", amounts have been tnken up by them in their cnrrent account 

. with the Indin Office, cheques would' be drawn in favour of the Government of 
Indi;1 and the OffiCI'TS accounts cleared as in the case of indents,. A subsidiary 
ledger wouM be kept for all English accounts above mentioned, over which the 
account of the Slime name in the general ledger ·would be a control. 

106. At the end of each year each Railway has'to pay over to the Govern
ment of India interest on capital at charge and to the Railway Board the excess 
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of the contrIbution to its depreciation fund over the paymllnts madll thereout 
and the sut"pl~s in?ome of the year. The' Rail,,:,ay Board have to pay to the 
Governlllent of India the share of surplus to whICh the latter is entitled under 
the convention of February 20th, .1924, made wi!h the Legislative As,sembly. 
Under tl!e present system by whICh gross earrungs of the Railways are con
sidered as income of the Government, no votes are made in respect of any of 
the above items, and until a complete separation of Railway from Government 
cas~ is made there will be no votes or credits agains.t which the Railways or the 
Railway Board can draw cheques to meet them. The following procedure is 
therefore, recommended. ' 

107. As 800n as the Government auditEl'of the accounts of the Railways and 
Railway Board are completed, which should, under the new procedure be within 
six weeks of the close of the year, the Chief Auditor Railways should is,sue the 
follov.ing certi.ficates in quadruplicate, one for his office copy, one to be sent to 
the Railway concerned, one to the Railway Board and one to the Controller of 
Ourrency. 

1. I certify that the following amounts are due from the . . . . 
. . • . . . . Railway to the Railway Board for the year ended March 
31st, 19. . . . in respect of 

(a) Excess of provision for depreciation over expenditure made out of 
the Depreciation Fund. Rs. 

(b) Net surplus of earnings over expens.es, including as expenses Depre-
ciation Fund and Interest. Rs. 

2. I certify that the following amount is due from the . . . . . 
. . . . . Railway to the Government of India for the year ended 
March 31st, 19.... in respect of Interest on Capital at Charge, as per 
statement. below. • Ra. 

The Chief Auditor Railways sho1ild also issue in triplicate the following 'certi
ficate, one copy for his office use, one copy to be s.ent to the Railway Board, and 
one copy to the Controller of Currency. 

3. I certify that the following amount is due from the Railway Board 
to the Government of India in respect of Surplus Profits of the State 

·ovmed Railways for the year ended March 31st 19 .... as per statement 
attached. 

Rs. 
108. In the meantime, before the issue of these certificates, each Railway 

will have credited the Government of India with the interest due on capital at 
IIharge and the Railway Board with the amounts due in respect of exces,s deprecia
tion and surplus profits, and the Railway Board will have debited the Railways 
and credited Depreciation Reserve for. each Railway and its own Reserve Account 
on advice from the Chief Accountant of each Railway concerned. 

109. On receipt of the above certificates from the Chief Auditor Railways, 
they will be treated as cheques payable by the Railway and receivable by the 
Railway Board in respect of No.1, and payable by the Railways and the Railway 
Board and receivable by the Government of India in respect of No.2 and No.3, 
and the cash accounts will be adjus.ted accordingly by the Railways, the Railway 
BoaM and the Controller of Currency. • 

110. When the new system of accounting is initiated, assuming this to be at 
the begillIling of a financial year, the Railway Board account with the Controller 
of Currency should be opened as soon as the figures are ascertained with a 
balance equal to the sum of 

{a) The Reserve Account 
(b) The Unexpended Depreciation Reserves of the various, State owned 

Railways 
as at the end of the preceding year, less any amounts which'have been specifically 
invested bv the Government of India in respect of Railway Reserves. It will 
Rot be necessary for the Railway Board to ~redit any of these balances to the 
separate Railways, with the exception perhaps, of Company managed lines when 
any provision of the contracts with the Government must be observed. Invest
ments made by the Government of India of Railway Reserve Fund sho1ild also 
be taken up in the .books of the Railway Board. The individual State owned 
Railways will thus have no opening balances of cash, but they will have credih 
opened. as of the firs,t day of the new financial year for the amount of the votes 
which have been allocated to them by the Railway Board . 

• 
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111. At the end of the last fuUl.ncial year under the old system the Balance 
Sheet for each State owned Railway and for the Railway Board when prepared 

. would take up all the known outstandings both debit and credit with other Govern
ment Departments, and these amounts should be thereafter under the new system 
settled by ~heque, all these cheques being chargeable against the Vote for Work· 
ing Capital. The opening of the new books will necess,arily have to be deferred 
'Until the closing Balance Sheet" are completed, but this will not prevent their 
adoption for all current transactions as on the first day of the new year. 

112. Further details of this Cash System with the necessary forms wi)1 be 
found in Appendix I. 

113. 'l'lle lidoption of the recommendations in this Chapter will do much to 
simplify Railway Accounting, will enable the books to be closed at earlier dates 
after the close of each year, and will entirely avoid the necessity of any current 
acc.ount with the Government of India other than the quasi Bank Account with the 
Controller of Currency. Moreover, it will enable the complete sepa!'atiou of 
Railway Fiuance and Financial Accounts from those of the Governmeut of India 
to be carried through without in any way disturbing the system here, recom
mended. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

NEW SYSTEM OF AUDIT BY AUDITOR GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT. 

, 114. 'Under the present sys,tem the functions of Accounting and Audit in 
the State owned and managed Railways, with one exception, are centred in the 
Accountant General Railways, who is responsible to and controlled by the Auditor 
General. 'rhe Auditor General in India has supreme powers, and is responsible 
only to the Secretary of State in London. The one exception is the East 
Indian Hailway whose accounts have been separated from Audit and placed 
under the control of the Railway Board, the functions, of ,Audit remaining with 
the Accountant General Railways. In the State Railways managed by Com
panies the accounts are under the Chief Auditor who is responsible to and 
controlled by the Agent, while the Audit functions are carried out by Inspectors 
of Accouuts responsible to and controlled by the Accountant ,General Rail
ways. 

115. In Chapter II, I have recommended that the Chief Accountant be 
'responsible to the agent for all Accounting functions, including the internal 
check upon l'eceipts and expenditures. and that the Audit functions be limited 
to a post-nudit and carried out by a staff responsible to and eontrolled by the 
Auditor General . 

• 116. It remains to lay down in more detail the plan of Audit which should 
be carried out by the Auditor General, under the new system; this may be 
divided into three sections, viz. :-

1. A critical examination of the accounting and internal check system 
in force, with a test sufficient to show that this B,Ystem is in fact being 
carried out. This may be suh-divided into :-

(a) Ex,penditures. 

(b) Traffic. 

(c) Stores. 

(d) Workshops. 

(e) Provident Fund. 

(f) Collieries. 
2. A detailed audit of all expenditures charged to Capital Account by 

examining the sanctions therefor and determining the correctness of the 
allocation. 

3. A test examination of other expenditures, with the s,anctions and 
vouchers therefor. 

4. A complete annual verification and critical examination of the 
Revenue Account and Balance Sheet with particUlar regard to the accuracy 
of the allocation to each account heading, the value as a going concern of 
all current assets and the proper inclusion of all liahilities. 

117. The following gen!lral principles should apply :-
The audit should be a post audit, i.e., the Auditor should have no power or 

authority to hold up payments pending his audit. His rem1Jdy in caRe of obj(lC. 
tion to any payment would be :- • 

(a) To take the matter up firs.Uy with the Chief Accountant, and secondly 
with the agent. 

(b) In the event of disagreement resulting, he would report the matter 
to the Auditor General who would take it up with the Railway 
Board. 

(c) In the event of disagreement again resulting, the Auditor General 
would report to his superior officer (at present the Secretary of 
State) who would take such action as he thought fit. 

(d) The Auditor General should certify the Annual Re\'enue Account and 
Balance Sheet of each separate Railway system, and the correspond
ing Consolidated _'\.ccount8 of the Railway Administration, and his 
certificates. together with copies of any special reports he may have 
made to the Secretary of State, should he made part of the Annual 
Report of the Railway and submitted with it to the Legislature. 
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The Auditor would have power to make suggestions to the chief accountant 
or the agent for any amendments or improvements in the system of account
ing and the methods of carrying them into effect. If, in his opinion, defects 
exist which may permit of loss, theft or even extravagance, it should be his 
dut.y to take the matter up immediately with the Chief Accountant or the Agent; 
and if his recommendations are not· adopted or disposed of to his satisfaction 
to rcpori the matter to the Auditor General. This applies also to any lack of 
an "fi'ective inte1'llal check by the Chief Accountant's department which l!1ay 
be disclosed by the test audit; this should be reported immediately to the Chief 
Accountant and, if of sufficient importance, also to the agent and the Railway 
Board. • . 

118. I<:xcept as provided in the preceding paragraph, neither the Auditor 
nor the Auditor General would have power to enforce their views lipon individual 
Railway 8ystems 01' upon the Railway Board. 

119. To carry out the above duties effectively, requires not ouly considerable 
tact 011 the part of the Auditor but also a well thought out organisation among 
his staff. In particular, he should not permit any of his staff, unless authorised' 
by himself, t.o discuss any matters of principle with the staff of the Railway, 
and he should be most careful only to give such authority to selected members 
thereof. 

120. It is not the duty or the right of the Auditor to interfere with the. dis,
cretion of any Railway official, prov.ided that the latter is acting within the 
powers delegated to him by or with the authority of the Railway Board. 

121. V,'l!ile it is.thedllty of the Auditor General to see that the expenditures 
of tllil Railway Department as a whole do not exceed t.he Demands authorised by 
the Legislatnre in voting the Railway Budget, it is only the duty of the Auditor 
of eac~ separate Railway to see that th,! expenditures do not eX!leed the amount 
authOrIsed by the Railway Board. 

122. Detailed Programmes of Audit for Capital Expenditures,· Revenue 
Exp<'nditul'es, Revenue Account and Balance Sheet. Traffic Receipts, Stores, 
Workshops, Establishment, Provident Fund, and Collieries, will be found in 
A PP!,ndix II. 

123. In addition to the General Audit as set Ollt in the preceding sections, 
there are other functions of the Auditor General which should be exercised by 
the Auditors on his staff. These functions have been set forth within the last 
two years somewhat tentatively under the phrase" Higher Audit," and reference 
is made to them in .a document entitled" Office Order No.1," issued over 
the signature of the Chief Auditor of the East Indian Railway under date 30th 
November, 1925. The following paragraph is worth quoting:-

" The more important portion of the work of the new Audit office 
will, however, be in the sphere of Higher Audit. The Audit Officer in 
this capacity is expected to watch on behalf of the taxpayer (or of the 
shareholder, if the Railway were a Joint Stock concern) that the Railway 
is run on the most· economical lines possible, and that there is no los8 or 
waste of public money or of Railway Revenues. He has then to encroach 
upon a number of grounds which were hitherto considered as too sacred 
for him and as reserved for the Executive and the Administrative. The 
tradition of JUiilway Audit has to be changed, and one call1lot be too 
careful in th!) transitory stage. A number of points for Higher Audit has 
been given in the confidential Annexure. These are by no means. 
exhaustive, nor are they quite practicable in every case to start with. 
They are merely given by way of illustration, and Section Officers should 
examine them carefully and report as to their desirability and feasibility 
in actual working in every case. They should also suggest other points 
which suggest themselves to them, and should exercise the greatest care 
in their application. Above all, the utmost care should be exercised by 
all concerned to prevent friction, and anything to be done in the sphere of 
Higher Audit will have to be done gradually and not all at once. The 
points to be looked into should bEt determined by the Section Officer per
sonally in consultation with his Accountant and with the Government 
A uditor. And in no case sholfld any objection on the ground 'of Higher 
Audit be preferred to the Accounts department uutil the same has been 
examined and approved by the Governmeut Auditor." 

124. No objection can be taken to the phraseology of this extract or to its 
tone, particularly in its reference to the necess~ty of avoiding friction and of 
obtaining the sanction of the Chief Audito! before any objection is raised. It is, 
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however, o1'(>n to criticism in that the references to economy and to 108s and 
",aste of public money may trench upon the powers and duties of the agent on 
technical matt.ers tlpon which the auditor is hardly qualified to comment. Such 
matters, for instance, as the following would hardly s,eem to come within the 
sphere of cven a Government auditor :-

(a) 'i'he necessity for any item of expenditure. 
(b) Justification for incurring law charges . 

. (c) Criticism of works executed which involves technical engineering or 
workshop knowledge. 

125. I have had an opportunity of fully discussing audit methods and pro
grammes with the Chief Auditor, East Indian Railway, and am I:\8tisfied that his 
general.ideas, particularly on the subject of " Higher Audit" are, on the wholp-, 
sound and will be of value not only to the Central Government but also to the 
Railway Executives, provided that the limits indicated in this Chapter are 
observed; that the greatest possible tact is employed in the investigation and the 
report thereon ; tbat this ]"<'}Jort is made in the first ins.tance to the agent, and 
secondly,if,necessnry, to (he Railway Board with the agent's comments and thnt 
no attempt is made to hinder 01' in any way interfere with the discretion of the 
operating official. 

126 .. ,.~ Higher Audit·" work should only be entrusted to a staff specially 
selected for tbeir skill, ability and tact, and no work should be undertaken wbi<'h 
form~ part of' the regular routine of internal check by the Chief Accountant's 
department, beyond the usual tests to which reference has already been made. 

127. U ndetr the conditions which exist in India, it is des.irable that the alloca
tions of the Audit staff to particular branches of the audit work sbould be altered 
at frequent intervals and that as far as possible the sped a! examinations which 
" Higher A ndit. ., involves should be carrilld out by surprise visits . 

. 128. It iR also desirable that the audit programmes prepared for the use of 
the staff shonld be in very general terms only, but each audit official should be 
required to ret.urn with the results of his work a complete detailed programme of 
what he has done. By this means it will be easier to discover any errors or 
omissions in his audit work. 

129. Thcllf. powers are perhaps wider than those which are in fact exercised. 
by the Ilnditors of public companies, but in view of the position of the Govern
ment of Iudia as the sole shareholder and owner of the railways it cannot be 
said that t]1ey exceed in any way what the Government has a ri~ht to demand. 
The Government should, however, remember that it has with much care and dis
crimination selected able men to sit upon the Railway Board, that the Board has 
in tum, with the approval of the Government, selected able men as chief 
executives of the different railways" and it is incumbent that an auditor, in the 
somewhat wide scope outlined above, should have due regard to the technical 
knc.wledge- and ability of these officials and should take. up with them with the 
utmost tact and discretion any matters on which it might appear that they have 
exceeded the powers delegated to them. 

130. My general conclusio~ is that an audit as laid down and limited in this 
Chapter, and with due care to avoid duplication and interference with the 
proper exel"d~e of the functions of the Railway Executives, can only be pro
ductiveof good rellults and of considerable value to the agent" and the Railway 
Board as well as to the taxpayer who is the ultimate beneficiary of the Rail
ways. 



CHAPTER VII. 

m:WFOi.'MS OF ANNUAL ACCOUNTS FOR INDIVIDUAL RAILWAYS, 
INCLUDING BALANCE SHEET FOR EACH, AND OF CONSOLIDATED 

'INCOME ACCOUNTS AND BALANCE SHEET FOR THE WHOLE. OF 
THE RAILWAY ADMINISTRATION. ' 

131. Financial Accounts.-The following accounts are at pr~sent published 
.aunually by each separate Railway, vie. :-

1. The ,Annual Report issued in July, 
2. Th,e Finance Acco)l'lts . 
.3. The Revised Estimate for the current year and BUdget Estimate for the 

succeeding year. ' 
Neither of the two last documents bears any date of issue or publication, but 

it is understood that they are issued about the end of December or early in 
January. , The first of these three volumes is the most important, and if revised 
in cert,ain particulars it should not be necessary to produce the second, while the 
third will be considered in Chapter XIV on Budget. 

1:12. The accounts contained iu the Annual Report comprise :-
1. Capital Accounts. 
2. Revenue Accounts. 

The former, if considered in connection with similar accounts in the secolld 
,"<>lume, involve a considerable amount of duplication and call be much simplified. 
There is no proper balance sheet, the nearest approach to it being a statempnt 
entitleil, " Capital Account" the total of which, however, does not agree with 
the details given on previous pages. • 

133. To show the lack of consistency between various published' statement~ 
alii! the consequent difficulty of extracting accurate information I quote figure~ 
of capital at charge and capital expenditure as separately given in the following 
statements for the Great Indian Peninsula Hailway as at March 31st, 1926. 

Capital at Charge. 
~s giveu in Statement No. VII of G. I. P. Annnal Report 
.As given in Railway Board Annual Report :

Statement 5 
Statement 2 (a) 

As given by Accountant General Railways 
Statement 24 

Capital Expenditure. 

Government Accounts, 

Thousands 
of Rupees. 
1,07,93,89 

1,11,88,19 
1;08,41,07 

89,99,62 

As given in G. I. P. Aunual Report, Statement VI 1,05,55,32 
- . 
With such discrepancies which will be similarly found in the case of other 

Railways, it is hopeless to attempt to prepare any balance sheet without a com
plete investigation of the accounts. 

1M. It is eS'i/!ntial to the rendering of clea r and accurate statements of 
cr-pital expenditure and income accounts that one form only should be prepared 
from a proper set of bookS for each Railway, in which case it would not be possi
ble to prepare such a varillty of figures as those set out in the preceding para
graph in order to record one, definite fact, t';e. : the amount of money that has 
been expended in constructing a Railway. 

135. Each Railway system should prepare from its books of account at the 
end of each month a balance sheet and mcome Ilcoount with detailed explanatory 
scheLlules. This would be an approximately accurate statement at interim 
periods' but at the end of the year by keeping the books open for a sufficient 
leR!!1:h of time (say one month) to include all material items it should be treated 
as ~ finnl document not subject to alteration, any adjustments that may be subse
quently found necessary being mad,ll in the accounts of the succeeding year. 

1~6. The accounts prepared monthly and annually for the Railway Board 
should be built up by a consolidation of the balance sheets of the separate State 
Railwavs whether State or Company managed, each of which would be in . , 
U20RD 



identIcal ifOll"m.. 'These statements ·oombined with the balance ilheet of the Rail
way Board would together make the consolidated balance sheet for the whole 
of the State Railways and the Railway Administration. 

137. The most important document to be prepared in support of the balance 
shee't are :-

1. A statement of Capital Expenditure. 
2..A statement of Income Accomit. . 

. T~ese statements .sho~ld .be in standard form for all Railways, and their eon
solidatlon annually wIth slIllllar statements for the Railway Board will furnish 
the corresponding statements for the whole Railway Administration. 

. 138. For the purposes of fue Central Government it has been customary in 
the past to convert the Railway accounts, which are necessarily prepared on a 
revenue basis, to a cash basis by an adjustment under the name of suspense 
/lccount. The difference between the two forms may be-thus illustrated. The 
revenue for the year consists of the cash collections less so much of them as 
represents services performed in the previous year and with the addition of the 
value of sel'vices performed during the year for which cash was received in the 
hl1ccceding year. Similarly, expenditures represent cash payments made during 
the year, less those which accrued in the previous year and plus those accrued 
at the end of the year ; and, in addition, there must be taken into account stores 
and workshops expenditures incurred in the preceding year but applying to the 
current year, while those incurred in the current year but only used for operation 
in the next year must be'excluded. 

139. It will thus be seen that ilie item suspense account which appears in all 
the financial accounts of Railways prepared by the Accountant General Railways 
and also in the Budget submitted to the Legislative Assembly is made up of the 
difference between outstandings, viz. : debtors, creditors, stores and workshops 
at the beginning and end of the year respectively. These are the items which 
with cash balances make up the working capital of the Railways which will 
fluctuate from year to year, with a general tendency to increase as the mileage 
of Railways increases. 

140. This. distinction between Government and Railway Statements of Rail
way Accounts should be abolished, and the Government should in all their state
ments adopt the Railway figures. All that is necessary to accomplish this is that 
the variation in the so called .. Suspense Account" should be treated as an 
addition to or deduction from Capital Expenditure under the heading of 
.. Working Capital Variation" supported by a statement of its eomposition 
which would agree with the relative figures in the Annual Balance Sheet. 

141. Certain changes are desirable in the form of the revenue accounts, par
ticularly in the abstracts of expenditure ~hic~ contai;n al!- the Railw!ly working 
expellses. The grouping at present varles ~lig~tly m di:lferl:nt Railways, but 
in none ot them is it made according to a sClentt1ic plan. 

142. The present Abstracts are seven in number, le~tered from A to G, 
tnz. :-

A. Maintenance of Structural Works. 
B. Maintenance and Supply of Locomotive Power. 
C. Maintenance of Carriage and Wagon Stock. • 
D. Maintenance and Working of Ferry Steamers and Harbours. 
E .. Expenses 'of Traffic Department. 
F. Expenses of General Departments. 
G. Miscellaneous Expenses. , 

Each of these has four main divisions where applicable, viz. :-
1. Administration, 

II. Repairs and Maintenance. 
ill. Operation. 
IV. Depreciation. 

The Expenditures are shown in three columnll.:
Cash 
Storelil 
Tntal 

. .: 
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!l division ,,:h~ch does not appear to.1!erve any useful purpose. It may have been 
Intended orlgmally to show the total paid in salaries and wages as distinct from 
ot~er expenses, bnt it. is qn!-te impossible to give this information on the abstracts 
owmg to the manner m which labour and material enter into all repair and many 
other accounts, and cannot be segregated in the form in which the abstracts are 
prepared. In the !lew. syst~m of accounting descrihed in Chapter XI provision 
IS made for pre'p~r!-llg In a simpl.eway such a statement of salaries and wages by 

,departments, diViSions and secbons of Railway work as will be accurate and 
useful 

143. The ideal division of Railway working expenses would seem to be as 
follows :-- . 

. .Department 1. Maintenance of structural works, charged with main
taInIng the whole of the permanent way, and the buildings and structures 
thereon and connected with it, in a fit condition for the traffic. 

Department 2. Maintenance of rolling stock, charged with' the duty 
of providing and maintaining all the rolling stock necessary to convey the 
traffic . 

. Department ~.. Traffic or Commercial Department charged with the 
bus~ess o~ pZ:OVldmg tr~c, both passe~~r and goods, delivering it to 
and remoVIng It from statIOns, and determmIng the rates at which it should 
be carried. 

Dep'arlment 4. Transportation Department, using the Railway facilities 
provided by the first and the equipment provided by the second to convey 
the traffic provided by the third from the point where it enters the station 
nntil it is discharged from another station at destination. 

Department 5. The GeneraiDepartments of the Railway, vie. : super
vision, a0C6unting, welfare and police, which are common to all other 
departlI!ents and deal with general questions involving the whole of the 
Railway organisations. 

144. Subject to a few minor differences, that is, in effect, the method which 
has been adopted for years on the Railways in the United States, and, as a matter 
of accounting, it shows more clearly than do the present abstracts the real pro
ct'sses of operating the Railway. Whatever method of organization may. b" 
adopted on the operating side, the financial accounts should preferably be kept 
in the form above suggested, and the abstracts of working expenses, while pre
serving almost in their entirety the sub-headings of accounts as they already 
exist and so enabling comparisons to be made continuously, should be recast and 
relettered in the order above given as Abstracts A. B. O. D. and E. Old Abstract 
D, dealing with steamers and harbours; should be relettered Abstract F. 

145. In the past it has been the custom to charge out stores to working 
aooounts without including therein any proportion to represent freight and other 
charges thereon or the expense of the stores organization and administration. 
This method is incorrect as it gives a false idea of the value of the materials 
which are used in difflU"ent departments. In future, a separate Abstract G. 
should be kept for the whole expenses in connection with stores, and a percentage 
addition should be made to the cost of all stores purchased to provide for this 
cost. The issue price will thus automatically include the estimated cost of 
handling charges. and administration. 

The percentage addition should be credited in the general books to an expense 
account which will be debited with the whole cost in the new Abstract G., The 
percentage to be added would be determined in the first place by the ratio of the 
expenses under Abstract G to the total stores purchased in the previous year, 
and would be varied in future years according to results observed. This account 
must be carefully scrutinised and any tendency to. an increasing balance on either 
side checked by varying the percentage. At the end of each year any balance 
remaining should be written off in Abstract E. . 

146. Electrification is taking place on some lines and is likely to increase, and 
the abstracts should be arranged to provide for the expense of maintaining and 
working the electric tracks and equipment. These should be included under the 
same abstracts as for steam worked lines, with the exception that there should be 

, a new Abstract H Electric department, containing all expenses of supplying th.e 
power fQr electric trains, for ~orks~ops and for. other purposes, a~la: the expendi
ture on repairs etc., of electriC equipment. ThiS cost would be diVided out each 
month over th~ various Railway departments to which power is supplied or for 
which wor15 is done. Maintenance of structural works (Abstract A) should 
include under appropriate sub-accounts the maintenance of electric overhead 
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wires an~ other items, and also maintenance of telegraph and telephone lines 1.:0\1-

nected WIth. permanent way structures. Maintenance of rolling stock (Abstract 
B) should lI~chlde ~der separate and appropriate headings the maintenance of 
~l the electt;Ical equipment. The operation of the telegraph and telephone lilies 
111 an esseu~lal part of transportation and should be included under Abstract lJ, 
t.ransportatIon. 

147. Greater sub-division is necessary in some of the accounts under each 
abstract to ~v~ ~ore info~atiou on important items, and in addition to facilitate 
the auu11al dlVlSIOU of RaIlway expenses between passenger and goods traffic tt. 
which reference is made in Chapter XV. ' 

148. Under the heading of " Payments to Other Railways" in the present 
abstractl3 appear the following items, viz. :-

Payment for running powers 
Haulage of trains' 
Hire of locomotives 
Hire of vehicles 

being the excess of expenditure over income in each case. If, however, the income 
?xceeds the ~xpenditure, the items are included in miscellaneous earnings, which 
IS not a consistent treatment. They should not, according to the practice of Rail
ways in other countries, be treated as working expenses, being payments for hire 
or use of capital facilities, but should appear in the income account as a deduction 
from or addition to net earnings. . 

149. The remaining items under this heading: 
Traffic expenses at joint stations 
Rent of stations joiutly occupied 

shonld be consistently entered! in the new· Abstract D, whether debits or credits 
and not in miscellaneous receipts. 

150. Freight and ,charges on fuel are, ali they should be, already treated as a 
transportatiou expeuse. Fuel used by other departments should be charged to 
those departments at cost price to the Railways, plus a percentage to C!Jver 
freight and handling charges, which should be credited to fuel expense in this 
abstract. 

151. It has been customary to deduct from each expenditure abstract the 
expenses incurred on certain lines worked by the Railways but not owned by the 
State, &lid, in the same way, from each of the earnings abstracts. the gross 
earnings of these lines are also deducted. This method of stating the accounts 
is confnsing. The officials of the Railway are engaged in operating the whole 
of the lines, includiug these worked portions, aud the statistics and accounts should 
be based on the total expenditure and receipts of the entire system. The arrange
ments made with these worked Railways are, it is understood, of various kinds 
and are all covered by agreements. They may receive gross earnings less a fixed 
percentage for expenses; gross earuings less approximate actnal expenses; or 
a fixed payment in lieu of share of traffic. In whatever way the amount is arrived 
at, it is in effect a rental paid by the Railway -to the owners of these lines for the 
right to nse them as part of the system: The net amount payable to them should 
therefore be shown as one item in the income account of eac,b Railway under 
the lleading of " Payments to Leased and Worked- Railways" and be supported 
by a schedule givi,ng the det~ils. 

152. The !rrOS8, earnings are shown in detail in' Ahstracts I, III and n, 
giving the 101RIs thereof unrler the headings of ('oachin!!". goods and miscella
neous ; ihe nnlv chan!,!'e .sug!!"ested is cpnsequ('ntial on the preceding rl'markl! 
with '-('!raTd to joint services, hire of equipment and payments to worked lines. 

153. Ahstrll!'t TX. whi<'h will he rp--numbered as Abstract'IV. contains a 
snmmm-v of the ahstTracts A to G in columnar form. so as to give the. total ex
pcnrlituTe unrler ahstract heads and also under the fonr main divisions of each 
ah~tract, viz.: . . 

Administration. 
Repairs and Mainteuance. 
Operation. 
Depreciation. 
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Two changes are suggested in this Abstract, the first of which is only neces
sary to conform to the amended abstracts already suggested. The other re
quires some explanation. In order that issues from stores and charges from 
workshops may be correct, it is rooommended in this report (Chapters IX and 
X) that Jill ndministration, depreciation and other charges relating thereto be 
included ill the overhead of those departments and also of the electrical de
partment. The result is that expenditure under these headings in new Abstracts 
_'\. to F, and the whole expenditure in Abstracts G and H, will be. included again 
in the acconnts under stores, workshops _and electrical charges to those 
ahstracts. Ahstract IX (re-numbered IV) serves a useful purpose, aud I do 
not thereforp suggest that it be abrogated; but it is necesslliry to correct the 
duplication by deducting at the foot of this Abstract the administration and 
deprecilltioll of shop equipment in Abstract B al!d the. whole of Abstracts G 
and H, pllrt of which are included else.where in the abstracts and part in stores 
(j)l hand sun work in progress in workshops. . 

154. 1.'he preceding paragraphs lead up to the new form of income account, 
which T suggest for the use of all State Railways, and which is of sufficient 
importallce to be set out in full overleaf. 



INCMOE ACCOUNT. 

(Based on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway Accounts for 1925-26)_, 

I 
LYear ended 

Year ended Budget BlIlh Slat, 1926_ 
MBlIlh Slst, 1925. Eatimate. Thousand, 

of RupeM. 
-

GROSS EARNINGS. , 

Coaching (Abstract I) · . · . · . 
Goods (Ahstract II) .. · . · . 
MiscellaneoUs (Abstract m) · . · . 
Deduct WorkilJ8 Expell/le8 (AbstrllCt IV) · . 
Add MiscellaneoUJ earning_ from other Rail-

ways (Abstract V) · . · . · . 
, 

Deduct Payments to Worked Linea, Earnings 
leas Expenses (Abstract VI) .. • • 

Net Income .. -- · . · . 
Deduct-

I Survey. 'written off (Abstract VII) · . 
Appropriated for Betterments · . · . i 
Interest charges: 

, 
• ! 

On Provident Fund Deposits · . I On Capital Outlay {Abstract VIII) T. 

Surplus for the year · . · . -- I , 
Proportion accruing to operating Company , 

(Abstract IX) .. · . · . · . I 
Balance"carrl(d to the credit of tle Railway 

Board . . . . · . .. · . 
, 

The only item in this account which requires further explanation is the appropri
ation for" Betterments" which will be found fully described in Chapter XIll. 

155. It remains to set out t,he form of Railway Balance Sheet; which will be a. 
follows :- " 
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Dr. BALANCE SKEET 
. 

LIABILITIES. 
Capital Comriinaitml. .. 
Loana Ipecifically railed 

for Railway purposes Schedule VII 
• 

LoanS and Stock of Oper-
ating Company .. Sohedule VIII 

Government of India, 
amount contributed Schedule IX 

Depreciat«m Fund .. Schedule X 
Pl'OIJident and other FuntU 

(detailed) 

Working Liabilitiea 
GovelLDlent of India .. .. 
Railway Board .. .. .. 
Operating Company .. .. 
General Billl .. .. 
Milcellaneous Accounts :: .. 
Sundry Deposits .. .. 
Interest due and unpaid .. .. 
Accrued Liabilities •. .. 
Unadjusted Balances .. .. --

Ra. j 
I I , 

. .RAILWAY. 

AS AT-

ASSETS. 

Road and Equipment .. Schedule I 

Worki7tg J.1lHI8 
Stares on hand .. Schedule II 
Fuel on hand .• Sohedulem 
Work in Progreu in Shops Schedule IV 
Debts due ta the Railway-

Government of India .. .. 
Provincial Government .. 
Traffio Balances .. Schedule V 
Station Balancea •• . Schedule VI 
Miacelluneoua Accounts and Advances 

Railway Board Depolits .. .. 
Casb -with Controller of Currency .. 
Caah in Tmnait . . • . .. 

M i8cdianeow Deferred Accou~ .. 

• 

. 

i Ro. 

. 

- . 
I 

W 
G 



CHAPTER VIII. 

NEW SYSTEM OF TRAFFIO AOOOUNTING. 

165. Under the J?l'esent system, Traffic Accounts are prepared from the 
Balance Sheets submitted mon~hly by each station to its audit office. Each 
Balance Sheet shows the earnmgs of the submitting station from all sources 
for the month, and these may be grouped conveniently under four main heads :-

Goods. 
Parcels. 
Passengers. 
Miscellaneous. 

The audit of all earnings other than those arising from foreign traffic betw~~~ 
the four state railways is conducted in the Audit office of the Home Railwav. 
This traffic is termed .either " local" or " foreign Non-Clearing House" lis 
the case. may be. Forelgn traffic between the four State-managed Railways is 
termed " Clearing House Traffic" and is audited in the Railway Clearing 
House, Lahore. . 

166. In respect of the local and foreign Non-Clearing House Traffic each 
Station appends to its Balance Sheet and submits monthly to its audit' office 
the following returns and docnments in support of the entries in the Balan~ 
Sheet:- . 

For Goods Traffic 

For Parcels Traffic 

For Passengers' 

Abstracts and Summaries of Goods Traffic forwarded. 
Abstracts and Summaries of Goods Traffic received to

gether with the copies of the invoices received from 
. the Forwarding Stations. Large Stations forward 

these invoices on the 12th, 24th, and end of eacn 
month, but small stations send them monthly. 

Abstracts and Summaries similar to those rendered for 
goods traffic, and also the copies of the received 

parcels waybills. 
Classification and Summaries of tickets issued. 

Traffic. 
For Miscellaneous Such returns and documents as are allpropriate. 

Traffic. 
167. In respect of the Clearing House Traffic, each station on each State 

Railway prepares and submits monthly to the Clearing House at Lahore the 
following returns and doculnents:- . 

For Goods Traffic Abstracts and Summaries of Goods Traffic received. 
Abstracts and Summaries of Goods Traffic forwarded, to

getInJr with copies of ~he forwarded invoices. 
Large stations submit these forwarded invoices on 
12th. 24th, and end of each month, but the small 
stations send them monthly. 

For Parcels Traffic Abstracts and Sllmmaries similar to those rendered for 
goods traffic, and also copies of the forwarded parcels 
waybills. 

Classifications and Summaries of tickets issued. 
Traffic. 

For Passengers' 

'For Miscellaneous This traffic is not audited in the Clearing House. 
Traffic. 

The Clearing House notifies the audit office of the railway concerned of 
anv diffm'en('es detected in the audit of this Clearing House traffic in order 
that the Balance Sheet of the Station concerned may be adjusted. The Station 
is also advised of the discrepancy, 

168. The returns checked in the Clcllnng House are similar to those eh.eeked 
in ihe Audit Offices of the various Railways, but the methodR employed In the 
Clearing Honse are greatly superior to those obtaining in the Audit Offices. Of 
these returns those relating to Goods Traffic are the most important and the necel1· 
sity of a check of invoices within a few days of their issue cannot be stressed 



too strongly. Parcels traffic is allied closely to goods in all respects and what 
applies to goods would also apply to parcels. Passenger traffic is comparatively 
simple and does not call for any detailed comments. In organising the Clearing 
House, Mr. W. H. Scott, Director of Clearing House Accounts, introduced modern 
mechanical accounting appliances and has shown in actual practice the. value of 
these mechanical aids towards the audit of the Clearing House Traffic Returns, 
the preparation of division sheets and the preparation of statistics. He has also 
made a great step in advance by working from Forwarded Invoices. 

169. The returns received in the various Audit Offices are checked by the 
" Head and Hand" method, except that comptometers are used in several 
railways for checking arithmetmal calculations. As the Audit Offices work from 
Received Invoices, a delay is incurred in waiting for these invoices to come to 
hand. When all returns have been checked the statements of earnings and the 
division sheets are next prepared by hand. The result is that it is six weeks at 
least after the close of the month to which they relate before any statement of 
earnings is available and the satistics are even later in their production. 

170. Viewed from any standpoint, the advantages of having the entire Traffic 
Accounts of all Railways audited and the resultant Statement of Earnings, etc., 
prepared on the methods now obtaining in the Clearing House are so superior to 
the existing procedure obtaining in the various Audit Offices, that I strongly 
recommend this extension of the Clearing House system. The services which 
Mr. Scott has rendered in organising this Clearing House as well as in certain 
impwved methods of preparing ton mile and station to station statistics are 
invaluable to the Railways. He has applied the practical test to sound 
theoretical methods and has proved their value. At the same time he has shown 
the way to improvements. It is in the further development and extension of the 
methods thus instituted to the entire audit (or check) of Traffic Receipts that a 
remedy can be found not only for the delay in the preparation of accounts and 
statistics but also for the mass of clerical work, errors and other difficulties that 
persist ill this division of the accounting work. 

171. The ideal system would require that all forwarded invoi.ces from every 
station should be sent to a Central Station Accounting Office every day, where 
they would be checked and mistakes found and notified to the stations at once, 
thus avoiding the confusion due to the many mistakes that at present occur. 
In time this may be found possible but for the present a less ambitious scheme 
is the only one practicable. 

172. The main cause of these errors is the same as it was at the time of the 
Hhe.Philipe Report, extracts from which are given in Chapter I, viz. : the want 
of a uniform classification and the absence of a book of station to station rates 
for each cla!l.sification. The consequence is that station clerks have to compile 
rates for every foreign eonsignment and this somewhat complioated operation is 
a continllous source of error. It is to be feared that it also affords opportunity 
for frauds, not always, nor perhaps in the majority of cases at the expense of the 
Railway, although to the gain of the station official. I cannot too strongly 
endorse the recommendation of the Rhe·Philipe Committee made five years ago 
that immediate steps shonld be taken to remedy this serious defect by a uniform 
classification and the publication of station to station rates for foreign traffic. 

173. Another disadvantage of the present system is the amount of work 
thrown upon statioh clerks in ~repax:ing volumin?us accountin~ r~t":lrns. There 
is some urgency for a plan whlCh will reduce thIS work and dmumsh the large 
and somewhat inefficient staff at big stations while relieving the officials at small 
ones and lcaving them more time. for their. proper dut! of t~e efl!.ci.e~t o~eration 
of their stations. The tendency III the Umted States IS all ill thIS direotIOn and, 
the plan of Central Station Accounting Offices which will relieve station masters 
of as much as possible of their clerical work is growing in favour. This change 
has not yet progressed very far but il!- my opinion the best.plan for the Indian 
Railways is to pursue and da.velop, ill the manner outlIned hereafter, the 
organisation which Mr. Scott has already evolved. I may be allowed to express 
the hope that he will be able to continue to devote his energy and ability to this 
work until it is sufficiently developed in method and particularly in persOil.I1el to 
become a standard department of tbe Railway organisation. 

174. F'rom these preliminary notes the following facts emerge :-
1. That classifications must be standardised and station to.station rates for 

foreign traffic published. 
2. That station masters at the average station should be relieved as much 

!loB possible from clerical work. ' 



3. That invoices must :b~ checked more speedily and if possible within 
few days of their Issue. & 

4. That co~pleted fi~a~cial statements of earnings must be available much 
earher, say wItlim two weeks of the close of the month. 

5. That th~ Clearing House 8;s established at Lahore has shown the way to 
attam these ends and IS now ripe for expansion. 

175. 1'he establishl!lent and. the successful functioning of this Clearing House 
h~8 shown th~t mechamcal appliances can .be used to a large extent in connection 
,":I~h th,e aud~t and. subsequep.t. pre~aratIon of traffic eanIings and accounts. 
This belllg all establish~d fact It IS des~rable that the use of mechanical appliances 
be ex~en~ed t? the aU~lt and accou!ltmg ~ork necessary in connection with the 
compIlatIOn of all earmngs of all railways ill order to expedite the ascertainment 
of results. 

176. For .the convenience of the Ra;ilw~ys and also for the sake of economy, it 
would be deSirable to open a Central Station Accounting Office in which all this 
work ~ould be .done. It is necessary ~hat this office be centrally situated, that it 
be eqrupped with all modern mechamcal accounting appliances and that it be 
staffed by men capable of using these to their utmost advantage. The ideal 
centre for such an office is Delhi, as it is a common station for three of the four 
S~te-managed railways and also for the Bombay, Baroda and Central India 
Railway. 

177. It is realised, that it would not be practicable for the Central Station 
Accounting Office to deal with all traffio of all railways when it was first opened. 
It has been proved, however, that with a Central Office at Delhi, the local traffio 
of one State Railway, preferably the North Western, could be dealt with in 
conjunction with the work that is at present done in the Clearing House for 
foreign traffic between the State Railways. 

178. In order to expedite further the ascertainment of earnings the next step 
would be to open branches of the Central Station Accounting Office at large 
stations such a4l Karachi Bunder;Howrah and Wadi Bunder (Bombay). These 
bra)lch staffs would be members of the Central Office and not under auy circum
stances members of the station staff and the greater part of the present station 
accounting staff at these places would be dispensed with. These branch offices 
would in addition to the work now done at the Clearing House prepare the 
station abstracts and summaries and furnish to the station clerks the periodical 
debits for insertion in their balance sheets which again would be verified by the 
branch office staff. This arrangement, would mean not only that all work would 
be done 01'1. the spot and these three large stations thereby relieved of the listing, 
bundling_and despatching of numerous documents to the Central Station Account
ing Office ,,~th the ever attendant risk of their being lost in transit, but it would 
also mean that the Central Office would receive complete audited figures of these 
large stations checked by its own staff, on approximately the same date as it 
would nonnaIlv receive the nnaudited documents. These three stations prepare 
between 15 and 20 per cent. of the total number of forwarded invoices of their 
respective Railways and with such a volume of work the methods in use at Lahore 
could be duplicated at each ~ne, thus conducing to a speedy audit of invoices and 
station balance sheets and expediting the ascertainment of earnings and the 
subsequent writing up of the financial books. , 

179. The next step would be for each ?f these branch 0!llces to take over the 
same work for a group ,of adjacent stations and to adVise monthly to these 
stations the totals of the various classes of traffic for the month. The stations 

'would enter these figures in their balance sheets, but the preparation of the 
abstracts and summaries relating thereto would all be done in the branch office, 
and the stations thereby relieved of this clerical work. At the same time greater 
accuracy and speedier results would be ensured. 

180. A, third step would be to open other pffices. at convenien~ centres in 
which would be compiled the earnings of groups of stations ota suffiCIent volume 
to justify the use of the clearing house machine meth!,ds. The staffs at each. of 
these centres would be directly under and resp!,nlllble to the central station 
accounting office at DeIhi alid would !!lend to Delhi complete tabulated results of 
these respective groups. 

181. It may be suggested that this 'P!'?lleas is one of decentralisatiOoJ?- w~ile 
the ideal to enable a proper use of machm~ methods would be central~sahon. 
"To a certain'ertent this is true ]'ut I am ,satIsfied fro~ my conference With Mr. 
Scott that comp~ete centralisation is a,t present impracticable; that the first step 



should be to eentraJise the work of groups of stations; that this may soon lead to 
8; grouping: of the r~~urns and audit ,of all the stations on the three State-managed 
lines entermg DeIhl mto say from SIX to ten centres and that ultimately it will be 
found as the organisation is c0'!lple~ed and working smoothly in these centres 
thll;t they, can be further centrah~ed mto a l~sser numher alw:ays looking to the 
ultimate Ideal of one central statlOn accountmg office at DeIhl for the. four lines 
entering that station. 

182. At present the company-worked railways do not have their foreign 
traffic earnings apportioned through the clearing house, but continue to make 
these apportionments by what is termed the " Head and Hand" method i.e. 
without the aid of mechanicaL appliances. Unless the Railway Confe~enc~ 
decides that the traffic of these Railway's shall be dealt with through the clearing 
house (the central station accounting office under the proposed scheme), it will 
be necessary to continue the present methods. It is thought, however, that when 
the central office has been running some 1ittle time, the advantages to be derived 
from having all this work done with the aid of mechanical appliances will be so 
obvious, that these Railways will avail themselves thereof and that in a short 
time each of them would adopt a similar system of group centralisation. With 
this comprehensive ideal in mind as an ultimate goal, but always subject to 
change in accordance with experience gained as the scheme proceeds, it remains 
to consider practical details. 

183. My investigation has shown that one of the greatest difficulties with 
which audit and accounts officers have to contend is the inaccurate documents 
rec.eived from stations, particularly in respect of goods traffic. Until invoices are 
accurately prepared by stations these incorrect balance sheets and supporting 
returns will continue to be submitted. It has been stated consistently by the 
accounts and audit officers of the Railways visited that approximately 15 per cent. 
of all iIi-voices contain errors, the majority of which are due either to mistakes in 
rating or mistakes in calculations of freight. Consequently, all the abstracts, 
summaries, etc., prepared from iliese invoices also have to be adjusted and the 
work. aud correspondence involved in effecting these adjustments is very great. 

184. With regard to errors in rating, it is suggested that every station of 
sufficient size should have a rate Checking section comprised of one or more 
compete-nt rate checkers and that the rate entered on every consignment note be 
checked at once by this section. The rate checked consignment note should 
then be passed to a special clerk who would make the freight calculations on a 
Dalton (or a similar type) machine. This being done, the calculator would tear 
off the strip, pin it to the consignment note and send both to the invoice preparer 
for the invoice to be typed. The invoiee preparer would then gum the Dalton 
strip to the central office copy of the typewritten invoice. As many stations as 
possible should prepare their invoices with the aid of typewriters. During this 
investigation many manuscript invoices have been examined and found so 
illegible that it has not been possible to decipher the entries. These illegibly 
prepared documents provide a fruitful field for errors. It must be remebrered 
that the invoice is the prime document in connection with both goods traffic 
accounting and statistics, and the necessity of it being accurate and legible caooot 
be over emphasised. It is conceded that many stations would be too small 
to warrant the expense of either a typewriter or a Dalton machine. These 
stations, however, handle a very small proportion of the traffic of the Railway . 

• 185. As an additional means of ensuring accurate returns being received 
from the stations, it is suggested that the central and branch station accounting 

. offices prepare monthly lists showing the number and value of errors made by 
each...station. This list could then be used for disciplinary purposes and if the 
errors continue to be serious, penalties should be inflicted on the staff at the 
"ffending station. In view of the possible source of income to the offender from a 
continuing series of mistakes in a manner well known to be practised, it is m0st 
important that serious notice be taken o~ c~tinuous error~ at. anyone station 
and in extreme cases even a penalty of dIsmIssal would be Justified. 

186. It is explained in Appendix IV how branch offices would punch a card 
for every invoice both local and foreign. Having punched the card from a correct 
invoice it would only be a matter of tabulating to obtain with first time accuracy 
any required result or combination ·of results.. This is the i.deal" to :which the 
Railways sh?uld work ,,:nd the plans here out!m.ed ~!lUpled ~th a stnct control 
over the stabon accountmg staffs should permlt It bemg achIeved .. 

187. In addition to traffic, the central statioD. accounti:ng office would have to 
audit and compile earnings by stations from all" sources. Thi&means that each 
station other than those having branch station accounting offices attached, would 
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send its. mont~ly balance sheet and supporting documents to the central station 
accountmg office, and the complete audit of the remaining items in the balauce 
sheet would also be conducted there. The branch office would completely audit the 
balance sheets of the stations allotted to them and thereafter send these audited 
balance I'heets to the central station accounting office for their figures to be 
included in the total earnings. 

188. Det.ails of this work as well as of the methods to be adopted under the 
new systcm reeommended for the general accounting in the financial books of all 
traffic ree,eipts and outstandings are given in Section 1 of Appendix IV. The 
plans to be followed in the detail work are those which Mr. Scott has worked out 
as a result of his practical experience at Lahore. I have asked him to prepare 
for t~e pllrposes of this report an account of the procedure followed. This he 
has krndly consented to do and these documents will be found set out in full in 
~ections II and ill of Appendix IV and the forms relating thereto will be found 
mPartill. 

These sections show clearly :-

(a) The procedure adopted by the clearing house (which would be followed 
by the central station accounting office) in aUditing and apportion
ing the foreign traffic between the State Railways. 

(b) T~e experim~ntal ,!ork which ~as been cond.uct~d in the clearing house 
rn connection wlth the audit and compilation of earnings of the 
North Western Railway local traffic. 

I have discussed thesemetho'Us'furty""'itn him and it is sufficient for me to 
add here that I consider his work a-most'valuable contribution towards account
iug efficiency; that I thoroughly endorse his methods and recommend that they 
be extended under his snpervision on the lines already indicated. 

189. It has been observed that many of the forms and books furnished to 
stations are of poor quality paper and the printing thereof also leaves much to be 
desired. The quality of the paper may be governed by reasons of economy, but 
it is thought that more attention could profitably be given to the printing. Whelil 
staffs are furnished with forms and books of -indifferent paper, irregularly ruled 
and badly spaced, they can plead that this is a contributing factor to some of the 
almost illegible documents which they prepare. I have suggested that mechani
cal aids be used as much as possible. For this purpose it id most esse.ntial that 
all forms be carefully and accurately spaced, and I strongly recommend that the 
representatives of the companies furnishing these machines be asked to assist in 
the designing and spacing of the necessary new forms. 

190. Although the returns and balance sheets prepared by all stations on 
p,ach Railwav visited contain the same information, the manner in which it is 
presented varies with the Railways. Similarly, the books of account kept at the 
stations also vary. With the introduction of the clearing house, standard forms 
and returns were prepared for the information required by the clearing house in 
respect of foreign traffic. When the stage is reached that all local traffic is 
handled through the central station accounting office, standardisation of the local 
traffic retums also will doubtless be introduced. That would leave only the 
forms and books maintained by the stations and in this connection it is recom
mended that the chief accountants of each Railway confer w~th the object of also 
standardising these. 

191. As the central station accounting office will be dealing with the accounts 
of more than one Railway system it is important to consider where it will fit in 
with ihe general scheme of Railway organisation. The Director of ~he Traffic 
Accounting and Auditin'" Department clearly cannot be made responslble to any 
one agent or to all. Th~ only possible alternative is to make him an officer of 
the Railway Board directly responsible to ther;n and charged with the duty ?f 
furnishinO' to the Chief Accountant of each Railway system, at dates to be laid 
dovm in ;greement with him! t~e summll:rie~ of traf!ic receipts and eutstanding 
balances and all primary stabstical compilabons derlved from traffic figures and 
docume~ts. For these purposes he must keep in the closest possible touch with 
those officers. . 

192. After consultation with M~. S~ott I would suggest that the following 
dates be provisionally fixed for sending lU the final returns :-

(i) For furnishing each chief accountant with statements of earnings and 
summaries of station balance sheets-12th of each month. 
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(2) For furnishing each chief accountant with ton mile statistics-15th of 
each month. • 

(3) For furnishing each chief accountant with commodity statistics-20th 
of each month. 

193. I am satisfied that if the plans here outlined are carried out and 
thoroughly organised under the capable supervision of Mr. Scott, an enormous 
improvement in this side of Railway accounts and statistics will be realised in a 
eomparati\"(>ly short time with considerable saving in expense. 
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CHAPTER IX; 

lfEW SYSTEM OJ!' STORES ACCOUNTING. 

. 194. A proper system of stores accounting d~pends closely upon the system 
m force for purchase and control of stores. ThIs latter question has recently 
been the subject of a report by Mr. Victor Bayley, C.I.E., C.B.E. and I have had 
an .o~portu~ty of reading this report and discussing it with hi:n. A good deal 
of It IS outSIde the scope of my terms of reference, but on the following recom
mendations it touches them closely, viz.:- . 

1. That the stores department be divided into three sections ;_ 
1. Supply, 
2. Inspection, 
3. Control, 

and that the supply Officer exercises the Agents powers of purchase. 

2. That all parts manufactured in shops be on completion put into stores 
. for distribution as required. 

3. That such parts be manufactured on requisitions from the Supply Officer. 

4. That all:stores should be kept under central control either by the Stores 
. Custody Officials or by an imprest system. 

With the spirit of'these recoJ:tlI1lell.dations j[ find myself in complete agree
ment. 

195. Under the present system in force on the Indian Railways the Controller 
of Stores not only has the custody, through his subordinates, of most, but not all, 
of the stores, but also places orders for their replenishment when necessary, 
either with or without the sanction of the Agent, as the rules may provide. This 
double duty vested in the same official undoubtedly does away with one of the 
checks upon the proper purchase of stores. . In other countries, in large organisa
tions, purchases are made by an official entitled the" Purchasing Agent ", whose 
duty it is to attend to all requisitions of storekeepers and other officials authorised 
to control Bupplies, and to purchase the stores in the cheapest market. An 
immediate check is obtained on the quality of the stores purchased by this 
purchasing agent, as on delivery all supplies have to be inspected and passed 
by the Storekeeper. Should they not be in accordance with his requirements as 
shown in his requisition, he is in a position to take the matter up firstly with the 
Purchasing Agent, and secondly, in the case of a deadlock, with his superior 
officer, and have the matter adjusted. Where the Controller of Stores and the 
Purchasing Agent are the same person, this check does not exist, and the only 
check on the quality comes when they are issued to the operating officials and are 
found not to meet the purpose for which they are required. There are also under 
the present system opportunities for collusion, which are avoided under the 
system indicated. ' 

196. I am informed that many purchases are now made through the Indian 
Stores Department, which aets as the principal supply officer of the Government 
of India. This department is entirely mdependent of the Railway Board, so that 
the latter has no control over the purchases of materials requi'red for the Railways 
for which it is responsible. Moreover, the Indian Stores Department has no 
special knowledge of Railway requirements and specific instances have been 
brought before me of unsuitable stores having been purchased and passed by 
that Department. Mr. Bayley expressed the opinion that even the purcha~es for 
one Railway are sufficiently large to occupy fully one supply officer, but many 
case one supply Department for all the State Managed Railways would be a 
sufficiently large Department. 

197 Under all these circumstances I am prepared to go further than Mr. 
Bayley ·and to recommend the complete separation of the functions of purchase 
and cu~tody of Stores bv constituting a Chief Supply Officer immediately 
responsible to the Agent and authorised ,to exercise all the latter's powers of 
purchase. He would act upon requisitions made b! the C<?ntroller o~ Stores and, 
in the case of new construction work, by the Clnef. Engmeer. If It should be 
decided to constitute one Purchasing- DepttPtment for all State Railways, then 

the Chief Supply Officer should be an Official of the Railway Board and directly 
tesponsible to them. 
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198 .. Thc Controller or StoreR, would be limited to the duties of maintaining 
an a.dequate s?pply of store~ and materials to meet the needs of thll Railway, 
consIstently with the regulatIOns of the Railway Board. He would also have 
a sta~ .of Insllcctors who would inspect all new stores, received either from 
supphe!s or from Railway Worksliops, !illd satisfy him that they ~re ill accord. 
ance wIth tbe purchase ~rder, of the rlg~t quality and quantity, and suitable 
for the purposes for which they are reqUlred. He would maintain records in 
quantity only of all stores under his, custody in main stores shop stores sheds 
,and all other points which cannot be put up0!l the imprest system sugge~ted by 
Mr. Bayley. He should have a representative at all places where stores are 
kept, iucluding new construction works, and this representative should be res

·ponsible to him for the receipt, saf.e custody and issue of all stores at these points 
and should keep the quantity records thereof. He should also be res.poJlsilile for 
keeping a list of coustruction plant in use and for seeing that it is properly dis
posed of at the end of the work. 

199. ,The. accounting department will maintain both money and quantity 
records over all stores wherever kep~ with the Ilxception of those StOTCS held by 
Permanent "'lilY Inspectors" etc., as specified in Appendix V., for each of which 
all accolmt in· money only will be kept by the Stores Accountant, and agreed 
monthly with the value of the actual quantity of stores on hand at the appropriate 
depot worked out at issue prices. 

200. A~ to issues of stores, some special considerations arise which require 
notice. In the works,hops it frequently happens that articles requisitiOlwd for 
work order numbers are taken out of' store some considerable time before thev 
are required or used on the work. In some cases these stores go off the books 
altogether and are charged to operating expenses. In others, a better system 
prevail~ and they are placed in a s,ub-store under order numbers, being still 
maintained 011 both quantity and money.records ; but any foreman can move 
these st.ores from the custody store on a simple requisition, provided theynre fo,· 
use on t ht' order for which they were originally issued. This system is a sound 
one ancI 8'hould be extended to all kinds, of material, which fOJ: purPOSIlS of eOJJ
Ycni.ence, are put in the shops, as it is only by some such means the wastefllland 
unnecessary Iwcumuln tion therein can be prevented. 

201. Store~ issued for use on the permanent way or for construction works, 
are in most cases charged off to operating or construction account as soon as 
issued and treated as if they had been used, although they may remain unnsed at 
the site of the work for many months, ana. during that period do not appear en 
the stores l·ecords. In some cases, accounts of these stores are maintained by 
the Engineer~. and occasionally they are verified 'by the Inspectors of the 
Controller of Stores. In other cases, stores so issued are placed in a sub-store 
and partial records are maintained, sometinles by the Controller of Stores, s,ome
times by the Works Officer. In other cases" again, consignments of heavy 
material are made direct to the Permanent Way Officials without ever passing 
through t.he stores accounts. These practices, are however, neither universal 
nor similar. 

202. The method is wrong, and the absence of control by the Controller of 
Stores and the accounting department has been found in certain cases, to lead 
to wasttl and loss and even to misuse and misappropriation. In my opinion, the 
'Oontroller of Stores should be charged with the duty of keeping accounts for all 
permanent way and construction material as received, until by periodical 
returns reeeived from the engineers in charge they are shewn to have been 
actually llsed up on the works, in hand. In the case of small permanent way 
mateTial tbis may involve the construction of a central store on each division, 
from which such materials can be drawn, and for this central store a stores 
accounting system should be maintained both by.the Controller of Stores a!ld 
the Acconnting Department. The same remark Will apply to the small material 
on construction work. Heavy material, both on the track, _and on cons,truction, 
must neees~arily mainly be under the custody of the engineers in charge, but 
the amount.s delivered to them should be kept on the stores accounting records 
and the engineers should be required to render monthly returns of the amounts 
consumed Ilnd also of the amounts, s,uch as old rails and other material, which 
have come back from the permanent way or construction works. To some 
extent, as recolIll!lended ~Y Mr. Ba!ley, these irresponsi~le methods may be 
overcome by the mtroductlOn of an Imprest system, but thls·,can only apply to 
small depotH. In all other cases, the control of quantities by the Controller of 
Stores and of quantity and money by the Accounting Department, should be . , 
insisted on. 
L420RD 
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203. It may seem at first sight that to keep quantity records in the storea 
and to daplicate these quantity records with the addition of money values in the 
Accounting Department is an unnecess,ary complication, and a different 
practice has been frequently adopted in other countries, by which money records 
kept.in the ~cc.ounting department are maintained only for groups of store classi
ficatlOns. rhls would reduce the number of accounts to be kept in the Account
ing Department of anyone Railway from something like 35,000, which is the 
IIppr?~te number of s~ore classifications in use, to from 1,000 to 1,500 group 
classifica tions. Under tltis system control over the stores quantity records is 
ma~ta.ined by tak:ing stock of th~ stores .contained in each. of the money grOUpl/ 
perlOdlcally, working them out at ls,sue pnce values, and seemg that the difference 
between this value an~ the value of the balances on the corresponding grou(; 
accounts are not materlal. 

204. Under the. conditions prevailing in India, I am satisfied that such a 
system, although more economical in theory, would not be found economical in 
practice, by reason of the greater opportunities fol' loss and waste that would 
be available, and the difficulties that would arise in agreeing the quantity ana 
money records. Moreover, ma.chine methods. of accounting enable detailed· 
quantity and money records to be kept with less labour than was llecessarv 
before these methods were made effective. With the complete adoption of these 
labour sa"ing methods a duplicate system can be maintained at a lower cost of 
operation and will materially minimise loss and was.te. 

205. In investigating the stores accounting system, I have been much im
pressed on some, but not on all Railways, by the delaYA which occur (in some 
cases extending to'many months) in the supply of stores to workshops. There 
is no doubt that these delays have materially affected the efficiency of the work
shops themselves; have delayed the output of necessary equipment; and as this 
equipment is presumably necess,ary for the requirements of the Railways, must 
have affected their efficient operation. 

206. It has been suggested to me that this delay in the receipt of supplies 
is'partly due to too Iowa limit having been placed on the amount of the stock of 
different commodities which the stores depots are allowed to carry. For stores 
of Indian manufacture the minimum supply is six weeks, and the maximum three 
months ; for stores of English manufacture purchased in India the limits are 
three and six months respectively, and for stores purchased in England six and 
nine mont.hs respectively. It appears that the company operated lines are 
allowed a greater latitude in the amonnt of s,tores they can keep on hand than 
are the State lines ; and certainly in one case before me the limits for that 
particular line are larger than those laid down in the State Railway Code. 
Although ill certain cases that have come before me it is clear that the main 
cause lies in the inefficiency of the system for replenishing and issuing stores, 
yet it is worth consideration whether in the caf¥) of Indian stores, the limits 
might not be increased, and further whether such limits should not be applied 
more in relation to the nature of the stores themselves and the time requisite 
for their manufacture. Moreover, a better and speedier system of distribution 
of stores, with equally good control over the qmintity maintained, might be 
obtained by placing a maximum limit upon the value of the stores, which each 
store depot was entitled to maintain, leaving to the discretion of the superintend· 
ents of stores the manrier in which this maximum limit should be distributed 
over the different items. The principle of throwing grlClter responsibility UPOI/ 
the officials for carrying out generally the views and requirements of the Rall
way Board, would, in my ?P~nio~, .be !l ~ar better o~e than that w~ich ~t present 
exis,ts of tying them up Wlt.hm l'lgld limlts .and leaVlng them no dlscretlon under 
which they can meet immedIate manufacturmg needs promptly. . 

207. There are other causes besides stock limits which have a bearing upon 
this question, and which should be avoidable, e.g. :-

(a) Delays in transportation of stores to their destinations. 
(b) Delays in requisitioning by depots, requiring replenishments. 

In an actual but not specially selected case investigated on the Eastern 
Bengal Railway, the time that elapsed between the date of issue of the stock 
recoupment and the delivery of the goads by the firm was 25 days, made up as 
under :--

(a) The stock recoupment was prepared on January ls,t, 
and after filtering through depots, it reaclled the 
Controller of Stores on January 8th .. 7day8 
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(b) 'fhe item was included in the tender list in the 
Exchange Gazette of January 15th 

(c) Thl' time allowed for the forwarding of tenders, 
subsequent opening, abstracting, exaniining and 
accepting thereof, and the placing of orders 
brought it up to January 22nd 

'(d) The time the orders were in the post, the receipt 
thereof by the supplier, and the preparation and 
de!\patch of the goods by the supplying firm 
took four days .. • .. ' 

7 days 

7 daYII 

4 days 

Total 25 days 

To this total of 25 days must be added the period the goods would take ill 
getting to the first destination for inspection and thereafter from that inspection 
depot to their ultimate destination. It is understood that 25 days frequently 
elapse from the time the merchant consigns the goods until they are received 
by th'.) requisitioning depot. This would mean that 50 days in all, or 7 weeks, 
would elapse from the time the recoupment order was issued until it was 
satisfied. 

208. As an illustration of the losses sustained by a railway owing to these 
delays, reference is made to copies of two letters quoted in Appendix V com
plaining of the delay in receipt of stores fequisitioned for ordinary shop work, 
and the hiudrance thus caused to the workshops. This whole question deserves 
thorough investigation, but as it hardly falls within the scope of my enquiry, 
I merely mention it here as an indication that some remedy is required. 

209. While I nave seen many stores that are maintained in excellent order, 
1 ha,'c seen others in which there is, much confusion. 

210. At some stores depots visited it was noticed that heaps of scrap were 
stacked in close proximity to good materials and in some cases there were 
alternate heaps of good and scrap materials" It is thought that it would he 
almost impossible to prevent the good stores and the scrap becoming mixed, 
when the two are stacked in such close proximity to each other. It is most im
portant that the scrap yard should not only be entirely separated from other 
parts of the ~tores" but that there should be ample space to permit of separate 
stacking of different kinds of material, and each class of material should have 
a separate account in the Stores Records. Another impression left upon my 
mind is that a good deal more might be done in recovering scrap and working 
it up iuto useful material .• This is the more important as it appears, to be 
increasingly difficult to dispose of scrap. 

211. Under the present system of accounting, while freight on stores is 
divided lip over the various abstracts and capital accounts in proportion'to the 
is,sues of stores undex' those headings, the whole administration and clerical 
work in (,onnection therewith is charged in Abstract E as a general expense. In 
Chapter VII I have recommended various, changes in these aqstracts, and among 
others that all expenses in connection with stores be gathered together in a new 
Abs~ract (~ and spread over the cost of stores, by a percentage addition to the 
lIlVOlCe l1l"lee. The amount so added should he credited to stores, overhead 
account, to which the whole of the expenses incurred in handling the stores 
includ!llg Ruperint.endence, wages, salaries, freight, loss on !',ale of obsolete 
mater~llls, etc., should be charged. For the first year of the new system It 

ten~at~ve fignre should be adopted'; thereafter experience will show what 
V8nat10118 nr'lllecesB,ary to keep the balance of this stores. overhead account within 
safe lilliits. . 

• 
212. As to pricing of stores issues, it is suggested that the official price Jist 

o! <:acll .ra~lway b~ sectionalised .under classes, nnd that each item be given a 
dlstmg'1I1shmg serial number whICh would remain unchanged. It would be 
:necessary to leave one or more numbers blank after ea()h item, to pel."Illit of fresh 
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entries being made when fnrther items were added to the official list. Typical 
entries on any form referring to stores wonld be :-

Class. Price List!No. 
7 277 

26 59 

Description. 
Bricks glazed double 

faced, 9 in. by 41 in. 
by 21 in. 

Leather Belting, 
Leather Double, 
Sewn width, 6 in. 

The pricing of stocks issued to jobs, etc., is an important matter, and in order 
to have uniformity of prices it is suggested that each item· berated at the unit 
value at which it appears in the price list. Prices of iSB,ue should be based on 
the average price (including percentage addition for stores expense) of the 
latest receipts Ull to an amount approximately equal to the quantities on hand. 
In order that the price list prices may be maintained at accurate figures it will 
be necessary for them to be revised at least once each month. It will, there
fore, 818.0 be necessary for each pliced stores ledger keeper t{) calculate the 
unit price of ea('h article in .. ~tock at the end of each .month. Should the price 
thus aacertained be more than 21 per cent. either above or below the price list 
price, the ledger clerk would report the change to the head of his section, and 
immediate steps would then be taken to amend the official price list. Fluctua
tions of 2t per cent. or less would be ignored. • 

213. All I need further add here is that, as I have already recommended, the 
codes relating to stores and s.tores accollnting, should be Ruperseded in favour 
of a manual. laying down the general system and supplemented by detailed 
instructions for each section of the work. In particular the distinction that is 
attempted he tween capital and revenull stores should be abolished. Under the 
system of accounting recommended in Chapter XI, the allocation of expenses 
and store i~sues to capital and revenue will be made direct from the bills, store 
issue notes, workshops costs, etc., and will follow throngh automatically to the 
proper head of account. in the general books. The distinctiol.l as. now made is 
in any case quite meaningless; as an instance, in the case of relaying a 90 lb. 
rail in place of n 70 lb., it is in1possible to earmark the new rail as either capital 
or revenue, and in the accounts it will be partly one and partly the other. 

214, I have drawn up a complete system of stores accounting which s,hould 
1)e ndopted ill all railways. Full details thereof, with the relative forms, will 
be found in Appendix V, and the following is a summary of the main features of 
this ~ystem :-

(a) Classified price lists to be maintained. 
(b) All purchas,es to be made by a purchasing officer. 
(c) The certification and passing for payment of suppliers' bills to be 

done bv the Chief Accountant. 
(d) linpl'iced quantity records to be maintained at all workshops, depots, 

sites, etc., where stores are held and to 'be written up with the aid 
of Burroughs machines at places of sufficient s,ize to warrant the 
use of these mechanical aids. 

(e) lesues from depots to be made on authorised requisitions only, and' 
llot more than one item to be entered on eacb 1'equisition. 

(f) Sl:01'e,, trains to be us,ed for the replenishing of stocks carried by 
. station masters, train examiners, etc. 

(g) All material returned to stores to be classified on receipt and scrap to 
he further inspected by a Stores Committee before being sold. 

(h) The accounting department to maintain in the stores accounting 
division in the Central Office detailed quantity and money records. 
for each commodity at each depot,excepting ouly permanent way 
inspectors depots, etc., as particularised in the ,Appendix. 

(j) The accounting department to maintain in a subsidiary ledger,control 
accounts in money only for each depot and the Chief Accountant 
to govern these by one maill stores control account for all depots 
in the General Ledger. 

(10,) Every item of stock at every depot to be verified by th~ Chief Account
nnts permanent stock checkers by actual count, welghm~nt, etc., &t" 
leas,t twice a year, and discrepancies investigated and adJusted. 
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CHAPTER X. 

NEW SYSTEM OF WORKSHOP-ACCOUNTING. 

215. An investigation has been made of the system of organisation and, 
accounts in force in the various workshops, and. for this purpose the following 
workshops were visited :-

(1). East Indian Railway.-Carriage and Wagon at LilloQah. Locomotive 
at Jamalpur. 

(2) Great Indian Peninsula Railway.-Locomotive at Parel; Carriage 
and Wagon at ~atunga. 

(3) Ba.<tern Bengal Railway.-Locomotive Ca:criaga and; W!tgon at Kan-
chrapara. • 

(4) Nm·th. Western Railway.-Locomotive and Carriage and Wagon at 
Moghalpura. 

(5) Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway.-Looomotive and Car
riage and Wagon at Parel and. Ajme.r. 

(6) Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway.-Locomotive and Carriage 
and Wagon at Madras. 

It was not considered necessary to visit Locomotive and Carriage and 
Wagon Shops at Lucknow and Jhansi as ~he operationR carried out there are 
Imdcrstood to be similar to those in the s,hops visited. Cost systems are not con
sidered necessary for the light repairs to rolling stock which are carried out in 
Running Shedg and on the line. The whole expense is at pr~sent carried direct 
into A h"tract B and will continue to be so treated.. Modified cos,t systems are 
also suggested for miscellaneous workshops, comprising Bridge . and Signal 
Vv'orkshops, Printing Works and Uniform Factories. 

216. I han had an opportunity of discussing. the que.q,tion of workshop 
ol'ganiRstion lind accounts with Mr. J. M. D. Wrench, who is engaged in reporting 
on the opcmting organisations, and the suggestions I have to make for a com
I)lete costing and accounting system for the shops on the State operated Rail
ways have been des,igned to fit in with the methods of operation which I under
stand he will recommend. I have also had an opportunity of reading tbe 
excellent report lfUIde by Messrs. C. E. Spurgeon and H. F. P. Judge under dat.e 
15th Decemher, 1925, on Modern Produetion and Costing methods as applied to 
Locomotive and Carriage and Wagon Repairs. 

217; It mllst be premised that no system. of cost account.in~ can be effi~iently 
earried out in practice unless the shops have been so organised that t.he work can 
be put through with order and method and unless accuratelJarticulars of time 
spent and materials consumed on various operations can be re~nhirly anrl 
quickly obtllincd.For this reason it is necessary in explaining the proposed 
costing 8,vHtem to deal briefly with the system of organisation upml which it is 
based, Illthougb in so doing I may be trenching upon Mr. Wrench Is work and 
to some edent duplicating his report 

218. The work carried out in the workshops may be summarised under tho 
following lieads:- . 

1. Construcltion and Assembly of :-
(a) Locomotives (carried out at Ajmer only) ... 
(b) Coaching Vehicles. 
( c) Goods Vehicles,. 

2. Repairs to :-
(a) Locomotives. . 
(b) Coaching Vehicles. 
( c) Goods Vehicles,. 

3. Ma1l11facture of parts for use in the above operations. 
4J M;lIJIlIlfacture of articles required by th~ home railway stores -f6~ general 

use.. '. 
5. MIIU11facture of articles of various kinds. for :

(a) Other Government Departments.. 
(b) Foreign Railways. 
(c) Railway Staff. 
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Each Locomotive Workshop and each Carriage and Wagon Workshop form 
complete and separate units and throughout this Report these units are designat
ed 118 " Workshops." Each Workshop again has separate Divisions such as 
Foundry, Forge, Smithy, Machine, Bolt and Nut, etc., in this Report dcsignated 
as" Shop." 

219. The organisation reqnired is as follows :-

1. The whole of the workshops, excluding Bridge, Signal, Printing and 
Uniform should be under the charge of the Chief' Mechanical En
gineer. • 

2. At each separate workshop there should be a Chief Manager under the 
title of either Deputy Chief Mechanical Engineer, Superintendent, 
or Works Manager, wljo would he directly responsible to the Chief 
Mechanical Engineer for the efficient conduct of his workshop. 

3. UndtJr the Works Manager there should be :-
(a) A Production Engineer responsible for the work of the following 

sections :-
(i) Planning and Rate Fixing. 
(ii) Jigs and Tool Drawing Office. 
(iii) Tool Room. 
(iv) Feed and Speed Cha~gemen. 
(v) Inspection. 

(b) An Assistant Works Manager in charge of all Manufacturing 
operations in the Workshop. He would have under him :-

(a), A Main Progress Office. 
(b) Shop Progress Offices. 
(e) Shop Foremen. 

(e) An Assistant Works Manager in charge of New Construction of 
and Repairs to Rolling Stock with a main Scheduling Office and 
a Scheduling staff and foremen in each shop. 

In only one workshop visited is any such complete organisation at 
present even partially in existence, a beginning having been made 

in the locomotive workshops of the Great Indian Peninsula Rnil· 
way at Parel, where a planning and progressing system for the 
manufacture of standard parts is well under way under capable 
and efficient management. This system is based upon the latest 
most up to date methods, and the system recommended in this 
report follows the same general lines. 

4. There should be a Workshop Accountant who would be appointed by 
and be responsible to the Chief Accountant of the Railway and he 
would be located at the principal Workshop MId would be in general 
charge of the costing and workshop accounting at all workshops of 
that Railway. Under him there should be at each separate work· 
shop an Assistant workshop Accountant in charge of the accounting 
of that workshop. , 

5. At each workshop there should be a Stores Officer responsible for the 
custody, replenishment and distribution of workshop stores. He 
shonld be directly responsible to the Controller of Stores, and his 
duties, so far as they relate to accounts, are set out fully in Ap. 
pendix V dealing with the system of Stores Accounting. 

220. In such an organisation as that outlined above, helpful co·operation by 
all offi('ials is essential to efficiency, and in order the better to achieve this, it is 
suggeHted that meetings be held at least once a month, and perhaps oftener, under 
the dmirmanship of the Works Manager at which there should be present, the 
Production Engineer, the Assistant Works Managers, the Works Store Officer 
and the Assistant Workshop Accountant and at which matters of importance 
wouM be diseussed and settled. Such meeting~ would do much to ensure smooth 
working in all workshops and shops and to avoid delays in distribution of stores 
and materials and in preparation of cost sheets, accounts and other 1inancialstate
ments necessary for the information of the Works Manager and his assistants. 

221. The general scope of the duties of these officials, so far as they have 
reference to the progress of work through the shops and to time occnpied and 



materials consumed, which are the primary elements m cost accounts, will appear 
in the following paragraphs. 

222. Thll fllnctions of the Production Engineer are of great import!Wce. His 
duties are :-

(a) To plan the best method of production and the most economical use of 
machines, 

(b) '1'0 determine Btanda~d time for each operation, 
(c) To design machines and tools to suit the needs of work passing 

through the shops, and . . 
(d) To ensure the most economical methods of production . 

. His ,division shouldalso:-
(i) Prepare and design drawings and specifications for new standard 

parts and for the necessary jigs and tools, 
(ii) Prescribe the natm:e and sequence of operations to be performed, 
(iii) Inspect all manufactured parts, and 
(iv) On the conclusion of any series of operations, compare the times 

actually taken with those originally estimated by his division, 
investigate all important differences and report as to the causes 
thereof and as to the remedies therefor. 

223. The duty of the Progressing Division should be to route the work 
Ulrough the different shops on :the plans laid down by the Production Engineer', 
co·ordinate the activities of the manufacturing shops as a whole and on requisi
tion ·from the Stores Officer issue orders for manufacture of parts. The order 
form should comprise time sheets for each operation and material delivery 
sheets for the 'material required. On completion of the order or at the end of 
each t.en day period (i.e., 10th, 20th, and last day of each month) the . order 
with the relative time sheets and material delivery sheets should be returned to 
the Progress Division duly filled up and signed by the foreman and would form 
the ba8is of the cost Mcounts. All parts manufactured should, on completion 
and after inspection be sent into stores and nothing should be allowed to pass 
:lirectly on to another order. 

224. Separate costs should be obtained for all orders :
(a) For parts manufactured for stores. 
(b) For work executed in excess of Rs. 500 for other Departments of the 

Home Railway. . 
(0) For work executed in excess of R;s. 200 either for Repairs to Machi

nery or for work done for and chargeable to third parties. 
In the Foundries, Rolling Mill and Saw 'Mills, costs would be obt.ained on 

an average basis by charging all labour, matetial and overheads to P:tlogress 
Orlier A~eounts and dividing by the total product in each case to obtain the cost 
per .unit. In the Foundries separate costs would .be obtained for each principal 
mixture andlor by a system of grading for castings of different weight. 

225. The scheduling division would issue orders and schedulesi;or all con
struction and repair work on locomotives and vehicles passing through the shops 
and would fix dates for the completion of each separate portion of the constru~ 
tioll or repair or. each locomotive, but passenger and goods vehicles should be 
manufactured on group orders and repaired on standing orders. Separate 
costs would then be obtained for each new or repaired locomotive and for each 
batch of new coaches or wagons, while all repairs of coachee and wagons should 
be charged out on four orders only, viz. :-

Upper Class Passenger Carrying Vehicles; 
Lower Class Passenger Carrying Vehicles; 
Other Passenger Carrying Vehicles ; 
Wagons ; 

for each of which orders a total cost would be obtained which, by comparison 
with the Dumber of vehicles, would give the average cost per vehicle. SepaTate, 
costs for any particular operation <>n a locomotive, could be obtained as desired 
by the 'Works Manager. As costs would be obtained in each shop, and sum
marised on sorti!1~ and tabulating mac~illes all that~ould be necessary. would 
be to pnnch addlbonal cards for the tlIDe and materIal on each operatlOn for 
which the cost is desired. 



226. Th/l 'Workshop Accountant wonld have nnder him the following 9ec-
tions :-

J.. Time. 
2. Labour. 
3. Material. 
4. Costing. 
5. Accounts. 

'l'hc A.ssistant Workshop Accountant, through the labour section, should be 
responsible for the verification of the pay sheets and for tbe allocations made 
throughout the 'month to different order numbers. All time tickets would be 
punched on Hollerith or Powers cards, and sorted, tabulated and agreed 'With 
the pay sheet. 

227. In carriage and wagon and other workshops situated at :points where 
there are no locomotive works, the work necessary to prepare time costs will not 
be sufficient to justify the use of Sorting and Tabulating machines. In these 
cases I recommend that the Paramount system of sorting described in Chapter 
XVU be adopted and the results tabulated on Burroughs machines. , 

228. One important point arises in connection .with the charges for labour 
oost, ·in tbat labour is 'paid in workshops not on the basis of the grade of work 
done but at varying rates for tbe same work based on the length of service of 
eacb employee. For this reason, in order to obtain accurate. labour costs for 
different order numbers it will be necessary to .take not the actual pay of tbe 
individual workman engaged on the job but the average rate of all (a) skilled 
workers, and ,(,b )semi-ski11ed workers in each shop. This will result in there 
being ·some slight difference each month between the total shop pay sheet and 
the .amouDt cha.rgedto jobs, and it will be the duty of the Assistant Workshop 
Accountant to ·see that ,this difference is negligible and that the fixed rates are 
altered bom time to .time as may be required for this purpose. 

229. Material ·delivery notes would be sent in every. day to the material 
setrl:i&D tfor'pricing, 'and thence to the costing section. They would also be sorted 
and <tabulated 'by order numbers and again by store catalogue numbers either 
by Hollerith or Powers machines or the Paramount card system, so as to give 
both the charge to order numbers and the credit to store catalogue accounts. 

230. Overheads are those expenses which have been incurred in manufac· 
ture but Clmnot he allocated direct to any specific job or jobs and in respect of 
the Railway "Workshops would eonsist of :- . 

(1) Work done in the shops,snch as repairs to<.maehines, tools and other 
plant. 

(2) Wages of foreman, time-keepers, etc. 
(3) Salaries of the supervisory and administrative staff (including a pro

l'ol'tion of provident fund bonns and gratuities fOT good service); 
'(4) ,Other cha'l'ges to workshops originating in the IlCntral accounting office 

'. or in other departments of the Railway. . 
i(5} iDepreeiation. 

'It is necessaQ' to note that on no Rcconnt should interest in any shape or 
form be included in overhead expenses. . 

.231. There are many different 'bases on which it is customary to distrihute 
overhead expellses. In view of the fact that Railway workshops are organised 
fOT the purpose of manufacture and repair work for the Railway only and are 
not operating for profit, the basis of a percentage 'on direct labour cost, is suffi
ciently accurate for all pnrposes. All overhead expenses, would, as far as pos
sible, be allocated to each separate shop and divided in proportion to the labour 
costs of that shop. Sneh expenses as could not be so allocated would be divided 
in proportion to the total labour in all shops. 

232. On the completion of eacb work order, and at the. end pf each ten days 
ill the case of standing orders, the time sheets relating tbereto would be sent by 
the .prowess division to the labour section of the workshop acconnting division 
for priciug awl thence to the cost section. ' 

233. Carriage and wagon repair orders, being standing ·orders, should be 
ml'tomatically charged ont each month. .Engine repair orders, which are indivi
dual, 'would in the ordinary conrse be available ouly 0In -the eompletiOli of the 
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work, but for the purpose of the general' aeeounts of the Railway the totals of 
these orders for each month should be aggregated so as to ascertain the total 
expenditure on all engines for repai'Fs for that month for submission to the 
aceollntinl!: department at the central office and inclusion in the maintenance of 
rolling stock •. 

234. The costing section would keep a loose leaf cost ledger, containing an 
account fOll each order number, to which wonld be debited labour, material and 
1I"orhead expenses, including that charged by the Central Accounting Office. 
Overheads would be added monthly to each account, except store orders and thoso 
fOl' third parties to which it would only be charged on completion of the job. 
This detailed Ledger should be divided into four sections, each controlled by 
al) ueount in the Workshop Ledger, vie. :-

}:ngine Repair and Construction Orders. 
Standing Orders. 
Sundry Orders. 
llunnfacturing Orders. 

235. '1'he accounts section would keep a workshop ledger for each workshop 
which shon1<l he completely written up and balanced by the tenth of tile month, 
and all that would then remain would be to send the closing entries to the 
Central AQ.connting Office. These closing entries would be standard for each 
month, and shonld be made in the form of journal entries ready for incorpora
tion in the Central Accounting Office books and supported by the necessary de
tailed schedules. 

236. It will be noted that, except in the' case of work done for other depart
ments of the Railway or for third parties, no costs as. such would find their way 
into the ,,"pneral books. These costs would, however, all be contained in the cost 
ledger which through the workshop ledger would balance with and be controlled 
by the central books. From the cost ledger, costs of every order as completed 
should be made Qut and sent in full detail to the works manager and such other 
officials as mlly be interested. These completed costs sliould be in the hands of 
the wflrks manager within five days after the 10th, 20th and the last day of each 
month, heing the dates as of which tabulations would be prepared. . 

237. Particular attention should be paid by the workshop accountant to 
those accounts in the workshop ledger which contain unabsorbed balances. Such 
lire the following :-

(a) Job shop accounts containing on one side the actual wages paid and 
on the other the amounts charged out to orders at fixed or average 

. rates. 
(b) Standing order accounts to which all costs on these orders arecharg

ed, while the credits consist of estimated costs of individual orders. 
(c) Process shop accounts, to which the same considerations as to standing 

orders apply .• 
(d) Overhead accounts, to which all overhead charges are made, while the 

credits are the percentages on labour charged to orders. 
111 all these cases the balances must be watched carefullv from month to 

month to see that thay are kept down to negligible amounts, and such changes 
must be made in the rates at which credits are made as will rectify IIny 
appreciable differences that may be found. . 

238. Iu Chapter VII reference has beeh made to Abstract H containing all 
expenses of the electrical department which deals with the generation andlor 
distribution of electric power, the maintenance and repair of all electric fittings 
and equipment in workshops on :rolling lltock and for construction. All the 
cost of this department is carried into the Electrical Abstract and distributed 
to the other abstracts and other departments of the Railway. The electric 
shops are usually situated in the. other workshops and the system of orders cost" 
iug and distribution of work would be similar, but there are differences in detail. 

239. In Appendix VI {Workshops} and Appendix VII (Electrical Depart
ment). will he found full details of the suggested cost system and the relative 
forms will be found in Part III of the Report. 

lA2RD 
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" CHAPTER XL 

NEW SYSTEM OF GENERAL ACCOUNTING. 

240. In Chapter ~ the proposed organisation of the accouuting depart
ment. is set o.ut ~nd discussed, and on- page 22 of that chapter a chart is given 
of thIS orglllllsation. In Chapters VIII, IX and X and XV, and the Appeudices 
relating theret.o, the duties of the traffic, stores and 'Workshop accountants and 
of the accountant in charge of statistics 'are set out in full. It remains to'dl'Rl 
with the duties of the establishment, expendit,ure, and general bookkeeping 
sections to be carried out partly at the offices of divisional superintendents, but 
principally in the Central Accounting Office. Full. details of the system prfl
posed arc set out in Appendices VIII and IX, and may be 'summarised here. 

241. In the Central Office and directly responsible to the Chief Accountant 
there would be :-

(a) An establishment officer. 

(b) An accountant in charge of expenditures under whom would be :

(1) Assistant accountants il)- each operating division and engineeriug 
district. 

(2) An assistant aCfountant in charge of pay sheets and bills, and 

(3) An assistant aecoup.tant in charge of accounts. 

(c) Au accountant in chargE: of general bookkeeping. 

242. The assistant accountant at each operating ,division"\ludengineering 
district would, be responsible for:- ' 

(a) Checking and verifying all pay sheets, alld contractors' bills before 
payment, 

(b) The correct allocation of stores issued to his division, 

(c)Thfl critical analysis of periodical accounts submittec:j' by the Central 
Accounting Office to, the divisional superintendent, ' 

(d) Assisting the divisional superintendent in aU financial matters" e.g., 
preparation of estimates, etc. All pay sheets of operating divi8~ons 
and engipeering districts would be sent after payment to the 
establishment section where they wh-ere would be checked to en
sure that they have been prepared in accordance with the regula. 
tions and that the special allowances are proper. 

243. All Central Office pay sheets would be sent by the head 'of the depart
ment preparing' them to the establishment section fOll'" a complete verification 
before payment. After this verification. they would be. sent to the assistant 
accountant in llharge of pay sheets and bIlls, whose tJuty It would be to see that 
all the routine checking had been done. He would then enter them in his 
pay sheets and bills register and send them to the Chief Accountant or his 
representative for signature and transmission to the Treasurer for paymeut. 
The officers salary roll and the pay sheets of the Establishment section cleric~l 
staff prepared in the latter section; would be verified by' the Chief .AccPUI)~t 
or his representative appointed for that purpose., . ' '. ,:' 

244. Thll !,-ssistant accountant in charge of accounts would be responsible 
for-

(a) The entries in the jounIal allocation register; 
(11) The postings to the detailed" abstracts, new construction' And. d~-

preciation fund accounts; , 
(c) The' balancing of these accounts with the conb'ol columns in the 

~gis~m; '. 
t" '( d) The preparation of monthly abstracts; 

(e) The p~eparation of the ~etaiJed. monthly statements of expenditure 
reqUIred by the operating offiCIals. ., . 

'fhe aFsistant accountants 'would prepare from their registers the monthly 
journal l'ntrie,s recording in a summarised form all the transactions for the 
month, which would tben be sent to the accountant in charge of bookkeeping. 

'.11:" i 
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"M5. The accoUlll1mt ·'in charge of bookkeeping would· have under him alii 
assistant accountant in charge of general ··and . subsidiary ledgers, and. 11!11 

. assistant accountant in· charge of provident and other funds ledgers.. The 
genera.l ledger would be written ul! ~om the journal entries. .sent in by the 
Assistant accountants, and the subsidiary ledgel's from tile ol'lgmal documents 

. frorn.·~·l}ich these journal entries were prepared. He. would also be responsible 
for the preparation of the monthly and annual income accounts and balance 
sheets and would obtain from the accountants and assistant accountants in 
charO'e of the subsidiary records all statements required as exhibits to these 
acco~nts. All these periodical accounts and statements should be in the hands 
of the Chief Accountant for approval and transmission to the Departments 
iliterested, by the 20th of eacl;l month. 

246. Provision has been made in the proposed system for the use of loose 
leaf ledgers and Burroughs accouuting machines, .which will not only reduce 
the expense but ensure greater accuracy. A fuller reference to these will be 
found in Chapter XVII. 

247. The treatment of English indents and payments made in England for 
salaries allowances of officers on leave, and for other purposes should be some
what m~dified to fit in with the new accounting system suggested. As advices 
of consigllments shipped from Ellgland are received at, the Cent~al Office ~f. the 
Railway an account should be opened for that conSIgnment m a subSIdiary 
consignment ledger. As the consignment is cleared on arrival, passed and 
desplltched to ultimate destination the consignment account would be cleared. 
The original credit for each consignment would be to an account entitled 
.. English Indents" which would be cleared on receipt of a definite statement 
from the Government of India of amounts taken up by them in their current 
account with the India Office. These accounts would then be settled by cheque 
as provided for in Chapter V. A similar procedure would be followed in 
respect of all other English accounts, the liability beillg taken up as soon as 
ascertained in every case. 

248. 'rhe Chief Accountant should have ilnmediately responsible to 'him
self a staff of Inspectors, whose. duties would be to make frequent surprise 
checks of the different sections, divisions and departments of the railways in 
which financial transactions originate. The movement of the Inspectors should 
be arranged by the Chief Accountant personally and their work should consist 
of a complete verification of transactions from start to finish in the office in
vestigated ; these investigations should follow the same lines as those laid down 
in Chapter VI and Appendix II relating to audit. The systematic arrange
mcnt of Inspectors coverillg the whole accounting field of the Railway is a most 
iluportant function and one of the best preventi'\7es of irregularities and fraud. 

249. The principles involved in this system of accountillg differ fundamen
tally from the methods which are at present in force in that they are based 
on a svstem of control accounts with which all the detail accounts must auto
maticaily bal~nce; the detail accounts being wri!ten up from the original 
documents whIle the control accounts would be WrItten up from summaries of 
those documents. The system of connrols would extend throughout the Ac
counting system over Stores, \Vorkshops, Traffic and Expenditure. It would 
ensure that at least two, and frequently more independent persons are involved 
in the figures whicJ1 ultimately reach the first books of account, and that those 
in the subsidiary books and records must balance automatically with those 
reaching the ~eneral books from ~he same original sources but by different 
channels. ThIS system coupled With the payment of wages and bills by the 
Treasurer, or by cashiers responsible to him, ensures as far as practicable the 
accuracy of the accounts and the prevention o! errors and frauds. Su~h a system 
will also ensure that the loss of' or alteration in any of the original documents 
after they.have once been prepared and certified must be found 'out through dis
agreement with ilie control account. The new system with the assistance of 
mechanical methods will avoid a great deal of the detail work and duplication 
that now exists ; will ensure greater accuracy and conduce to greater speed in 
the preparation of final accounts. 

250. In the existing system th~ same aim has been attempted mainly by 
duplication of- re~ords, under which all individual entries are carried through 
from .on~ volumm0!lB abstr~ct to another by a continuous series of 
compIlatIons by wh1ch errors 1f once made are .perpetuated and can only be 
~limin!-ted by.preparing duplicate abstracts and comparing one with the other 
111 all Its details. 
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251. Full details of the Central Office accounting system of which the out· 
lines only are here given will be found in Appendices VIII and IX. 

252. The accounts of the Railway Board are a present 'kept by the AI!
oCountant General Railways. In accordance with my recommendation in para. 
graph 62, these accounts would be maintained in future by the Chief Acoountant 
10 the Railway Board. They are quite simple, and call for no special comment, 
and the system suggested will be found in Appendix IX, Section II. 
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CHAPTER xn. 
NEW SYSTEM' OF ACCOUNTING FOR COLLIERIES . 

. .. 253. Included in the presentoperationtl 'of the railways is .the mining of 
Coal on quite an extensive sc~le. Originating!n the c.on~rol by one or more 
railwavs of 'certain coal areas It has developed mto a blg lIldustry the normal 
output of which even at the present time amounts to approximately 2t mOlion 
tons per annum. At the present time the operating and financial control of 
the mines is as follows :-

. Controlled by the East Indian Railway: The Serampore and Kur
hurbaree collieries at Giridih, the coke ovens, workshops and power 
plant at Giridih, and "the Bokharo, Sawang and Kedla collieries near 
Bermo which is abont 50 miles from Giridih. 

Controlled by a separate Colliery Department of the Railway Board: 
The Kargali, Jarangdih and Religara collieries near Bermo .and the 
Bh~kunda colliery near Barkakhana Station. 

254. While the mines may seem to be a small organisation compared to 
-the railways, they are at the same time one of considerable importance and the 
.'teehnicalities involved in their operation are different to those of the railwaY8. 
I recommend, therefore, that the operating administration and the financial 
account.s of the mines be vested in a Director of Collieries who would be directly 
responsible to the Railway Board.. When thus divor~ed from the railways, the 
Colliery Department should have ltS own Budget whlCh would form a separate 
i\em in the Railway Budget under E)ach of the five Demands for :---: 

(1) Administration. 
(2) Maintenance and Repairs and Operation. 
(3) Depreciation Fund. 
(4) Capital Expenditure including Working Capital. 
(5) Expenditure out of De~reciation Fund. 

Any surplus of the Colliery Department after providing for all expenses, 
depreciation and interest upon capital at charge on the same basis as adopted 
for the railways should be paid over to the Railway Board and become part of 
the Reserve of the Railway Department. The capital invested in the collieries 
by the railway interested therein should be taken out of the railway books and 
brought into the Colliery Department books. In so far as the ownership of 
collieries is vested in company managed railways, their interest .may be pre
served in accordance with their contracts by paying over to them their share 
of interest or profits either in proportion to capital invested or to deliveries of 
coal. 

255. To facilitate their convenient operation, the mines should be divided 
into tWI) groups, viz. :-

(1) Giridih-to eontrol the Serampore and Kurhurbaree collieries and 
the coke ovens, works~ops and power plant at Giridih. 

(2) Bermo-to control the Bokharo, Kargali, Jarangdih Religara 
Sawang and Kedla and Bhurkunda collieries, and the power plant 
at Kargali. 

256. The Director of Collieries would be located in Calcutta, and would be 
Tesponsible for the general management of all the collieries and for the purchase 
of all supplies. He would have under him, in addition to such technical offi
cers as may be necessary, the following staff :_ 

(a) A General Sup~rintendent at each group centre, who in turn would 
have under him :-

(1) A manager for each mine. 
(2) A workshop superintendent for each workshop. 
(3) One superintendent'for each power plant. 
(4) A cashier at each gr<uJ.pcentre. 

(5) A storeke.eper at each. place where sto:es are kept, who would be 
responslble t? the Dlrector of 'Collier~es for the custody tlf stores 
and for keeplllg the necessary quantity recOl'ds relating thereto. 



but would be under the general superintendent ·for the purpose 
of discipline. 

~b) A Chief Accountant of Collieries who would be located in Calcutta 
and would be appointable and removable only by the Railway 
Board. He would be directly responsible to the Director of Collie
ries, retaining, however, the right of access to the Railway Board 
in the event of disagreement. He would be in charge of all 
accounting functions including the internal check of all the colliery 
accounts. At each group centre he would have a mine accountant 
to whom wonld be delegated the responsibility of keeping all 
accounts for the collieries, workshops, etc., contro\1ed from that 
centre. For the purpose of discipline, the mine accountant would 
be under the General Superintendent. 

257. The functions of audit would remain with and be exercised by the 
Auditor General in accordimce with the principles enunciated in Chapter VI. 
The Auditor General would not have power to interfere with the management 
or control of the collieries, but would retain the right of reporting thereon, 

258. Such ac~ounting records as are necessary at each group centre would 
be kept by each mine accountant, but the principal financial books would be kept 
by the Chief Accountant of Collieries in Calcutta. The main outlines of the 
accounting system are as follows :-

Each mine accountant would keep a mine ledger in which would be 
kept the operating accounts of the mine, and, in the case of Giridih, a 
control account £or the Giridih workshop. It would be convenient to have 
this ledger in loose leaf form, and, when more than one colliery is con
trolled from the group centre, to sectionalise the ledger so that the accounts 
of each colliery may be kept separately. 

259. The mine accountant would be responsible for checking. the pay rolls 
prepared by the pay officer in respect of both the weekly wage bills and monthly 
salarv sheets in order to ensure their accuracy, and would also be responsible 
for seeing that the system and preparation of pay and method of making pay
ment was properly carried out, and that all reasonable precautions were taken. 
From the wage bills and pay rolls he would prepare summaries allocating all 
wages against the account heads debitable and then PoORt from the summaries 
to the debit of the accounts concerned in the mine ledger. He wonld also keep 
detailed quantity and money records for each commodity in each of the colliery 

. stores. 
260. It has been explained in Chapter IX that every item of stock at every 

railway depot must be verified by the Chief Accountant's permanent stock 
checkers at least· twice every year, and tbis procedure should obtain also in 
respect of coll~ery stores. Differe?ces revealed by, the stock che~~ers' re'ports 
must be investigated, necessary adJustments made, and the quantIties shown on 
the mine accountant's records agreed t~ce yearly with t~ose on. the. records 
maintained by the storekeeper of the depot concerned. On his cop-y of the stores 
issued notes the mine accountant would insert issue 'prices, calculate values, 
summarise the value of st.ores issued against the account heads debitable and 
then post from the summary to the debit of these accounts in the mine ledger. 

261.· The cashier at eacligroup centre would be fu.rnished with an imprest 
for such an amount as may be nece~sary and from whIch hI! would pay wages, 
small contractors' bills, salaries and petty disbursements under Rs. 100 each. 
The.carbon copy of his imprest petty cash book, certified by the mine accountant 
and supported by all vouchers, together wi:h a summary of these vouchers 
allocating the expenditure under the approprIate ac~ou.nt heads, would .be s~nt 
weekly to the Chief Accountant, Calcutta, who. w()tlld reImburse the cashIer Wlth 
·the amount expended. 

262. The dailv invoices of consignments of coal (qllantities only) would 
continue to be sent" from the collieries to all consignees. At the end of the month 
these invoices must be summarised in duplicate to show the total consignments 
for the month to each consignee. A certified copy of this summary would be 
sent to the Chief Accountant in Calcutta who would then enter the prices, bill tbe 
consignees, and make the necessary entries ~n the financial books. 

263. The mine accountant would pr~pare for the mine manager a weekly 
. approximate account of wages and materIals an? send a carbon copy of this to 
the Chief Accountant. In respect of e~ch Colliery he would also send to the 
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Chief Accountant a statement showing the Gutput for the month, number of 
shifts worked, average production per shift, and wages cost per ton. The mine 
accountant would also prepare and send to the Chief Accountant not later than 
the tenth of the following month a monthly statement of mine expenditure and 
_consumption for each colliery, supported by a trial balance of the mine -ledger 
accounts of that colliery. . 

264. In the head office in Calcutta would be kept the following books :-Head 
office ledger, cash book, journal, bill register (with a casl1 column) and subsidiary 
ledgers for capital expenditute, debtors for coal and other items. The head 
office ledger would contain only control accounts, as fol'lows :-

(0) Capital expenditure at each mine, which, so far as it was represented 
by wages and et(ues, would be taken up in total at the end of each 
month from the respective mine ledgers by transfer to the corres
ponding capital expenditure ledger. So far as outside purchases 
are concerned, these would be posted direct from the bill register. 

(b) Control accounts for each colliery into which the totals from. the docu
ments fonning the basis of entry in ea<)h mine ledger would be 
posted through the journal. . 

(0) Imprest account for the mines containing only the amount of the 
imprest supplied to each mine, and this amount would only vary 
when it was found necessary either to. increase or decrease the 
imprest. 

(d) Stores account for each mining centre, which would be debited through 
the bills register with all purchases for each mine, and would form 
a control account for the quantity and money records kept at 
each mining centre. 

(e) Sundry debtors account controlling the debtors ledger. 
(f) Bill register control account controlling the outstanding balances on 

the bill register. 
265. A monthly cost account, profit and loss account and balance sheet for 

Pilch Colliery wonld be prepared hy the Chief Acconntant, Ilnd copies thereof 
seni to the Railway Board not later than the fifteenth of the next month. 

266. The cash· system would be in accord -with that already outlined in .
Chapter V for the Railways, a separate account for ilie Colliery Department 
hping maintained with thl' Controller of Currency to whom would be sl'nt monthly 
by the Colliery Chief Accountant a statement .mowing all lodgments and with
drawals and the numbers of the-cheques on which the withdrawals were made 
ann 11180 the balance of the account. With ths statement would be sent an 
Advice slip in duplicate and the Control1er of Currency should eertify and 
r"turn 'me cop". All suppliers' bills would he passed for paymeut by the 
Chief Accountant after being checked against the Copy of the purchase order 
and the certified part of the delivery note received from the officer who inspected 
and -passed the goods. • 

267. At the present time all stores reqnired by the colliery stores at Giridih 
and Bokharo are drawn from the East Indian Railway· stores, While lhose 
for the other colliery stores are purchased lJy the Superintendent of Collieries. 
It is neRil'able, a~ soon as the segregation of all collieries into orie department 
... im be effected, that all stores therefor should' he purchased through thl' Colliery 
Central Office. The stores requirements of the ~olIieries Rre not sufficient in 
volume to justify the annointml'nt of a pnrchasing agent : hut it is' suggested 
tha,t all purchases should be made by the Director of Collieries as the stores 
neeoed are necessarily cJiifferent from those of a railwav and should therefore 
be handled by an officer having an intimate knowledge of colliery wants. -
. 2.68, It IS important to consider the mice to be. char~ed for coal sold to the 

State R.aiIways and pther Government Departments, Tn the past, the charge 
has heen approximately cost price after nroviding for sinking fund, with no 
addition to renresent interest or Drofit. In future, the price should be based 
on ..ost. includinlt all administration and overhead expenses, depreciation and 
-exhaustion of minerals. plus a percentage to cover a fair remuneration ·on the 
capital at charl!'e. A fair rate wou1d bp 6 per ('ent. per annnm, and I recommend 
thnt this rat.e be adopted in ~utllre. This wiJ1 enable a fair comparison to be 
made .with the market price of similar coal. -

269. I have_drawn up a complete System of Colliery Accounting, and full 
oetaiIs thereof with relative fonns will be found in Appendix X. . 
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CHAP1ER XIll. 

DEPRECIATION. 

270. The present practice of the Indian State Railways is to provide eaeh 
year for depreciation at varying rates upon the whole of the' pennanent work. 

. and equipment of each. railway by a charge to Revenue and a credit to a Depre
ciation Fund. The rates of depreciation are based upon the estimated life of 
each class of structure or equipment lind upon the original cost thereof, less 
estimated scrap value on abandonment or retirement. 

271. For the State managed railways the charge is made in the accounts of 
each railway while in the company managed linlls one sum is charged through 
the accounts of the Railway Board and credited to a Fund fO'!' those railways, 
but is not taken up by the individual railways,' in whose accounts replacements 
are charged to a Henewal Account. In Ol1e otber 1'I'Spcct the method adopted 
for State. managed and Company managed lines also differs. In the· fonner, 
01'1 the abandomn~I1t or retirement of any property the original cost is charged 
to the Depreciation Account, while any excess or deficiency between replacement 
and original cost is charged or credited. to capital account. In the latter, the 
entire cost of replacement is charged to renewals, while only the cost of ~xcess 
capacity is charged to capital. 

272. At the present time cost of replacement is almost universally in excess 
of original cost, and the first method whereby excess cost is charged to capital 
means in effect that capital must be provided each' year in .order to maintain 
the property in a condition to carry on its normal operations as well as to pro
vide it with facilities for carrying increased traffic. If cost of replacement is 
in the future reduced to a filrUre below original cost, there will be a credit to 
capital account each year. Moreover, demands from the public or the Legisla
ture for improved accommodation, greater speed; etc., may f.requently result in 
the replacing unit costing more than would a reproduction of. the displaced one. 
This part of the extra cost does not neceSAa rily produce /\,reater revenue or 
reduce working expenses. It follows that the first method of dealin/\' with rene
wals means the continuous adjustment of the capital invested in the property 
by reference to current costs of reproduction, plus the cost of greater. and better 
facilities required to maintain the existing traffic, in addition to requirements 
~ meet increased traffic. 

273. The second method. viz., that IIdopted by the Company managed lines 
of charging excess cost to Revenue, has the effect of maintaining the original 
undertaking in all respects at original cost and it provides out of Revenue for 
such improvements as are necessarv to maintain the existing traffic, leaving as 
a charge to capital only the cost of increased capacity. Moreover; it throwB tne 
burden of renewals in periods of high prices as a charge against revenues also 
produced hy high prices, whereas hy the other methods low revenue rates mO.t 
have to meet high replacement cost. . 

274. In the Cgnvention (Appendx XI) ~dopted when the Railway Budg-pt 
was separated from the. General Budget of the Indian Government no specific 
provision is made either for the capital required when eost of renewal is higher 
than original cost or for the capiatl returna hIe under the contrary condition. 
The Convention, contains a provision [Serial No. '2011 (Sootion 5)1, for loam. 
to the Railway Board out of the Reserve Fund, such loans totbe repaid in·sub. 
sequent years out of revenue, but it is at least open to doubt whether it was con
templated that such loans could be used to meet the excess cost of renewals. 

275. To put concisely. auother view of the. effect of the ~ethods adopted by 
the State managed and Company manllged raIlwllysrespechvely, the first ~on· 
templates a continuously varying capital account i'n. respect of existin~ proper
ties whereby their book values are . constantly tendIng towards' actual' cost to 
replace at any time. while in the second cage the capital account is' definitely 
closed at the time of completion of the original wO'!'k, and the cost of renewing 
'or replacing it is thrown upon revenue. 

276. Another slight inconsistency in t~e tneth?d aeop~ea. by t!Ie State 
mllnaged railways may be noted. Any partICular umt, e.g., a locomotive, may 
be partially renewed many times during its fife and at !he time of each ,renewal 
the cost of replaced parts is chargoed to revenue (except m the case of a complete 
hoilt'l' or a completf' tender) whether snch parts COAt more or less than ivhen the 
lot'<>nlOtive WIItl originally eonstructed. 1t iE> difficult to see why if the first 
methods ill ~ound it IIhould not be applied also to partial renewals. 
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277. There is one further question of principle wltich requires consideration. 
If additional oost not accompanied by additional capacity or additional net 
earning power is charged to capital, the amount of capital at charge unde~ the 
first method will be continually increasing without any corresponding additIOnal . 
earnings, the interest charge made by the Government of India under the Con
vention will be continually increasing, and surplus revenues and railway reserves' 
will diminish, wbile under the practice adopted in the Company managed lines 
these items will remain stationary so far as open lines are concerned. . 

. 278. Inasmuch as the whole of the railway revenues either directly or in· 
directly accrue to the benefit either of the Government of India or of the travel
ling public (by way of improved services or lower rates) and as all additional 
capital must be found by the G<1\'ernment of India, it may perhaps be considered 
immaterial which ,method of providing for depreciation and renewals is adopted: 
On the other hand. the importance of sound accounting principles cannot be 
overlooked. Expediency should not be allowed to override the principle; ther!! 
is much to be said for the vie-w that the railway property should be handed on 
from year to year intact, i,e., properllY maint.ained in its original state, and the 
~ost of tbis met out of earnings before net earnings are employed for anY other 
pnrpose. 

279. The scale of Depreciation Rates set by the Railway Board for each 
different class of structure and equipment in India has, it is understood, been 
carefully considered and n.'{ed by competent engineers, and it is hardly within 
my province to question these rates: I may, however, suggest ,that in fudng 
estimated life sufficient account has perhaps not been taken of obsolescence. 
The railways .of India have mostly been in existence less. than 60 years and in 
other countries less than 80 and during that period the changes in methods 
and consequent obsolescence have been great. 

280, The age of electricity lies closelv ahead and changes in electrical 
methorls appear to come rapidly. In fact, it is not many years since leading 
electri~A 1 exp~rtll in the United States wonld not give any electrical apparatus 
a life of more than 10 to 15 years. There would seem to be reason to think that 
in leAS than 50 :veRrs entirply different methods of transportation mav be evolved 
wbich may render existing railways. and their equipment to a large extent 
ohsolete. Under thes" circums<tllnces, I would venture to suggest that no class 
of railroad nroperty should bE> estimated to have a life· of .more than 50 years, 
and that in the case of electrical equipment this should be reduced to a maximum 
of 25 years. 

281. The real commercial reason for providing depreciation is of greater 
import.ance than the particular method. adopted, viz,: that it provides a fund to 
meet any eh!lnges and reconstruction required to meet obsolescence. and enables a 
property to be maintained continuously in the highest state of effici eney with
out tl)O .great a strain u'pon the revenue resources of short periods, For this 
reason alone, the most conservative methods of providing for depreciation should 
be adopted. . . .. 

282. Tn the United States a plan of providing for depreciation.was laid down 
by the Interstate Commerce Commission and is set out in the classification of 
operating revenues and operating expenses prescribed by that body and made 
e.ffective in July, 1914. Under this plan depreciation was made compulsory in 
the case of equi'pmlnt only and optional in the case of structure.· The railways 
fix their own rates upon the basis of the original cost and estimated life and depre
ciation ceases when the amount accumulated on any unit is equal to the difference 
between orilclnal cost and estimated scra'P value. If a unit is retired from ser
vice .before the full amount of depreciation has been' provided, the difference 
between the book value (less salvage) and the allcr1;led depreciation is charged to 
revenue ac~ount under the head of " Retirement." 

283. The Interstate Commerce Commission Rates make no provillion for any 
charge to revenue either for excess cost of renewals over orilclnal cost orfor any 
portion of the cost of renewals which does ndt add to tbe carrying or earning 
capacity of the railway. All such additions must be added to capital accounts, 
hut provision is made for crediting to a permanent acconnt entitled" Additions 
to Pro'perty through Income and Sufplus " any such amounts of income as may 
be definitely set aside and expended in additions to property of any kind. Tbis 
pernlissive attitude in fact reco~ises what has always been the hest railway prac
tice in that country, vie.: to charge to revenue large-sums for betterments, i.e. 
(1 ).for the replacement I)f retired units by units more suited to the current needs 
of the railway, but not necessarily producine; a greater revenue (2) for reconstruc~ 
tion of permanent way structures to Buit present day requirements and (3) for 

L420RD 
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generally modernising tHe railway underl\aking. By this means the capital 
accounts of American RailwayS' have been maintained at a much lower figure 
than would otherwise have been the case, and they have been enabled to reduce 

. rates materially and at the same time to earn a moderate but not excessive return 
on tne capital employed. The only change in this 'practice made by the Interstate 
'Commerce Commission Rules has been that all amounts so expended out of reve
nue must be shown on the face of the accountS' and cannot, as frequently occurred 
previously, be merged in general repair and renewal charges. 

284. In England provision is made for renewals for all "working assets, i.e., 
rolling stock, st.eamers, etc., either (1) by charging to Revenue each year the 
'Proportion of the estimated cost of replacement having regard to probable life 
and residual value, thus charging to Revenue (and not to Capital as in India) 
the exce~s CORt of Renewals over original cost for the same capacity, or (2) by 
~hnrging t.o Revenue the proportion of original cost and in addition the excess 
cost of renewal when it takes place. The former method (1) involves a forecast 
of the probable future cost of renewals and is an attempt to equalise the provi
sion over. the whole life. With considerable variations in cost, such as have 
occurred since 1913, it is a difficult matter to forecast cost of replacement; and 
a~ these variations are usually accompanied by similar varaitions in ·Revenue, 
it may be better to adopt the latter (2) and to take original cost as the unit Imd 
to charge or credit excess or deficit of replacement cost ·over or under original 
cost to a Renewal Account in the year when it takes 'place. 

285. Conditions in India as to railway construction are more like those in the 
United States than in England. In such a large country with a dense population, 
great distances, with a relatively small mileage of railways, and low rates, both 
for passenger and goods traffic, there is need for considerable railway extension 
which can pel'ha ps· be best carried out at first by a lower standard of construction 
to be improved gl.'adually as the traffic increases. Under such conditions a most 
conservative Accounting policy should he adopted and considerable sums should 
be set aside each year to meet improvements and betterments in addition to pro· 
viding for the replacement .of units by nnits of similar capacity as occasion re
quires. One important step towards such a policy is to charge alI additional 
costs of renewal and replacement due to higher costs to revenne instead of to 
capital; and a ~econd eQually important one is to charge also to revenue any such 
additional eost as may be due to the necessity of maintaining the property in the 
highest stnte of efficiency required for modern conditions, but which may lIot 
correspondingly increase either traffic or earnings. To some extent this is met 
by the terms of the Convention which reserves to the Railway Administration 
a proportion of each year's surplus; but the use of this surplus is restricted. It 
would seem desirable to make higher charges .to revenue (which would reduce 
sllrplus) and to permit of the use of surplus for betterments as well as ncw 
construction. 

286. There is one special matter included in Clause 1.1.01 lXI,y Terms of Refer
ence, which can best be dealt with here, viz.:-

" '.['0 report whether the realised surplus of an~ conRiderable amount 
resulting from the disposal of a fixed asset should be treated as a receipt 
on Capital Accpunt or credited to Revenue Account." 

Under the practice recommended in this Chapter, Depreciation Fund would 
have been credited annually with the proposition of the diffetell<le between origi
nal cost and the estimate scrap value of the asset replaced, and the amount rllalis
ed from the sale of the scrap would be credited to De}}reciation Fund. When the 
replacement OCI'lirs thl' original cost would be c.harged to Depreciation Fund and 
the excess cost to Renewals; the effect heing that Capital Account remains dehited 
with the original cost of the replaced unit, but with the addition. of the cost of _y 
excess capacity calculated to increase revenue. . 

287. 'l'he question specially raised assumes that the asset, whether re'plaCl'n 
or not, is disposed of at a price exceeding original (lost. Suclt II condition could 
only arise in the case of land or buildings, and then only ill exceptional cir
cumstances. The proper procedure in such a case would be (1) to credit t? 
Capital Account the original cost, less accrued depreciation, and (2) to credIt 
the realised surplus over that figure to a ". Capital Reserve Account" to which 
should be oharged any losses due to sales .of similar assets ~or sume less ~hall 
thtl difference between the original cost and the amount standing to the crelht of 
the Depredation Fund in res'pect of those assets. The Balance on this acco,!nt 
at any time whether credit or dehit will represent the aggregate amonnt by WhICh 
realisations of Capita! Assets have exceeded or fallen short of the Book Value . 

• 
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There is no necessity to deal further with this balance which can remain a part 
of the Capital Accourit as it is only on final realisation of the whole of the Capital 
Assets that any real Profit or Loss can be said to have arisen. This, in effect, 
'is equivalent to crediting the entire price realised on sale to Capital Account; 
hut the record is' clearer if the account is divided so as to show separately the 
surplus or deficiency on realisations over the original oost. 

288. After full oonsideratiun of the arguments set out above, I make the fol
lowing recommendations as to renewals and depreciation. 

1. 'rhat the principle of setting up each year a charge to revenue and 
a credit to depreciation fund to represent the estimated accruing rene
wals on each class of railway property is sound. 

2. That the sums to set aside should be based upon the estimate life 
of the property and the original cost less estimated value of scrap to be 
recovered, but that in no case should a greater life than 50 years be 
allowed for any railway property, while in the case of electrical appara-
tus the maximum should be 25 years. ' 

3. r:J:hat when renewal or replacement takes place, the original cost 
should be charged to depreciation fund and the balance above or below 
original cost should be debited or credited to a renewals account in the 
appropriate Abstract to be included under the maih head of Depreciation. 

4. That the cost of excess capacity due to improvements in service 
but not- producing any greater revenue should be charged to an account 
entitled" Betterments," which account would be a charge against net 
income for ea~h year. 

5. That the cost of excess capacity enabling increased revenue to 
be earned should be charged to capital account. 

6. ~'hat in order to determine whether a new unit of equipment is a 
replacement or an addition, a register of all equipment be maintained 
showing: ' 

(a) For each class of locomotive unexpired tractive power, i.e., trac
tive power multiplied by number of years of unexpired life. 

(b) For each' class of passenger coach unexpired ca'pacity, i.e., num
'ber of' passengerSi for whom accommodation.is provided multi
plied by unexpired life of coach. 

(c) For each class of goods wagon unexpired tonnage capacity, i.e., 
capacity muJ.tiplied by unexpired life. 

As long as there is no increiase in the aggregate unexpired tractive 
power of locomotives or the aggregate unexpired carrying capa
city of coaches or wagons, all expenditure on new equipment of 

. each class should be charged to depreciation account for that class, 
in respect of original cost, and charged or credited to Renewals 
in respect of the excess or deficit of present cost over or under ori
ginal cost. If the unexpired tractive power and or ca'pacity show 

, an increase, then the cost of the increase should be charged either 
to betterments or capital according as the increase has been neces
sary in order to maintain existing traffic or represents greater 
rev~ue earning power. 

7. That the realised surplus over original cost, less accrued depre
ciatioll, resulting from the disposal of a fixed asset should be cre,ditell 
to a capital reserve account, to which should be charged allY losses due 
to Rilles of similar assets for sums less than the difference between the 
original cost and the amount standing to the credit of depreciation fuud 
in respect of those assets. 
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'CHAPTER XIV. 

289. The Railway Budget as submitted to the Legislative Assembly takes the 
form of Demands for Grants under 15 separate headings. Each Demand i>l 
an aggregate under its reS'pective heading of the total expenditure of the Railway 
Administration, and no reference is made to seJlarate railways. 

The demands are as follows:-
No. I.-Railway Board Demand, including Pay of Officers and 

Establishment, together with other allowances. 
No. 2.-Demand for Inspection, including Pay of Officers and Estab

lishment, together with .other allowances. 
No. 3.-Demand for Audit, including Offices of the Accountant Gen

. eral Railways, Government.Examiners of Accounts., Chief Auditor East 
Iudian Railway, and the Audit Office attached to the Clearing Accounts 
Office. 

These three votes represent amounts required to defray expenses 
directly incurred by or on account of the Railway Board, and have no reo 
lation to individual railways. 

No. 4.-Working Expenses: Administration. 
This Demand is a summary of the amounts shown under each head

ing of Adminis~ration in each of the Expenditure Abstracts. 
No. 5.-Working Expenses: Repairs and Maintenance and Oper

ation. This, in the same way, is a summary of the amounts shown ill 
the Abstracts under the second and third main headings, viz.: Repairs 
and Maintenance and operation .. 

No. 6.-Is the Share of Surplus Profits and Net Earnings 'Paid over 
Lothe Railway Companies and Indian States in respect of ~tate Lines. 

No. 7.-Is for New Construction of Commercial Lines. 
No. 8.-Is for Additional Construction Works on Open Lines. 
No. 9.-Is the Appropriation to Depreciation Fund out of Revenue 

and is a summary of the items charged under this heading in the Expendi
ture Abstracts. . 

No. 10.-Is the Expenditure paid out of the Depreciation Fund. 
No. ll.-Covers a n]lJIlber of Miscellaneous items which are a charge 

against the earnings of the se'parate railways taken over by the Rail
way Board, and form part of the accounts of the Railway Board. It 
inQludes among other things, Surveys Written Off, Rates Advisory Com
mittee, Technical Office under the Railway Board, Clearil;1g Accounts 
Office, Office of the Chief Mining Engineer, and Audit· Officer of the 
Railway Collieries. 

No. 12.-Is for the Appropriation made tQ the Reserve Fund, i.e., 
the amount which under the Oonvention of 20th September, 19~4 
(Appendix XI), is allowed to be retained by the Railways out of their 
nei earnings. . 

No. 13.-Only occurs occasionally and is to provid-l for a payment to 
the Government out of Reserve in cases when the Net Revenue falls 
short of the ininimum to be paid over to the Government under the Con· 
vention above mentioned. 

No. 14.-Represents the amount of Repairs, maintenance and 
o'peration expended on strategic lines, the deficit on which is payable by 
the Central Government. 

No. 15.-Is for the ca'Pital expenditure on strategic lines either open 
or new. • 

290. It will be noticed that the whole plan of this Budget is based upon the 
Government having received the gross revenues of the railways as part of the 
Government Revenue and having therefore to authorise the expenditure by the 
railways of the whole of the operating and other expenses necessary for railway 
'Purposes; and, in addition, to authorise the payments made by the railways out 
of either the Depreciation Fund or Reserve Fund. 

291. If the system of cash accounting recommended in Chapter V be adopted, 
it may be necessary to vary this· plan in the following respects: The gross 
revenues being under this plan earmarked for the railways and remaining the 

• 
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property of the railways although held by the Controller of Currency, thll votes 
for Capital and Revenue will take the form of authorisillg the railways to incur. 
certain expenses, as at present, but the vote for Strategic Lines Revenue will take 
the form of an allowance by the Central Government for the deficiElncy on the 
strategic lines, this vote coming out of the General Government Revenues and not 
out of the Railway Revenues. 

292. Each railway submits to the Railway Board a statement entitled" Re
vised Estimate and Budget Estimate.'" No dates as a rule appear on these docu
ments, but I understand they are usually submitted about November or Decem
ber in each year. Thus at this date in the year 1926 is submitted the Revised 
Estimate for the year 1926-27, eliding on the following March 31st together with 
Budget Estimate for the year 1927-28, the figures being submitted in four 
columns:-

(1) Final Accounts for the year 1925-26. 

(2) .Budget Estimate for the year 1926_27. 

(3) Revised Estimate for the year 1926-27. 
(4) Budget Estimate for the year 1927-28. 

293. The Abstract of Working Expenses which in the Annual Report is given 
both under departmental headings (Abstracts) -and by account headings, viz.:-

(1) Administration; 
(2) Repairs and Maintenance; 

(3) Operation; 

(4) Depreciation; 

is in the Budget only given in the latter form, repairs and maintenance and 
operating expenses being merged into one, and each of the three headings is 
supported by a statement of details. Each heading is further adjusted by the 
variation in suspense account, i.e., working: capitnl, during the year and by deduct
ing the expenses chargeable to worked lines. 

294. 'rhe only alteration suggested in the method of submission is (I) that 
the statement of revenue expenditures and receipts and the supporting statc
ments should be so altered as to agree with the amended accounts suggested for 
the Annual Report; (2) that the net revenue allocated under their contracts to 
worked lines should be treated as a deduction from net income and included in 
Vote No. 11 in the Government Railway Budget. The reasons for this change 
are given in Chapter VTI; (3) that the variation in working capital (at present 
called Nuspense account) should be taken out of the revenue statement and in
cluded as a special item in the Capital Vote under the true heading, viz.: In
crease or Decrease in Working Capital. This figure, with the normal (>xt.ension 
of railways from year to year, Will u.sually be an increase. . 

295. The remaining statements in the individual Railway Budget are the 
following:- . 

Statement D, showing superior appointments and scale of pay thereof., 
Programme 04 New Construction. Demand No.7. 
Abstract of' capital programme on open line supported by full details. 

Demand No.8. . 
Expenditure from Depreciation Fund. Demand No. 10. 
Stores transactions for coming year. 
Manufacturing operations for coming year. 

There is no need for much change in these forms, but each railway should make 
up its Budget in identically the same form as that recommended in Chapter VTI 
for its aunual accounts. 

296. Particular attention is' called to the variation in the form of the new 
Abstract IV (formerly Abstract- IX) 'fhich contains a summary of expenditure 
with a deduetion for administration expenses, store expenses and electrio de
partment expenses, whieh, as explained in Chapter VII are distributed as over
head and other charges through the remainder of the Abstracts. 

297. The General Railway Budget itself as presented to the Legislature 
should be supported by a consolidated income aecount as described in Chapter 
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YII which, for Budget purposes should be made up in four columns to confonn 
to the ~est of the Budget statements, vie. :-

(1) Final Expenditure 'for the year 1925-26 ; 
(2) Budget Estimate for the year 1926-27 ; 
(3) Revised Estimate for the year' 1926-27 ; 
(4) Budget Estimate for the year 1927-28 ; 

and there fhould be furnished also the consolidated balance sheet with a com
plete set 0 Exhibits drawn up in three cblumns, vie. :-

(1) Actual as at March 31st, 1926 ; 
(2) Estimated as at March 31st, 1927 ; 
(3) Estimated as at March 31st, 1928 i 

and statements showing the increase. or decrease in working capital in the year, 
and a summary of stores and wor.kshop accounts all in the forms given in Ap
pendix IlL 

298. One other matter of some importance remains to be dealt with. In 
making comparisons between Budget Estimates and actual results, it is neces
sary to have regard to the gross revenue upon which the estimated expenditures 
in the nudget were based. If this gross revenue varies materially, there should 
follow automatieally some variation in expenses. A comparison between esti
mated and actual expenditure without taking this factor into account might be 
misleading. For instance, a reduction in gross revenue should be accompanied 
by some reduction in expenses. A comparison of these expenses with the Budget 
Estimate would, therefore, show a reduction, and yet the administration might 
have been more extravagant than was necessary, which extravagance 
would fail to be disclosed by reason of the reduction in the total. 

299. For a proper comparison, it is necessary that a separation be made 
between those expenses which are unaffected by annual or other variations in 
tJ'allic earnings and those which are so affected. The experience of previous 
years will enable some sort of ratio to be established between invariable and 
variable expenses respectively. If gross revenue has increased or decreased, 
the Budget estimate of expenses should be revised by increasing or decreasing 
the variable expenses in the proportion which past experience has shown to be 
the equivalent to a percentage increase or decrease in gross earnings. This is 
a matter which should be investigated by the statistical officers of the Railway 
Board and a method perfected by Which a more accurate comparison would be 

-obtained not so much between the actual expenses and the Budget Estimate, but 
between tbl' actual expenses and what the Budget Estimate would have been if 
the actual variation in traffic receipts had been known at the time it was pre-
pared. . 

300. I put forward one other suggestion for consideration, but make no re
commendat.ion thereon at the present time. 'The Budget Estimates of Expendi
ture are, as already stated, not made up under the hloladings of the respective 

'abstracts, hut as a summary of the main headings under each abstract. It is 
worth consideration whether a clearer view of tbe railway accounts would not 
be obtained if the functional divisions on which the abstracts have been drawn 
up were preserved throughout, not only in the railway accou&ts but in the Budget 
Estimates also. There would seem little doubt that the functional division is the 
best, but there may well, be doubt whether this division is sufficiently superior 
to the existing division by account heads to justify a change in the Budget which 
would for some little time to come disturb comparisons with previous years. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

STATISTICS. 

301. In the Report of the East India (Railway Committee 1920-21) a sev~re 
comment is made upon the statistics at that time being prepared ~n .the InqIan 
Railways. Extracts from this report are given in Chapter I, and It IS suffi~lent 
here to say that since that time the· whole of these statistics have been reVised, 
alld that nothing but approval can be given for the work which h!,-s been acco~
plished in this direction during the last few years. Men of co~s~derable statis
tical and accounting ability have been engaged in 8: carefu! re.vIslOn not only. of 
the Etatistjcs themselves, 'but of the methods of theIr compilation, and, speakmg 
generally, both are on the right lines. 

302. In order that the important branch of Statistics may be put on a proper 
Imsis, I recommend the following organisation :-

(a) The Railway Board already have a Chief Statistical Officer who is 
responsible for gathering together, interpreting and criticising the 
statistics received from the different railways and preparing the 
summaries for the monthly and annual pUblications. No change is 
suggested in this organisation, which seems to work well. The title 
of the Chief Statistical Officer might perhaps be changed to that 
of .. Assistant Director in Charge of Statistics," which would give 
him a somewhat higher standing when dealing with the officials of 
different railways. 

(b) In the case of the individual railways there should be attached to the 
Agent's Office a Chief Statistician with a title of " Deputy Agent 
(Statistics) " who would act for the Agent in the same capacity as 
the Assistant Director in Charge of Statistics to the Railway Board. 
He would, however, have nothing to do with the compilation but 
only with the interpretation and criticism of the statistics; from 
the results of his study, weak points would be taken up promptly 
with the Agent and his Deputies. -

(e) The Railway Board should appoint a Standing Statistical Committee 
consisting of the Assistant Director in charge of Statistics with 
representatives of the different operating departments on the state 
Railways and 'of the Chief Accountants of the separate Railways. 

(d) The Statistical Committee should lay down. the method of prepara
tion to be adopted so as to ensure that the best methods are adopted 
by all railways. 

(e) The Committee should from time to time revise the Statistics publish
ed monthly and annually by the Board, and should approve or other~ 
wise any additional Statistics, which individual railways may desire 
to prepare for regular publication. 

(f) No statistical efficer should be allowed to add to the regular authoris
ed statistical compilation any further tahle until it has been approv
ed by the Statistical Committee, but this would not preclude the 
preparation of any figures specially required from time to time. 

(g) Any suggestions for a change in methods of compilation should be 
laid before the Committee immediately. 

303. All statistics in the railways, except such as consist solely of figures 
supplied by the operating departments of the railways and require no tabulation 
01' compilation, would be in charge of a compilation officer under the Chief Ae . 

. count.ant with the title of " Accountant in charge of Statistics." It would be 
his duty to compile and issue all the regular monthly and annual tables authoris
ed by the Railway Board, and also to prepare for the Deputy Agent (Statistics) 
any special information required from time to time. He should collaborate 
closely with the Deputy Agent (Statistics) and consult freely with him as to any 
chang-e~ that may seem likely to improve either the statistics themselves or the 
efficicll('Y of the methods used to produce them. 

304. He would have under him a .machine section, and it would be part of his 
duty to carry out in that section any work for the accounting department that 
may hc suitable fO.r this section to do. His staff should be carefully trained 
in the use of machme methods, and he should have a sufficient number of chief 
clcrk~ to ensure that efficient supervision over the work which is required by its 
importance. This section would not necessarily compile all statistics for in
st.ance, the new plan of audit of traffic receipts set out in Chapter VIII' contem
plates the production of all Passenger Mile, Ton Mile and Commodity Statistics, 
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ill th? ~entral Traffic A~dit Section, which wou~d sent to the. Deputy Agent 
(StatistIcs) and to the Chief Accountant of each railway the reqUlred summaries. 

. 305. One further word of caution seems desirable. The value of statistiCj! 
is nndoubted, and most useful information is obtainable therefrom, particularly 
by the Railway Board, and Agents and their subordinates on the individual 
railways. It should, however, be remembered that continuous personal inspec
tion and supervision by officials in charge of small sectioJls of the line is of greater 
value than statistics in obtaining economy of operation, and any tendency to sub
stitute the study of statistics for such personal inspection should be ruthlessly 
checked. 

306. The first essential in considering what statistics are to be prepared is 
whether or 110 and to what extent they will be of use to those responsible for the 
operlttion of the railways, and the second is that they must be prepared promptly 
and within the shortest possible period after the occurrence of the transactions 
to which they relate. There is a tendency amongst statistical compilers to lose 
sight in the midst of the mass of figures with which they have to deal of the 
purpose' which these figures are to serve, and to prepare a nmnber of statistical 
statements whir.h can ·be of no real practical use. On the other hand, it is 
equlllly true that operating officials, who have not the same knowledge of sta
tist.ical methods or of what can be produced in that direction as the officials in 
charge nf their preparation, are ·not always prepared to accept as necessary the 
statements submitted to them, and cases have been brought to my knowledge 
where it was only after it had been proved that the figures given disclosed 
directions in which waste was taking place and improvements could be made 
that they were accepted. Perfection lies in the mean between these two views. 
This can be obtained only by a combination of the minds of the Operating Official, 
tile Statistical Officer, and the Statistical Compiler . 

. 307. As an instance of the needless pUblication of statistics, I would refer to 
two ·volumes of passenger and gooods traffic statistics prepared by some railways 
annually which contain from 400 to 500 pages of figures. These are comprised 
under a number of useful headings, to' which nothing but praise can be given, 
btlt are worked out for each station on the railway. They are not in themselves 
of' much use, but form the groundwork for the preparation of the really useful 
figures. If the same figures were published for each section or division only of 
the railway, the annnal statement in each volume would be reduced to about five 
pages of figures. This would be a document which if prepared even monthly 
might be of considerable use to the operating officials, but even then it would 
have to be completed at a much earlier date after' the close of the transactions. 

308. Delays in the preparation of statistics at the present time are mainly 
due to the fact that no commencement is made thereon until after the close of the 
month to which they relate, whereas in most cases the documents from which 
tbe" are originally compiled could be available daily, and the sorting, the tabulat
ing'and the final compilations could be carried on from day to day and completed 
shortly after the close of the month. With a fuller use of machine methods of 
aurlit "and compilation will come greater speed both 'in the preparation of the 
statistiC's, in the audit of the accounts, in the preparation of costs and in the 
Dlany other matters connected with the activities of a railway. 

309. Another point to be mentioned is that to many, and particularly to 
those who are not familiar with accounts, it is much easier "to read and obtain a 
knowlerlge of the salient points from a graph or chart than from a table of figures. 
After a slight study of the principles on which such charts are made up, they 
can be read with the greatest ease and show almost. at a glance whether any peak 
has occurred which appears to call for corrective action. Directly some salient 
point of a bad nature .appears 0»; the chart, the matter ",:ould be !it once ref~rred 
to the particular offiCIal responSIble and a full explanation furmshed by hIm of . 
tlu, cause thereof and remedies therefor. It is worth the consirleration of the 
Railwav Board and of the agents of the different railways whether some such 
sVRtem'of graphs could not to an ~ven greater exte!lt than'at present take the 
place of the volumes of figures WhICh are now subnutted. 

310. There is a tendency to prepare regoularly and continuously any statistics 
which have been once asked for .. This ·ten~en~ shonld be severely cheC'ked, 
and no discretion should be left WIth the statIstical officer to prepare regularly 
nil a matter of routine any statements additional to those in the official list. At 
the same tilne it should be his duty if some special statistics are required for any 
purpose to p~epare these promptly and send them to the department asking for 
t.hem. .Any request to continue the preparation of these for a few :we.eks or for 
a few mouths, according to whether they are weekly or monthly stailstIcs, should 

• 
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be immediately referred to the Chief Accountant to take up in the usual course 
with the Statistical Committee of the Railway Board. It is only in this way 
that a check can be kept on the statistical compilation section and its expense 
kept within reasonable bounds. 

311. The statistics prepared by the railways on the instructions of the Rail· 
way Board may be conveniently divided into three classes as under ,-

I. Those provided by the operating departments for which no grll8t 
accumulation of figures are required, viz. ,-

(1) Miles of route and single track, etc. 
(2) Locomotives in us~ in repair shops, etc. 
(3) Coaches and wagons, in repair shops, etc. 
These statistics call for no comment. 

II. Those which are supplied by the accounting department from their 
books and records, vie. ,_. . 

The monthly accounts of revenue and expenditure wIth the relative 
abstracts. These should follow the forms given in Chapter VII 
of this Report, and no further comment need be made thereon 
here, except to emphasise that no other arrangement of these 
figures appears to be necessary, and that certain duplications 
which at present exist should be avoided. 

TIl. Those which require a considerable amount of compilation before 
useful figures can be obtained. 

312. This last division includes the great bulk of the statistics and 1;he 
method of their preparation now in force varies in every railway. In one or 
another, machine methods have been adopted for the different compilations, 
but these methods are not yet universal. This tentative arrangement was 
wisely adopted in the first instance with a view to testing the nse and economy 
of tabulating machines, and thereby much usefnl information has been acquired 
and methods. of using the macbines hl¥'e been perfected. These machine 
methods sh01ild now be extended to all railwa.ys and the necessary machines 
supplied for thll purpose. 

313. It will be useful now to state shortly what are the factors upon which 
the Ip.achine calculations are based and the method of arriving at the funda
mental fltatiSticS, and then to consider the derived statistics with special re
ference to a limitation of their quantity to those which are really usefnl to the 
operating and controlling officials and are likely to lead to greater economy and 
efficiency of operation. 

314. The first and perhaps the most important gToup of fundamental statis
tics are those which are derived from the Freight Invoices. At present. 
summaries of these invoices are received from stations only after the end of 
the month 11,1 which they relate, there has consequently been considerable delay 
ill the T1reparation of these figures. Under the system for Traffic Audit recom
mended in Chapter VITI of this Report, this work would be considerably ex
pedited. By the use of punched cards and sorting and tabulating machines, 
the figurllS by commoditi€s of goods earnings, tonnage and ton miles from 
statioll to station on each railway system should be available by the 20th of 
tIle succeeding month_ Ton miles are now quickly obtainable by the density 
method invented by Mr. W. H. Scott, as set out ill the Appendix" E " to the 
" Report on the Systems of Station Accounts and Audit Procedure. 1920-21;" 
and .since elaborated and improved by him in the offices of the North Western 
Railway. Similar methods also produce statistics of passengers, passenger 
miles and passenll"er density. These statistics being all prepared from care
fully checked original documents, e.g., goods invoices and passenger ticket classi
fieations and completed on machines with a minimum of clerical work may be 
taken as accurate and reliable. 

315. The next set of statistics is that relating to ema.ne' perform81lce and 
eonsumption. The bases for these are (a) the engine drivers' reports, (b) th" 
!ruards' jonrnals or guidances, and (el the issues by sheds to engines of coal and 
oil fuel and lubricants. The forms in .nse for "Em~ine Drivers and Guards Re
ports vary on different railways; but a good deal of attention has been I!'iven 
to the matter in connection with fuel ep.onomy campaigns on both the Gred 
Indian Pl"mnsula and North Western Railways and the forms are still in 
process of revision. x's these returns have to meet other requirements of tra ns
portation officials liS well as statistics. it is best left to them in consultation 
with the statistical officers to settle the forms thereof. 
lA20RD 
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form tbfl basis of ton mile and commodity statistics, but they are obtaina~ 
more speedily and are of greater use to the operating officials. The engine 
driver's report, should be fairly accurate as it is concerned only with movements 
and times. The guard's journal would be sufficiently accurate as to. number 
of'vehicles attached and detached, but the particulars of vehicle tare and weight 
of contents (goods) are not altogether reliable. It is stated that wagon tares 
as.p.ainted on wagnns are not always accurate and that the wagon labels from 
which weight of contents are taken are not as legible as they might be, and these 
defects, added perhaps to soma want of care on the .guard's part: in trans
cribing the figures, even as he reads them, tend to general.inaccuracy. There is, 
however, no particular reason why errors should be all one way so that in the 
collection of a mass of figures· from these sources the aggregate of· all errors 
should not be sufficiently serious to invalidate. the results fo)) the purposes for 
w~ch the:y;are req¢red. 

317. From these two forms are obtained vehicles. by class and number and 
their, tare and. contents, weight, attached and detl!ched at each station on the 
tr,a,in run, and from these the freight and, vehicle denllity for each train and for 
each" engine by which it is hauled. . . 

318. The thirdo:riginal! document required,to complete this set of statiAtics 
is. the issue note of fuel, oil and other sUl}plies by engine. sheds, to ,engines. The 
information on this form i~ subject to·limitatioDsPlldicwarif .IIS to> issues of fuel. 
noa1. iF\ usual~y accepted, at colliery weights, whic.h are not often, weights as 
received, on account both of' variatioJl dne to percentage of moisture and to 
losses and perhaps thefts en rOllte. . Coal is delivered to engines usually hy 
baskets un_i~hedi and there are other well known reasons why.· the weight 
of, coal eharg-ed' tI:l and acoepted by an ellgine driver may be inaccura.te. Tbese· 
defects ean! be lar!tely overcome by the erection of Weigh· seales both, for truckll 
and baskets· at, each shed and by closer Rnd more reliable' supervisioDi 

319. Up to· the present the diffprent railways'hmrebeen. investigating the 
pORsibility of statistics w.hich will with r/lasonablil accuracy give them an eqUjl
tion between engine consumption and' w.ork Perfbtmerl This 'Wol'k has been 
proceeding more or less independently and has reached different. stal(cs on 
different railways. The proper use of these threp reports and their rapid cou
versibn into statistics· will be of great valu" to tranRpottation officers and' will 
supply n longifeli·want : this in itRAlf should lead to a !treater accuracy in their 
prepar.ation. In A'Ppendix XII, g,.,ction I; will be found' a sbott descriptio1\! 
of 8.i method. for' using these reportR which appeal'S to produce simply and .by 
machine methods the results required. The s1lg!("estion has heen discussed WIth 
railway officials who, without committing themselves to details, have.approved 
it ill> principle and subject to any amendments resultin~ from. pracboal tests. 
I should particularly mention the Great. I1).dian Peninsu.lp., North Western and· 
BQm\)8Y, Barod8.i and Central India Railways. whose suggestions and practical 
exp.erienoe· have been vainabill. 

, 32V. Th.eprirnM"Y unit of this compilation is a di",i8ion engine; and alI the 
statistic€ derived fromiit will be related tn the work of,a division engine whether 
on. its home diVisioll or· on another. The results. therefore, do not apply tb a; 
divisi0n alrea, although, if ·necessary, hysub-dividing the reports whaneve!" atl 
engiIJ{>. passes from one- division t.o another, strict· division figures could be 
obtfiiliM'd. It would' appear, however; that with a possible ~ensioli" of .too 
practi~e already m·force on some railways of rnn!l'iug e~mes belonging to OM 
divi.sion fflI acontinuons' mnovar two oremore, this illf~nmati.6n tnaf be lmneeee
sary~ 

321. Before dealing with the varioJs statist.ics derived from these funda, 
mental nnits,' there are some general qup.stions to which reference should· be 
made .. 

322. It has been the practice on Indian Railways to divide all expenseB 
bp.tween passenger .and goods traffic on the basis of ton rnjles of each class of 
traffic carried. 'This has also involved assuming- a rnle for conversion of pas
senger· miles into passenger ton miles under which an arbitrary weight is put 
npon a passenger and his luggage, varying with each class of traffic. Moreover 
no nftl'mpt is made to allocate each expense head to Passenger and Goods Tra!Dc 
accOI,<ling to the service it repreBE'nts IIlthough n ltTeat J>ilrt of the cO'":t of mam
tanance of' rolling stock, commercia'! and transportation' expenses l~ <;aPllble 
of di'J"eet allo~.ation. For these reaRons it 'would appear that the prmClple of 
dhiding; pxpenses dn the basis of ton miles of. goods and passenger traffic is' 
inaccur"t-e. 
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323. rhe method'now in force in tIle United States, niade effecti;ve 1,>y the 
'ItiteTstate' 'Commerce Commission \lnner date 1st ,January, 1920, is probably 
the most accurate yet devised. It is contained. ill a document entitled " Rules 
go'Verning'the separation of operating e~"Penses between Freight Service and 
'PaesengetService of large Steam Railways" issued by the GovernmentPrinting 
(\)ffiee at 'W Bshington in 1920. In :Appendix XII Section III, a summary of this 
mett<bod applied to' the Abstracts of Expenditure as amended in this Report.(see 
!A,ppendi..'( III) ,will be found. 

3.2'4. ExceptioI' the division of Maintenance of Vi' ay and ,Structures ,the 
llrinCiples of this allocation have p~en contimlOusly in foree since 1915. At ,that 
time it was suggested that Maintenance of Way and Structures not dir,ectly 
divisiblt' should 'be divided in proportion either to gross ton miles or engine ton 
miles, but in 1920 this snggestion was abandoned and the division on the 'basis 
of fuel consumption was definitely accepted. As ,to the relative' aceuracy of 
this or any other basis of division of Maintenance ,of Way expenditurea,to give 
effect to the different factors of speed load, nature of equipment, etc., which 
lUust affect the question I am not competent to speak I "can ·only Teport that 
the hlllSil' of ,fuel ,consumption appears to ,have been, definitely' accepted by the 
largest railroad system in the world and to have passed withoutpublic,oomment 
for seV'cn years. Whatever basis is adopted, it would seem quite suffioient ,that' 
{his division of expenses should not be made more than anee a yeal:. 

325. I also recommend that passenger statistics be based ,ohly on passengers 
carried and passenger miles, and that the calculation of net passenger ton miles 
IDe tdiSf/ontiuued. 

326. If these recommendations be adopted, it would .follow that any tables 
now prepared which :apportion expenses on railroads and divisions 'between 
goods ancil passenger traffic would also be diBcontinued'lllSmonthly 'compilations. 

, There nre other good reasons for the abandonm\mt of the ,distr.ibution'both 
mornhlyand yearly of earnings over divisions which occupy a considerable 
9p&\'3e Jin 'the "IIlonthly ptililications of some railways. The duty of ,a :Division 
Superintendent.is to obtain as much traffic as possible and.to move .. this traffic 
efficienllly ,over :his :lines at the .lowest possible cost. The expenses over 'Which 
he 'ha~ auy (lontroll1relimited' ,to wages, payments 'to contractors for 'main
tenance work, ,staff 'salaI1ies 'aud stores· consumed. There can be 'nopossilJle 
object in apportioning OiVerdivisions aU other 'expensesofthe'contmeTcial a:nd 
transportation activities of the railway over which the divisionals11,penintendent 
has no control. I, therefore, recommend that in futul'e only a statement. of actual 
~penscs .incurred ·in .. the division for the nse of the Divisional.Officerbe pre
pared and that all additional statements of divisional earnings and expenses 
at pres'lnt ,p:\'l\psred. be ,.disoontinued. 

327. It should he the duty of the Chief..A.cc<~untant to .furnish· 'the Division 
Superintendent as frequently as required, .and within.8;,few;days ,of:the"end of 
the 'period 'to 'Which they relate, a statement of ,!:pe expenses ·:which. he !lontrols. 
A comparison of these expenses with the.goods and passenger traffic moved and 
with that originating on .the division ,would ·give iiima:ll 'that is necessary to 
show the economy.and .efficiency ,pf .hill, management. ' 

It has been the practice on some railways not only to Bivi.de eXJlenses over 
Divisions but also to distribl,1te their . earnings 'on a tion mrlle ,baBiB. Traffic re
ooiptsdepeni'l. on rates, a!ld while ,the advic.e of ,ad!>i..visionaLCluperintendent on 
the rates for traffic originating on his division would ,naturally ,ha'lle ,weight 
~th ,-'be :i"ailwBIY·e'Xeeutive.s, {his is ndt a matter whi<ih ,he ,can ,determine or 
for which he,~an 'be heIB:responsible. This practice should also be .disconti~ned. 

SlIB. ·trhe·prlblished.~tatistics are ,of ,two kinds: . 

•• (a) Those publi~hed 'by the Railway 'Board 'both montl:ily and annuan;' 
for all -nallways bothStateOwJ1edand,oiliers. . . 

'. (b,) Th(J)se.prepBTedby lnaiVidual ·Railw.llYs ror their Qwn .nseand 'fQf 
submission to the Railway Board. . 

If'.herannualstitisticsareptil:llished in Volume Jl of theA,imual iRQPlIi't,1If 
the Railway Board, The information is wlill and clearly.set out, and, (g~nerally 
speakiog "and. wbject to the lIomarkswhieh ifoliow ·this· volume, contains all 
that is .lJecessar.y ,.IIdl~ little .thll:tlis unneeessary. 'lit ApPElndix XlI, Section II, 
will 'b,e found.ra ,detalled,t;rltiClliIll 'ofsome'?f these .tables 'and 's~gestions for 
theil'lmprov~l.lt. . ~thlB,ehu.pterI'deal Wlth· certamgeneral questions arising 
from Ihese cntiClsmS. 
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329. The annual volume of statistics published .by the Railway Board is 
divided into two sections. Section A contains summary totals only for all 
lines uuder various classifications, while Section B contains similar figures for 
each indiVidual railway system, the totals in a general way agreeing with 
the summaries in Section A: but the summaries in Table A are not (as they 
should be) referenced to Section B. Tlius Tables I to VI in Section A deal with 
Revenue Receipts, Working Expenses, Interest Charges and Capital at Charge 
of State Owned and other railways, and are supported by Tables I to VII in 
Section B. In both sets of tables there is Bome unnecessary repetition, and sug
gestions are made in Appendix XII for the consolidation of these statements, 
thus avoiding duplication and tending to simplification. 

330. Three different methods of classifying railways are adopted in these 
tables, vie. :-

(a) State Lines worked by the State and by Companies. 
(b) Class I, IT and ITI Railways. 
(c) Railways according to methods of working classification (a) is also 

included in (b), but the figures do not agree as 'they should do. 
These tables require to be entirely rearranged, and with a view ot\saving 

space and avoiding duplication, the suggested new forms which are fully ex
plained in Appendix XII consist of the following :-

(l) A statement of capital at charge. 
(2) A statement of income giving groBs earnings, working expenses and 

net revenue. 
(3) A statement of gross earnings showing .the different sources. 
(4) A statement of working expenses by Abstracts and Budget Demands. 

There are other discrepancies between the tables to which reference is made 
in Appendix XII and which go to show that insufficient care is taken in their 
preparation. 

331. The remaining Tables deal with statistics as distinct from finance, 
and few comments are called for. The more important criticisms have refer
ence to terminology which might with advantage be improved in the following 
respects to avoid a certain amount of confusion in the Tables. 

332. Engine mile and hours should throughout be classified as :_ 
(a) Train engine miles or hours, i.e., of engines hauling trains of any 

kind. . 

(b) Other engine miles or hours, i.e., light, assisting, standing, etc. 
(c) TotaI.engine miles or hours. 

Train hours will differ from train engine hours only by the time of a train 
standing without an engine attached. , 

333. Ton miles should be classified as :-
(a) Traffic ton miles, i.e., the product of weights and distances carried 

of goods' only. 
(b) Traction ton miles, i.e., the product of wei&:hts and distances hauled 

by engines, including vehicle tare. 
(0) Gross ton miles, i.e., products of weights and distances hauled by 

engines including both vehicle tare and engine weight. 
Under the present practice, net tbn miles is used to denote traffic ton 

miles, and gross ton miles is used for both traction and gross ton miles as de
,fined above, resulting in some confusion in the Tables. 

334. The terms Coaches and Wagons should be used universally to denote 
passenger and goods vehicles respectively, and the .term Vehicle to denote 
both' coaching and goods vehicles. . 

335. In some cases statistics are worked up for units which do not appear 
the best that could be adopted, e.g. :-

• 
(a) Fuel an~ oil POllsumption of .l0com~tives is ,!orked ont per gross 

, ton mile and also per engme mIle. The unportant unit is un. 
doubtedlythe grOBS ton mile being the work done by the engine 
Under the statistics of engine performance, the amount of fuei " . 
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and oil used \>y engines on " Other Engine" miles or hours can 
be ascertained approximately, and this together with wages of the 
crew while on " Other" service forms the overhead expense, the 
proportion of which to "Train engine" cost is an important. 
factor. 

(11) Commodity statistics are given for a number of selected commodi
ties in the form of total tons carried and total earnings, while the 
more important figures of ton miles carried and earnings per ton 
mile of each are omitted. The number of tons carried seems a use
less figure for transportation statistics unless distance is also taken 
into account. • 

336. In addition to the Annual Statistics, the Railway Board also publishes 
a volume of fifty pages of monthly statistics for all railways, which is issued 
two months after the date to which the bulk of the figures relate, and also con
tains figures of passenger and freight traffio (numbers, miles and tonnage) and 
earnings and expenses for the previous month,i.e., three months after the month 
to which they refer. Under the system suggested in this report for Traffic 
Audit and Income and Expenditure Accounts, each railway should be able to 
supply. its figures to the Railway Board at least by the. end of the succeeding 
month, and should endeavour to send them by the 20th of that month. If this 
be done, the Railway Board monthly pUblication should be' published as regards 
all its contents by the middle of the second month, and it should be possible 
when the new system is thoroughly orgauised to reduce this period to five weeks 
or. less. 

337. The individual railways, in addition to the statistics prepared for the 
.Railway Board, prepare somewhat voluminous tables for their own use. As 
already indicated, less latitude should be allowed in this direction and the pub
licatious should be strictly controlled by the suggested Statistical Committee. 
In Appendix XII, Section IV, a detailed comment is made on those published 
by the North 'Western Railway, with suggestions fQr improvement and condensa
tion. The pUblication of large volumes of figures is the ca1l8e of considerable 
expense, and much economy could be obtained if operating, statistical and ac
counting officers would remember this and endeavonr to limit statistics to those 
which are really: of service in promoting' economy and efficiency. 

338. 'fhe remainder of the Tables call for no comment. They are excellent
ly arranged Rnd appear to give in a convenient form all information necessary. 
If the suggestions already made are carried out, the statistics.. will be a model 
of what railway statistics should be and will reBect additional credit on those 
who have in a comparatively short period remodelled the statistics which re
ceived such severe criticism in Sir William Acworth's report. 
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C1HAPTERXVI. 

·METHODOF DEALING WITH FREIGHT ON STORES AND SUPPLIES 
FOR USE 'ON THE 'RAILWAY. 

339. 'l:he .present practice under which Freight on 'Coal for the use of the 
.Railway~ •. and on all other Railway Material, is charged in the acceunts ap
,pea~s to be :inconsistent. In Bemecases ,no charge is made; in others a charge 
is!I'.llde at a'l'educed }'ate ; and in others ·again fuU lI'atesare charged. It is 
c1enl' that. there sheuldbe 8 consistent systemthreugheutthewTIole of the Rail
ways in India under which these charges are to be made, ·!At >the same time, 
a railway carr.yiug its own materials fer its own linesh.ould not m~e 8 ·pr.ofit 
thereout; nor, .on the ether hand, sheuld the·railway be .subjected ·te& ·1.088 by 
reason .of carrying this freight free of charge. 

840. ,In the case ,of freight .carriedby 'onemilway fer another, ·there WOlild 
,·seem to be ·no reas.on why the first ,railway ,sh.ould not earn 8 profit -thereottt 
·bychal'gingthe second Tailwaythe full freight ch8ll'ge which would be .t)sid 
,by .the .public.Jn ,the case of freight £.or ·construction 'pur-poses, thec.ost of 
e.onstructioR will be reduced if no freight is chargeE! ; on' 'the other hand, :t'he 
.cost ,.of moving -the materials 'exists and !sheuld be cemridered as part 'of 'the 
.o.ost of .construction;while 'again :the railway 'for wh.om 'the 1lenstncti.on is 
being .carried ·.out sh.ould not make a profit the1'eout lbyunduly swelling the 
capital(\o~t. h ,this ,respect, there isa diffeFetlce of 'pri'OOiple,between 'freight 
.on capital material and. freight .on revenue material. In the fermer C81!e, 'attY 
charge to capital is a credit, and, in 'SO far as ,these ·coodilt;s I_aeed the cest of 
'trmJ~p01'tlition, '8 ,pr.ofit . til' ,revenue. .In the latter .oase, whatever <is credi.tell 
'to earl/jugs for frei.ght is als.o a debit t.o expenses 'as the Clost of thetransporia
tiQn of 'the 'revenue materials. 

3ill. Defirute and clear principles emerge from these 'considerations :
'(1-) 1I'hat each ratlway should charge full dassifica:tionraies oDaU 

'mati'rialcoll'Veyed for 'another railway which is not .part of its .operating 
·'System. 

(2) That all matel'ial conveyed fora ·railway If.or its own ·use, 'Whether 
fer revenue or fer constructi.on purposes"sh.ould be charged and eredited 
'M 'R'l'ellileed rate 'calculated to represent appr.oximately theoost ·tlf 
'trauspdrttition. Thill cost might safely be considered t.o be 60 per . cent. 
~f 'llhe 'fun ->clasllificlition' tate. ' 

'These ·pr.ov;isions 'would .only apply ,in 'Bases 'M'heITe IJD.llterials ·and " supplies 
were t1elivered t.o th~ railway ·c.ompany ·.at : stations! on ,the ,line, and fFeigbt 'Was 
not payable by the suppliers. 

342. A question of B~e importance arises in connection with the alloca
tion of coal and other supplies to various points on the line, the freight rates 
t.o which will vary c.onsiderably. The cost of transportati.on is clearly part of 
the c.ost .of such supplies; but, just as the Post Office carries letters to all parts 
of the couutry at a flat rate, it is fer acc.ounting and statistical purposes perhaps 
simpler, and at the same time unebjecti.onable, t.o average the freight and .other 
charges on materials fer railway use, over the wh.ole of such materials, irrespect-
ive of the peint to which they are delivered. . • 

343. 1n connection with stores, provision has been made in Chapter VII 
for collecting all expenses in connection with st.ores to Abstract G and for 
adding t.o the c.ost of all stores a percentage estimated t.o meet this expense. 
In this way all expense attributable to st.ores will be included in the issue price 
and in the charge to the division or section using them. 

The main use of coal is for transportation purposes and all expense there
on is a charge t.o that abstract. Coal is, however, used for .other purp.oses and 
this use may increase with the e.xtension of electricity genera,ted 'in Central 
Power Plants. All coal used for other purposes than transportation sheuld be 
charged at cost with the addition .of a percentag~ t.o cover freight and charges 
which should be credited t.o the charges there.on m Abstract D Transp.ortation. 
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GHAP'IEB· XVII. 

MBCHANISED ACCOUNTING, 

34:1. }'or many years past the use of machuws, and other labour saving 
dl)vices has been. rapidly iIlCl'easing, particularly in. England and the United 
states, al\d there is little doubt that mechanised accounting wethods will ~e 
e:dended even more r!\pidly in future. The greater progress ill the Un~ted 
Statea hils been Illrgely due to tile high salary cost of < ()Iefieal staff, and it has 
been· u8ually IlSSllmed tbat on accollnt of the mucb lower salary cost in India 
there would not be the same inducement in that country to displace clerks in 
favour of machines. Experiments successfully made by Mr. Scott at Lahore 
and, by the Statistica100mpilation Office.rs" on the Eastern' Bengal; Great' Indian 
Pt>ninsular and other Railways have proved that considerable savings can be 
made by' these machine methods, even with the limited use at present made of 
them. 

345.. My. own enq)liries and observation~ have. satisfied me that consider
able eOIll;lOmy together with the even more important advantages of. greater 
acoural'Y and speed in obtaining results can be realised by using lllachi.ne~ and 
other lllbpur saving devices to as great an extent as possible in. place of labour 
of such low efficiency as is found in the junior ranks of the clerical staff. At 
the SaYJjO time, it must be noted that. more efficient supervision, anq a greater 
aIIlount of it •. is absolutely neC€.8sary if the fullest measure of advantage is· to 
be obt.aineq from ll)achine method!>. 

346, An important part of the reorganisation to be effected· if the system 
.of acoounting. recommended in this Repor~ is adopted. will' be·in the selection 
and training of well educated and skilled accountants with a sound training 
in mpp.erI), bookkeepillg anq accounting as well· as machi.ue metl;1ods. to fill the 
110~ts of Oitlflerv.isors and assistants to officers, .jn w. hose sections mechanical 
OQvices a,re inst;tllcd. The nucleus exists in the offices already mentioned, and 
it.must be e~panded by careful selection of the most suitable men and without· 
I!1lY I:egard. to seniprity or personal preferences .. 

347. Alilother . equally impor41nt point is the proper housing and care of 
the mlWhhles adopted for. use. Complaints have been made to me that· the 
Ilortin!pluo, tabulating machines in use at Lahore are not reliable, are frequently 
oot .of or<\or, . and that the results 6htained: from these machines have to be 
ooQcked. ~. carefully as the." head and hand" work of the clerical staff; In 
view /If th'l'large number. of such machines ill use in other countries, the general 
reliabilit.l" and aOOiuracy of these machines alld the' testimony to their value 
given by their ~x.tooded and in.creasing use for work in which reliability is 
abllQlutoll\' essel/ltial, I· find it· very difficult to accept these complaints. In 
l.ahore w~ere they originate, the machi;ues are housed most unsuitably; they 
IIIB; old, lIlMhines which have 11£)t been properly looked, after, and owing to the 
SftI.all·· numb en in, use in. India. the ser\'iee given by the mallUfactllrers' agents 
has. not. boon as· good as it sh()uld have beell, particularly haviug regard to 
tbR. admitted' diffieultieli of the Indian climllte. At the same time, I filld that 
~l", machioc.8 have been in use at the Cust0m House ill Bombav for some 
year~ and my inspection of these mac.hines showed that they were properly housed 
il). 11 .speeial room· as far as possible ~ree £rO/I) dirt and dust, had been pro
IJ,flrly l<;>aked a~tel" and had given throughout the whole period excellent and 
3/lcllrMe service.. Thes.e two matters of. prOpel' housing and constlUlt and effi
ci~nt Emrvke are' of essential importance. to their successful use, and l' am 
.satisfi/ild. that both can be obtained' without difficulty, the former by the rail· . 
\Va.r. officialsanQ the lll-tter by the manufacturers and (heir /logents, who have 
.8ssu):.ed ll:¥!. that if machines are employed on the 'scale recommended ill this 
reppr.t th,lly .wj),l,s,ee that cGPtin1/.ous efJic.ient 'IDecllanica,l' service at all points 
i,I1 given. . 

348: AllGthfi factor requiring attention is the reluctance to see present 
employees displaced by machines. This reluc41ncl!< has not alway~ been passive, 
and has in some cases no doubt contributed to breakdowns and other mal
practice~, snch as omission to carry out properly the necessary checking of ori
ginal Qocnments. This is admittefl,ly a difficult problem, but it has alwavs 
existed and always will when any reforms involving less employment are i'D
troduced. While every effort should he made to avoid hardship, yet it is 
ess~ntial that efficiency be the main object and in so far as it involves reduc
tion in staff it must be carried through on the principle of the greatest good 
for the greatest number, vie.: that more efficient railway service is in the in
terests of the whole community. 
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349. Reference has been made in this report to (a) the Hollerith and the 
Powers sorting and tabulating machines; (b) the Remington and the Burroughs 
accounting machines; (e) the Dalton calculating machine and (d) the Compto
meter. All of these except the Burroughs machines which have only recentlv 
been introduced into India have been used in one or more divisions of the Rall
way ~cco~nting an~ ~uditip~ Department, and the companies have repre
sentahves In the prInCIpal clhes who are always ready to assist in the solu
tion of any particular problem. The Burrougbs Company has perhaps the 
great.e8t numb~r of differe~t types of ~chines, each particularly adaptable to 
cert~In ?perat~ons, and thelr representatives are now prepared to give efficient 
serVlCe In India. 

350. Both the Hollerith and Powers installations serve the same purpose, 
and both have been . thoroughly tried out in India. Each has its special ad
vantages and disadvantages which are well known to Mr. Scott and some of the 
statistical Compilation officers. One important matter should perhaps be 'II1en
tioned, de.: that the Hollerith system providell a mechanical check upon the 
punching of the cards, while in the Powers system the check must be a visual 
one. Similarly, other purposes of tabulation can be served by both the Reming
ton and Burroughs machines. The Remington Company has in the Dalton 
machine one of particular use to India for checking calculations. The whole 
operation is printed on a slip and it is impossible for a clerk, without detec
tion, to say that he has checked a number of calculations 'when, as a matter 
of fact, he has not done so. In all these cases, experience has already or will 
quickly !thow which are the most serviceable machines for different purposes, 
and the accounting service of the Railways should be guided accordingly. In 
recommending in this report certain machines for certain purposes I have been 
guided largely by experience in England and America. 

351. In addition to those already mentioned,' reference should be made to 
the Paramount Sorting System, which is quite unknown in India but is in con-

, side-rable use in England in cases where the amount of sorting and tabulating 
to be done would not justify the use of a Hollerith or Powers installation. The 
cards in this case have holes punched round the edge only (Part m, Form 218) 
and each hole is coded according to the sorting required. I.l'he information to 
be tabulated is typed on the body of the card. In operation the information 
is also recorded by clipping open the corresponding holes; then by passing a 
needle through any particular hole in a pack of cards a slight shake of the 
pack causes the cards ?n which that hole h!ls been clipped ~o fallout, thus 
sorting out ,all those which are of the same kmd as regards thiS one hole. By 
repeating this operation the sorting is continued down to the final result when 
all of tbe same number will be found in one pack. Each pack is then listed 
and totalled on a Burroughs machine, the reflJllts being identical with those 
obtained on a Hollerith or Powers machine. This method has been used to 
great advant.age to sort out stores issue notes (1) by store catalogue numbers, 
and (2) by account numbers to be charged, the holes being coded for these two 
numbers and 'the double di,stribution and totals easily and quickly obtained. 
The use of this svstem is suggested in some parts of this report for workshops, 
store and labour distribution!! when the quantity involved is too small to warrant 
a machine sorting and tabulating installation. 

352. One other matter should be mentioned. Loose leaf ledgers have been 
in common use for all purposes in England and America for the past 20 years' ; 
but while t.hev have been tried in the Railway Accounting Departments in India 
there appear~ to be a somewhat unreas~mable prejudice again~t their u~e .. For 
mechanised accounting th.ey are essenhal, and throughout thiS report it IS re
commended tbat they be adopted. I am. satisfied that ~f the usual and proper pre
cautions be arlopted they can be used Wlth even less risk than bound ledgers. In 
order to satisfy the objections railled, X have asked. Messrs. Morland & Impey Ltd., 
agent.s for loose leaf ledger forms to supply me wlt~ a c?mplete stat~ment of ~e 
~afe~uarrlR l!sually aflopted, a~d this statement whIch wlll be found 1D AppendiX 
XIII should set at rest the mmd of the greatest doubter. 
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CHAPTER XVllI. 

INSTALLATION OF NEW SYSTEM. 

353. In previous chapters and the relative appendices there has been set out 
Il complete new system of accounting for traffic earnings, stores, workshops and 
general accounts. 

354. So far as traffic earnings are concerned, the new system is already in use 
being under the superintendence of Mr. W. H. Scott, and its extension throughout 
the railway department will proceed in a normal manner up to the point where 
traffic earnings reach the Chief Accountant of each railway for incorporation into 
the general books. • 

355. So far as stores are concerned, there are officials in the stores depart
ment who are familiar with the methods recommended and can be trusted to 
instal them if furnished with additional and competent .help during the transition 
period. This will apply up to the point where the stores summaries reach the 
Chief Accountant for incorporation in the ge11eral books and after they leave 
th!lt office for incorporation in the stores records. • 

356. It is in the general accounting and the principal financial books of the 
railway that the new system will effect a complete revolution in the old fashioned 
and antiq~ated methods at present in force. As already mentioned in Chapter 
XI, these records have never been put upon a proper double entry bookkeeping 
basis" nor has the modem accounting method of working through control accounts 
received recognition. To put t~ new system into force will require great 
energy, a thorough, practical knowledge of modern methods of accounting, and 
the education in these methods not only of a sufficient junior -staff but of many 
of the administrative officers ; and while when completely installed it will mean 
a reductien in clerical staff it will require in those that remain higher quali
fications and greater energy. 

357. The change cannot be all brought about at once, nor can the old system be 
di_pensed with until the new! is ready to take its place. This will require a good 
deal of preliminary work, which may be summarised thus :-

• (1) The preparation of a regular accounting classification on the lines of 
that iu force in the United States under the aegis of the Interstate 
Commerce Commission. The outlines of this are laid down in the 

. appendices of this report. . 
(2) The preparation of ,a series of manuals dealing with the detail work 

of each accounting section to take the place of the codes and 
manuals at present in exi.~tence. As already mentioned, these 
manuals should not have the binding authority of the present 
codes, but they must be subject to revision by the sub-section head 
in consultation with the section head and the Chief Accountant as 
the system develops and opportunities for improvement in methods 
arise. 

. . 
(3) The- unification and revision of all existing forms to suit the needs 

. of the new system and to make these forms uniform for all rail
ways. The ground work will be found in the forms. given in Part 
ill, of this report . 

• ("4) The designing ·of the journals, ledgers and subsidiary books recom-
mended in this report. 

(5) The training of the necessa'l."Y staff, its organisation into sections and 
sub-sections. and the selection of the most suitable persons for the· 
section and sub-section heads. 

(6) The organisation of a system of classes for the instruction of the 
selected staff, and the institution of periodical examinations, success 
in which must be a prelimillary to promotion (a) out of· the lowest 
grade to a higher and (b) out of any grade to the position of sub
section, section or departmental head. Fop this purpose the ex
aminations recent organised by the Institute of Tral1"port in 
England will be found ll~ful. . 

358. It will probably take five years to complete this work and put the new 
~y"tem into operlltion on all State Railwa~·A. and for that period at least it will 
be necessary to constitute a special corps of cba rtered accountants, thoroughly 
U20RD 
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familiar with modem accounting methods, to organise and carry out the work 
outlined above. 

I recommend that four such chartered accountants should be selected as 
soon as possible and appointed for a definite term of five years. "They should 
be constituted a Committee under the chairmanship of the Director of Accounts 
of the Railway Board, and the Chief Accountants of the four State Managed 
Railways should be added to this Committee. The four chartered accountants 
with the chairman should be the Executive Offieers of the Committee, the other 
members being called upon from time to time ill a consultative capacity. The 
chairman who could not give more ihull a small part of his time to this work 
~hould select one of his chief subordinates to work (as a whole time offieer) on 
the Executive Committee. This Committee should decide upon the best methods 
of introducing the new system and the railways whose accounting departments 
should be dealt with first. 

359. The four chartered accountants to be appointed should have at lea~t 
five years experience in actual accollnting work after passin~ their final ex
aminations ; .should be experienced in the installation of new systems ; should 
be familiar with mechanised accounting methods; should be of an age between 
28 and 35, with the capacity to accommodate themselves to new conditions, and 
should above all have energy, ability, tact lind patienee. For such qualifications 
a commencing salary of Rs. 2,000 per month rising nver the five years to Rs. 
2,400 per month would not be excessive. At the end of the term of five years 
they should be entitled to six mnnths leave and should then be considered for 
selection to vacant 'posts of Chief or Deputv Chief Ac.countants. After five 
yellrs it may he hoped that the organi~ation of a competent railway accounting 
serviee may he well on the way to accomplisl'ment. and that the system of pro
motion examination~ hacked up by the ~owth of the new body of Indian Public 
Accountants, which is now underconsidl'ration. may therl'lIfter provine a eon
tinuous supply of qualified men to fill the ranks in the Railway Accounting 
DE'partments. 

360. In the workshops a diffE'rent oroblem will "rise. AS. in adnifinn to the 
genpral accounts which will ~.ome mot"c immediRtplv nnnpr the snpel"Vi~ion of the 
committee already suggested. there bag to hll installed " PI~T1ning" and ProlrTJ's
sing Section as well as a detailed svstem of Cost AMonnts. The former requires 
engineers rather than accountants. and the Qualific~tions for r.ost III'-countaTlts 
would be some}Vhat different from those required in the Clentnl Accountinll( 
Offices. particularly in that they must. have a l!:eDPt"1I1 lmowledl!"p of workshop 
orgllnisation and operation. It would be difficult. if not imn08sible tn fini! sllch 
men in India, and they must be soull(ht in England or perhaps in the United 
Rtates where this special kind of knowledge is more common. 

361. For the ;apid organisation of the workshnll" nn thpAe linp .. Rnd the 
installation of the COAt Accounting SYRtem. there shollli1 hI' pnl!:1H>"pd four Pro
d\let.ion Engineers and the same number of Clost. A()Ml111t.RntR. Thl't"P will he 
110 difficulty in absorbing these men permanently in the railwav workshnps 01'

I!:lmislltion where there is an urgoent demand for Slll'T! !'ervieeR. ,Thpv shnuld hI' 
~f lin age hetween 25 and 30 with prpviouB workshop exneriencf'. but the Met 
Rccountants need not necessllrilv hI' Chartered ACCOlmtRnt .. nrovidpd that thev 
11a"e had at least three Years nractical experipnce of Mat Rcconntinl!:. 'Ind havl' 
" thorough knowledg'e of 'machine mptho(k Both thp nrbdll1'tion en<rineet" AHIl 
the cost accountant should be ndaptablp to new cnnilitionR Rnd ~hould "hOVA all 
}lIIve energY. ability and PHtienee. For such qunlific~tion!' thp commpncinll 
salllrv should be about Rs. 1,200 per month wit.h prospectR of increases UP to 
sa~' Rs. 1,600 per month. 

This foree would be able to start work on four of the prlJlcip,,1 workshoPR, 
and as the work progressed and they were ahle to train up efficient subordinates 
the work could be extended to the others. 

362. The preliminarY work would follow the line" l"i;] dnwn in paral!Taph 249 
for the "general accounting. "nd the instRllation would follow the detailed systems 
laid down in Appendices VI and VII. 

363. The annual cost 6f salaries UJlQer the plan 81l1!'e:ested would be from 
RR. 2 IJAkhs to Rs. 3 Lakhs pl'r annum. This may spem "larlle amonnt. hut I am 
slItisfied that the expense will jlHnifv itself both ill H1(~ g"l"elltpr effi~iencv aui! 
pcnnomv in thA 8ccoullt.inl!' denartmpnts 1md the workRhon. and hv thl' l!TaduRl 
l"~i!l1pt.ion hI staff And ultimate slIvinl! in salAry CORt AS the new .VqtP,IDIl IITP 

pnt into fore!> Rnd p'lfh'ndl'd to All th!' rAilwIIYR. I ~m fnrih"r slItisfipd thllt th!' 
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whole system, both in workshops and accounts, is, with few exceptions, so out. 
of date and inefficient that it requires an entirely new organisation, such as that 
suggested, to establish it on modern, economical aud efficient lines. To patch 
it. up would be worse than useless; it is beyond patching and must be replaced 
,)ntirelr· 

364. My examination has shown me that it will be difficult to obtain from the 
present recQrds all the material required for Railway Balance Sheets in a suffi" 
ciently accurate and concise form 'vithout an audit and verification of the assets 
and liabilities in each case. I therefore recommend that chartered accountants 
be 'instructed to make snch an audit and prepare balance sheets as of the date 
at which the new accounting system is to be installed and the new books opened 
ou each railway. These audited balance sheets with schedules giving all neces
sary details of each asset and liability would form the bRsis of the opening entries. 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS. 
,36~. The following is a summary of the recommendations contained in tbe 
foregomg chapters :-

366. Separation of Audit and Accounts. 
1. That the Prin~,ipal Acco1!nting Officer o~ eaol! State Railway be styled" Chief 

Accountant and be dIrectly responsIble to the Agent of each railway but 
appointable and removable only by the Railway Board. Chapter II. Para-
graph 33. . 

2. That the acconnts of the Railway Board at present kept by the Accountant 
General Railways be handed over to a Chief Accountant appointed by and 
responsible to the Railway Board. Chapler IV. Paragraph 62. 

3. That the title" Accountant General Railways" be altered to " Chief Auditor 
Railways." Chapter IV. Paragraph 62. 

4. That the independent post-audit of all Railway Accounts be carried out by the 
Auditor General, who would have no power or authority to hold up payments 
or accounts but only to report thereon. Chapter T1I. Paragraphs 116-122. 

5. That efficiency be judged by the relation between the earnings and the operat
ing expenses, by the value to the community of the services rendered, and 
by the efficiency and economy With which they are rendered. Chapter II. 
Paragraph 37. 

367. General Accounts. 
6. That the Accounting Department of each railway be reorganised, as shown on 

the chart on page 22. Chapter IV. Paragraphs 62-85. 
7. That an entirely new and modern system of general accounting be introduced 

with a propel' system of Control Accounts. Chapter XI. Paragraph 249. 
8. That the Railway Accounts be kept upon the basis of work done and services 

rendered by the Railways and of work done for the Railways, both expressed 
in money values and entered in the books as at the time when the services are 
performed and the work done, and whether paid for at that time or not. 
Chapter II. Paragraph ,37. 

9. That a system of rewards for any suggestions made and adopted for improve
ments in accounting methods be introduced. Chapter IV. Paragraph 86. 
368. Expenditure Abstracts. 

10. That the Expenditure Abstracts be remodelled as indicated in Appendix III. 
Chtlpter VII. Paragraphs 141-144. 

11. That a separate abstract be prepared to include all expenses connected witb 
" Stores." Chapter VII • . Paragraph 145. 

12. That a separate abstract be prepared for all expenSE:S of the Electrical Depart
ment. Chapter VII. Paragraph 146. 
369. Capital and .Income Accounts and Balance Sheet. 

13. That the'Capitai and Income Accounts rendered by each Railway be revised 
in accordance with the new forms attached to Appendir III. Chapter VII. 
Paragraphs 135--136. 

14. That the" Suspense Account" be treated as Working Capital and included 
in the Capital Expenditure instead of in Income. Chapter VII. Para
graphs 138-139. 

15. That payments to worked lines in respect of net earnings of those lines under 
the terms of the contracts be treated as a charge to Income and not as 
at present deducted as to Receipts from Gross Earnings, and as to Expenses 
from Operating Expenses. Chapter VII. Paragraph 151. 

16. That each Railway prepare monthly and annually a Ifalance Sheet in the 
form set out, supported by exhibits ihowing how the various assets and 
liabilities are arrived at. Chapter VII. Paragraph 155. 

11. That the Railway Board prepare an'Income Account and Balance Sheet 
recording their activities apart from those of individual railways; and 
that from these accounts and from ihe IDOOHIe Accounts dnd Balance Sheets 
of individual railways a Consolidated Income Account and Balance Sheet 
of the Railway Department be prepared monthly and annually. Chapter 
VII. Paragraph. 136. 
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370. Cash System:. 
18. That the Controller of Currellcy act as Banker and keep separate accoun'ts 

for each railway system, crediting to this account all the receipts and 
charging to it all the payments. That the Treasurer of each railway send 
daily to the Controller of Currency a statement of the Railway Receipts 
showing the Bank or sub-treasll.ry to which they have been paid over, and 
a statement of all cheques drawn against authorised credits. Chapter V. 
Paragraphs 9~101. ... 

19. T1IU all accounts between the Railways and other Government Departments 
, ol"Provincial Governmeu.ts and other Railways be settled bJl' cheque instead 

of by transfers as at present. Chapter V. Paragraphs 102-10~. 
371. Traffic Accounting. 

20. That the Railway Clearing House at Lahore be converted into ,Central . 
Station Accounting Office and moved to Delhi ; that, in addition to dealing • 
with the foreign traffic between the four State Railways, it should also 
handle the local traffic of those Railways, commencing first witll that of the 
North W~stern Railway; that Branch Offices be established at Howrah, 
Wadi. Bunder and Karachi for the traffic audit at those ·stations ; these 
Branches to be under the control of the Central Station Accounting Office 
at Delhi; and that the methods of audit worked out by Mr. W. H. Scott be 
. gradually extended to comprise the Whole system of State Railways. 
Chapler VIII. Paragraphs 176-181. .. 
372. Btores Accounting. 

21. That all Railway Stores, except imprest stores of small amount' 'at rllnning 
shed and engineers' depots, be placed under the control of the Controller 
of Stores, and that he keep detail quantity records thereof ; that quantity 
and money records be kept of all stores by the stores acooUlltants ; and that 
an entirely new system of accounting for Stores Receipts, Issues and 
Balances be adopted. Chapter IX. PllA'agraphs 198--J.99. 

22. That the whole cost of purchasing and· handling stores, including all ad
ministration and ·clerical expense, be added to the cost of stores by a per
centage addition to all purehases, so that departments using stores may be 
charged with the full cost thereof. Chapter IX. Paragraph 211. 

23. That an officiaI price list of stores be established for all issues, and be varied 
from time to time so that divergencies between money value of stores on 
hand in accordance with this price list and the book value mar 1<Ie kept 
within small limits. All such differences should be Written off 'Whenever 
there is a change in price. Chapter IX. POITagraph 212. . 

24. That the purchasing of stores be entirely separated from their custody and 
. be entrusted to a supply officer who would purchase on requisition from the 

Controller of Stores or other authorised officers. Chapter IX. Paragraph 
197. • 
373~ Workshop Aocounting. 

25. That a system jlf planning, progressing and scheduling be adopted in all 
railway workshops, and that a new system of cost and general accounting 
be put into farce under a Workshop Accountant. Chapter X. Paragraphs 
215-239. 

26. That all expenses incurred in connection with the workshops which .cannot be 
allocated dit'ect to any specific job or jobs, vis.: Repair. to plant and 
machinery superintendence and depreciation be included as overhead ex
penses and distributed over the output as a percentage addition to the direct 
labour costs. Chapter X. Paragraph 230. 
374. Statistics. 

27. That a " Deputy Agent Statistics" be appointed· on each Railway' as an 
assistant to the Agent to study the Statistics submitted by the Chief Ac
countant and other Railway Departments. Chapter XV. Paragraph 302. 

~8. That a Statistical Committee be set up, consisting of the Director of Finance 
to the Railway Board, the Assistant Director of Statistics to the Railway 
Board, and repesentatives of the Operating Departments and of the Statis
tical Offices of the various railways to decide from time to time upon any 
variation in the matter to be tabulated ~nd the methods of tabulation. 
Chapter XV. Paragraph 302. 



:29. 'That maohine methods be adopteq. .to a much. greater enellt In the prepara
tion of Statistics. Chapter XV. Paragraph 304 . 

. :ro. Tha.tsome reviSion be .made in the Statistics with Il view .to their improve
ment by eliminating duplication and some Tables of .small value. Chapter 
XY. PtJ"agrophs 305-.310. 
~75. Depreciation. 

31. That the present plan -of providing for Depreciation be continued, excep.t 
that: 

(1) Additional cost of replacing any unit be a charge to l'eve~ and 
not to capital. . 

(2) That the life of any unit be not estimated to exceed 50 years, and in 
case of electrical units 25 years. 

(3) That Capital Expenditures to the extent to which they do not increase 
operating revenues or decrease operating expenses be written off 

,to surplus income nnder the term" Betterments." Chapter XIII. 
Paragraphs 27~288. 

32. That the realised surplus resulting from the disposal of a fixed asset should 
be credited. to a Capital ~~erve Account, to w~ch should be charged any 
losses due to sales of a sllnllar asset for sums less than the difference be
tween the original cost and the amount standing to the credit of Deprecia
tion Fund in respect of this asset. Chapter XlII. Paragraph 287. 
376. Coal Mi»es Organisation and Aocounting. 

33. That the Railway Collieries be removed from the control of the separate 
Railways and concentrated under the control of a Director of Collieries 
responsible to the Railway Board.; and that a new system of oost, stores, . 
workshop and general accounts be introduced. Chapter XlI. Paragraphs 
254--268. 

34. That all coal shipped to State Railways be charged at cost, including 
Depreciation, Sinking Fund and Administration Expenses, and in addition 
a sum calculated to yield approximately 6 per cent. interest per annum on 
the capital at charge to the collieries. Chapter XlI. Paragraph 268. 
377. Railway Budget. 

35. That the Budget submitt/ld to the Legislative Assembly continue in its 
present form but be supported by a revised set of Income and Capital 
Accounts and a Consolidated Balance Sheet of the Railway Department. 
Chapter XlV. Paragraphs 294-297. 

36 .. That in comparing'Budget figures with aotual results, regard be had to any 
variations in expenditures that might be expected on account of variations 
in gross earnings. Chapter XlV. Paragraphs 298-299. 
378. Charges on Trwnsport of Rai.lway Supplies . 

. 37. That all goods carried by a Railway for its own use be oharged for trans
portation at 60 per cent. of the full rates. Chapter XVI. Paragraph 341. 
379. Mechanised Accounting. 

38. That machine methods and loose leaf ledgers. be emplcyed in the new 
accounting systems and that the machines be installed under suitable con
ditions of housing and with an undertaking on the part of the suppliers to 
give effective service in' the way of supervision aud repairs. Chapter 
XVII. Paragraphs 344-352. 
380. Installation of New Systems. 

39. That in order to instal the new systems of accounting the following staff 
should be engaged for a term of 5 years :-

4 Chartered. Accountants at Rs. 2,000 pei month; rising to 'Re. 2,400. 
4 Cost Accountants at Rs. 1,200 pcr month, rising to Rs. 1,600. 
4 Production Engineers at Rs. 1,200 per month, rising to Rs. 1,600. 
Chapter XVIII. . Paragraphs 358-361. . 

40. That Chartered Acoountants be instructed to audit the present records and 
prepare Balance Sheets of each railway, as of the date at which tbe new 
accounting system is to be installed and the new books opened on each 
railway. Chapter XVllI. Paragraph 3~4. 
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CHAPTER xx. 
CONCLUSION. 

381. In concluding this report I desire to record my appreciation of the 
courtesy and assistance I have received during my investigation from the 
members of the Railway Board and their officials and from the agents and 
officials of all the State Railways which I visited. In particular, I' should men
tion RBi Bahadur B. D. Puri, who has been with me throughout and has been 
most helpful in obtaining information required and in al'l'anging for my necessary 
movements from place to place. 

To my assistants, Messfli. W. H. Cockburn aud T. A. Maul, I am indebted 
for their helpful co-operation throughout, and in particular for the very useful 
work they have done on the detail designs for the new accounting systems 
recommended, work which has contributed materially to the production of this 
report. 

And lastly, I must express my sincere appreciation of the hard work and 
loyal assistance of my secretary, Mr. G. A. Wright, whose services have been 
invaluable to me. 

I am, Dear Sir, 

Yours faithfully, 

. A. LOWES DIC'KINSON. 


